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Student worker pay
date moved to Friday
After the circulation of a peti·
!ion and a meeting between
students and university presi·
dent Miguel Nevarez. the student university worker pay date
has been moved frm Monday.
March 12 to Friday. March 9.
Nevarez met Monday afternoon with Student Publications
Association President Nora
Lopez, SPA treasurer Ella de
los Santos and SPA member
Anna Martinez. The association
had been circulating a petition
to get the check distribution
date moved up to Friday; before spring break, instead of
Monday. the first day of the
break as had been originally
scheduled.
Nevarez said he would look
into the possibility and called
the next oay, Tuesday. to announce that students would be
able to pick up their checks Fri·
day from 6:30 p.m. to 7:30
p.m. at the Paying and Collec·

!ions Office at the Administration Building.
The Monday distribution
time will be maintained as well.
according to Vice President for
Business Affairs Roy Flores. He
explained that he felt most
students would not be served
Friday evening but would come
for the check Monday. Paying
and Collections will distribute
checks Monday from 9 a.m. to
noon.
Nevarez also explained that
sometimes. the program which
makes out the checks must be
run through again if there is a
major error. By agreeing to
distribute the checks Friday.
Navarez is running the risk of
not having the checks ready
that evening.
·rm gambling." he said. ·But
the thing is to get the checks
out."
According to W. E. Chess.
comptroller. a student can have

someone else pick up their
paychecks. but they must pre·
sent a signed authorization.
Chess said that the authorization should read something
like: "This authorizes (name of
person picking up check). social security number. to pick up
my paycheck on (date). My
social security number is (SSN)
and my account number and
department are
•
Chess said that the person
picking up the check should
have some identification like a
university ID and /or driver's
license. He added that it would
be helpful to have the ID card
of the person actually receiving
the check.
Navarez said that to avoid
similar situations in the future.
"What we need to do is see
these things ahead of time."
He added. "We just need a
little better planning and more
sensitivity to the school calendar.·

Students voice dissent
during session with AD
By Joe Vasquez
Staffwriter
PAU students publicly ex·
pressed their discontent with
the athletic department at a re·
cent student question and
answer session sponsored by
PAUSA in the Snack Bar.
Head Coach and Athletic
Director Lon Kruger held this
conference in hopes to "promote spirit and to get students
informed on how the athletic
department works."
In his opening remarks.
Kruger said that since a "good
portion· of students service fees
go into the athletic department.
the expenditure "means an in·
vestment for the students."
He also said that women's
basketball is placed in the Na tional Athletic Intercollegiate
Association division instead of
the National Collegiate Athletic
Association division I like men's
basketball because "it comes

down to finances." He added
that "it allows for participation
of local women from the Valley
to play against other Texas
universities ."
Later during the session An·
na Martinez. managing editor
for The Pan American asked.
"Are athletics willing to put
more money into men's sports
than women's sports?"
"Presently we are." he said.
"Women have little chance to
compete with a winning approach on the NCAA level. but
can on the NAIA level."
Another question asked
came from Tony Flores. vicepresident of PAUSA . He asked
Kruger how he felt about the
1984-8 5 seasons for the
Broncs.
Kruger replied. "We have
five very tough! ball games left
in the season. We're going to
lose two seniors. Tony

Deadline today for
degree applications
Today is the deadline for applications for students expecting their bachelor's degree in
Aug. 1984 and master's degree
in April 1984.
Applications can be picked
up in the Students Services

building in the administration
and Records office.
A $20 fee for the bachelor's
graduation application and a
$25 fee for the master's degree
application is being charged.

Micro-computer users
organize campus group
Computers ha\·e increased
enough to where a Commodore 64 users group is being organized on ca mpu s
The meeting b tommorrO\\.'
i11 the experimental classroom
.11 the LRC from] p.m 10 4::m
p.m After the hu,ine,, m,,etmg

McDaniels and Terry Jones. but
we're strongly hoping for a post
season."
The next question from the
crowded Snack Bar came from
Michael Alex. senior trackster.
He inquired about the number
of scholarships alloted to each
sport. He also asked why
basketball and baseball get so
much money and promotion .
"We were told that the
money would go to all athletics.
not just basketball." said Alex.
"Any general funds." Kruger
replied.· go into a pool. not in to any particular department."
He also said that all promotional events are held to make
the public aware of all PAU
sports.
Nora Lopez. "The Pan
American" editor. stated that
the athletic department
receives nearly 50 percent of
the Student Service fees while
37 percent goes to cover administrative costs and only 17
percent goes to the actual 4000
student service accounts.
Kruger said he appreciated
the concern .
Lopez persisted 111 her ques tioning by asking if it was ·tru ly necessary to be in the NCAA
Division I level 111 basketball
which requires much more
111<mey ti1e111 NAIA."
Kruger said that they are in
the NCAA division because of
the Board of Reg ents He '>did
that they wish for PAU t<J pl,11,'
ill the nationally ~·i,ible d1vhi<,n

a video program on rn1crr, co mp u ters is slated for
showing.
Response to a Commadore
b4 questionaire yielded ."', 7
replies indicating a desire tri
p,irticipatl! Ill a u,er, club ,,11

·The phil""'Ph~· ,,f the
U111H•r,111,· h tr, fu11rl t" !lw
milximum bi1,ketbc1ll ,:11cl
h,,~l'hall." Kruger ,,11d. ·bel',i,i-v
h,1,ketb,111 h c,1p,,blr• ,,f n,•,1t•11•1

Cr1111Jllh

H'\"t!llUL'

AAAAYYAAHH! - Byong S u Oh. karate expert. practices his demo nstration to be presented
Tuesday for P.E. night from 7:30-9:30 at the Universit y Fieldhouse. sp onsored by th e HP ER
Club. National Physical Fitness and Sports Week events will include demonstrations of
wrestling. men's aerobics. gymnastics. bodybuilding. dance. soccer. pom porn routines. and
b~eakdancinq. The week runs through March 7. (Ph oto by Robert Vasquez)

Summer aid deadline today
First and second summer
session applications for finan cial aid must be turned in by to day in order for students to
receive their award on time.
"Ahhough we will still be accepting applications until March

16." Juan Torres. assistant
director for financial aid. said.
"a stude1it should turn it in to
day so that he will receive his
award before registration."
According to Torres. any student who has already applied

for the fall and spring semesters
can just fill out a revision form
for the summer sessions.
Students must turn in their
applications at the Financial
Aid office in the Student Services, Building.

'Gallery' manuscripts due
Today is the deadline fo r all
manuscripts to be in for Pan
American's literary magazine.
"Gallery".
Photographs are due im
mediately after Spring Break
Cash prizes are offered for the
1
best suomiss1on i11 each cate gory. Categories for this year's
Gallery are poetry. essay.
photography. art. experimental
writing and fiction
·c;al ler.y will be entered ill

compe tit1011 against other
literary Journals from other
Texas uniwrsities." Dr Dorey
Schmidt. faculty advisor and
Gallery sponsor said.
"A good literary rnag,1zi1w
can do a lot toward improving
,1 university's standing in the
,icademic community." Dr.
Schmidt said.
11r. Schmicli l'mphasized thc1t
c1II submissions should lw
dirl'Cll'd to the English Depart

ment. LA 20H . Fiction submissions should hl' double spaced
ilnd limited to 2500 words
Photography entries should be
black and white glossies and art
,hould be pen <111d ink line
drawings All entries must bl'
arcomp,mied by official sub
missio11 .
Pri1.es will be 'li:iO for first
pince in ec1ch category. with the
possihility of ,Hlditio1lill pri1.es
for pl,icement Ill regional corn
pl'fitioll

Bokina to speak on Marxist philosopher
Dr. ,John B,iki11c1. assistant
professor of politirnl science will
be speaking to the Pan
American Philosophy Club
Tuesday. a t activity period . in
I.A 12.'> Hb topic will he
· Herbert Marcuse c111d the New
Left."
Dr Boki11il has been on the

fc1culty of PAU since J<JH2 and
hc1s t,iught at such universities
,1s the University of Detroit . and
the University of Illinois in both
Urb,111,1 and Chicago Circle. It
w;i-, ,1! the Chicago Circle cam pus thilt he received his B.A.
rind M A i11 political sCJl'llre
,u,d s()CifJlogy and at the Ur

hana campus where he receiv l'd hb PhD.
Dr
Roki11c1 is highly
k11owledg,1ble in the subject of
politicc1I philosophy <1nd more
spt•cificr1lly i11 thl' works and
thought of lkrberl MilrCUSl'. c1
top M.irxht phd,,sopher

Foundation gains new trustee
The P,m Americc111 Univer,1
ty Foull(li1t1011 lo,t one trustl'l'
<111d gained ,mother lilst wevk
O1w "f the Foundiltio1i',
three fr.,u11d111g member,.
M,ir(Jd ret McAllen . ,ubm1t1l'd
h,·l rl!..,11J11c1ti(J11 ht·cr1u..,1• ,,f IH.•r
,1ppr,111t1111•11t tr, tl w LIIIIV<'hil\,:,
!,,,,.rd ,,f rl''J<'llh

Thl' tru,tee, then elvcll'd
Su/illllle
Arm,tro11g
of
Brownsville to fill the rem,1111der
"f McAllen·, term il'> tru,tee
Th,, Fou11clc111,J11 1, c1 ll'g,illy
sepernlt• fJrg,1rnzc1t1, m fr"m t iil'
u111v,·r,11y cl1r1rt,•rt•cl t" r,1is1•
,111cl 111v,•st fund, CJll lwli,df ,,f
l',111 Alll( 'll( dll
It \~"' f,,111,rll'rl hy i'lSL' Ill;

McAllt'11 . hH1•;tr, Yturri,1 of
Brmv11wdle. ,111<1 Houston c1r
cl11t,•ct Victor N,•uh,iu,
V.il!.•y rt•s1dt•1Jls 011 thl'
I c, 111l'111lwr ho.ird 111cludv ,)mi
B"xk•1; r,f Mo\ll,•11. I )r111i,•I
Butl,·r CJ( H,11;111011clv1II<'. /\1111
l)u11 k111 CJ! I J,1rh11!Jl'll. ,111 Bill
I 111, .. Jr.. ',f M, /\!It'll
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COMMENTARY
Editorial

Nevarez comes through
President Miguel Nevarez was the only administration official willing to listen to students' request to get their paychecks
on Friday before Spring Break and in a position to do
something about it. And he did.
The president should be commended for recognizing the
students' rigbts to an audience with the president and for actually "looking into" the matter. Usually, when people say they
will "look into" something, that is the equivalent of saying they
will disregard the request.
But President Nevarez made good on his promise. In fact,
within 24 hours of his meeting with students about the pay
date, Nevarez announced that students indeed would be paid
on Friday, March 9, as petitioned for by student workers.
During Nevarez's inaugural address in December 1981, he
promised that students would come first while he was in office. He said his office would always be open for students to
come and to talk to him about issues that concerned them.
He made good on that promise, also.
By moving the pay date ahead two days, Nevarez, is taking a big risk. He explained that it is possible that a major error in the checks could result ir, disappointment Friday evening. There is always the possiblity that the whole program must
be run by the computer again.
Certainly if he is willing to take that risk, students are, too.
Before meeting with Nevarez, students had received close
to no cooperation in even getting an explanation of why checks
could not be distributed Friday. Nevarez was the first person
in a position to change the pay date who was willing to discuss
the subject, at times honestly admitting his lack of knowledge
of the actual processing of the checks.
Honesty was the least that students asked of the administration, and President Nevarez proved he could provide that and
much more.

tJ

'

Letter to the Editor
victories. Would other schools
It is an honest shame that
you "the students" cannot back. be winners With no support? I
your sports teams. You have doubt it. If Pan Am was a !wensuper programs in sports but . ty game 'winner, would you be
you cannot back them. The there? Probably so. Because we
basketball team have played have to be a big winner or
several good and top ranked champion to be supported by
teams at home but very few the student body.
A few games back, I was
have beat UTSA. New Orleans.
or Lamar if you would have upset with the cheerleaders for
been there, but a least we not getting the crowd into the
would have had vocal support game, I realize now that they
which the Winter Texans do not tried but it is hard to get Winter
provide. Maybe with that sup- Texans who don't care into the·
port we could have turned game. They are there to watch
some of those close losses into not cheer. Thev need student

help. Students get in free, why
not come and cheer.
Tonight after we played
Lamar and barely lost, a band
member commented he
couldn't believe it was that
close, he said Pan Am was bad
and was expecting a runaw·ay.
If a band member or
cheerleader feels this way, they
should sta~ home. Pan Am is
a winner and needs support.
The baseball team also
needs support. Last year they
went to NCAA playoffs. How
manv students went to the

games? Here we have a winner and still no support, not
even
from
the
band,
cheerleaders, or students. Why
should the band, cheerleaders
and students be at the game.
For your support only.
Pan Am ought to appreciate
the teams they have. Many
schools do not have a team
worth cheering for, other who
have teams that are good like
Pan Am, charge students to get
into games as well as the rest
of the people. Why not come
to the games and support the

PAUSA Report
The following is a summary of issues shared by the Education Update Student Liaison Officer in Washington. D.C. These
issues are targeted to this campus environment and others
throughout the nation.
Enrollment in Colleges Remains High
The long-expected and much-discussed decline in college
and university enrollment once again failed to materialize last
fall. according to several higher education organizations. Early enrollment show that more Americans enrolled in colleges
in September than ever before. The increases. though only
about 1 percent. ranged across the spectrum of public and
private institutions and included both full-time and part-time
students.
A representative from the American Council on Education
suggested that the continuing strength of college enrollment
was related to the current economic recovery but that other
factors were also involved. including more effective recruiting
and marketing by th admissions offices of private institutions.
For more than a decade. educators and demographers had
been predicting a decline in college enrollment in the early
1980's because of the end of the post-World War II baby boom
in the mid-l 960's. According to the Bureau of the Census.
the number of 18-year-olds peaked in 1979 at 4.3 million and
will bottom out at 3.2 million. then begin to increase.

Up
15.2%
Down
4.3%
Up
10.3%
Up
6.8%
Down
2.7%
Up
3.4%
Down
6.8%
Down
1.4%
Up
4.9%
Up
10.3%
Up
3.7%
Up
0.3%
Up
13.1%
Up
2.0%
Up
15.9%
8.3cro
Up
5. 1 cro
Up
3.0ao
Up
Up
0.7°o
No Change
Up
6.4%
No Change
2.0ao
Up
0.3ao
Down

Job prospects for 1984 grads
Salaries by academic field
Prospect by industry

Accounting
Aerospace

Up
Up

4 5°,,
5 .2 '\,

Bachelo1_.s degree in

one person cannot make it in
life or a team cannot make it by
themselves. People need people and everyone needs support. Let's give the support and
lead them to victory.
If you as a student,
cheerleader, or band member
do not feel 100 per cent supportive of our teams, it is better not to show up. But we
have winners and you are the
losers.
A Fan
Larry Ahlman

LIBRARY HOURS - SPRING BREAK

Agribusiness
Automotive
Banking, finance
Chemicals
Communications
Conglomerates
Construction
Education
Electrical Machinery
Electronics
Restaurants
Packaging
Government
Hospitals
Hotels. motels
Merchandising
Metal products
Military
Petroleoum
Printing. publishing
Research
Service Volunteer
Tire. rubber
Utilities

Change
From 1983

Broncs?
I, for one, want to congratulate Coach Kruger and his
Broncs for a super year and
wish the best for Coach
Ogletree and his players this
year. It· is not too late for all of
you to cheer the Broncs on.
They have one more home
game this Saturday. The
baseball Broncs are home this
Friday, an Saturday for games.
You the students get in free,
and should get out there and
cheer. One person cannot
make a team or a winner. Also.

Average
Expected
Starting
Salary

Change
From
Year
Earlier

See PAUSA report p. 5

Saturday, March 10
Sunday, March 11
Monday. March 12
Tuesday. March 13
Wednesday. March 14
Thursday. March 15
.Friday. March 16
Saturday. March 17
Sunday. March 18

CLOSED
CLOSED
8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
8 A.M. to 5 P.M.
9 A.M. to 6 P.M.
2 P.M. to 10 P.M.
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Visiting Artist Series feature pianist, singers
As part of th e Visiting Artist
Series a pianist and two singers
will perform a recital featuring
the song settings of John Duke
on March 4 .
Ruth Friedberg . painist.
Deborah Bussineau. soprano
and Leonard Johnson . tenor
will perform in the Fine Arts
Recital Hall at 8 p.m.
Duke is a living American
painist and composer who is
known mostly for his song settings of American poets. The
works in this program are settings of poetry by A. E.
Housman . Adelaide Crapsy.
Enda St. Vincent Millay. Sara
Teasdale, Elinor Wylie, E. E.
Cummings, Mark Van Doren.
Robert Hillyer, William Butler
Yeats and Emily Dickinson .

Duke has also written string
and pian o works. a one act
opera na med "Captain Lovelock. Carnival Overture" and six
song settings of Emily Bronte·s
poems.
Friedberg holds a gradu?te
degree in musicology from the
University of North Carolina. ·
She has had a richly varied
career as a performer. teacher
and musical journalist. A
member of the Duke University of Music faculty for 12 years.
she has also taught at the New
School of Music in Philidelphia.
the University of Texas (Austin
and San Antonio). fncarnate
Word College. and San Anton io College.
She has performed in con certs of chamber music and the

vocal literature all over the
country and currently holds the
position of keyboard artist with
the San Antonio Sympho ny
Orchestra . Friedberg has written many journal articles and
has entries in New Grove's Dictionary. some seperate an thology volumes and has also
written reviews for the NATS
bulletin .
She has presented papers
and lectures for the University
of Michigan Conference on
Women in Music and the International Art Song Festival in
Arkansas. Friedberg is author
of a three volume series on
American Art song and American poetry and a two volume
series. "Art Song in America."
She an authority on John

Duke and will speak on his
work during the recital.
Deborah Bussineau is a
soprano of great experience
having sung many leading roles
in classical operas in San Antonio. Austin . and in her native
Michigan . She has worked with
the San Antonio Symphony
Grand Opera and Mastersingers. the University of Texas
at Austin Opera Theatre. the
Michigan State University Symphony Orchestra . and the
Chautauqua. NY Opera Association .
Bussineau taught opera for
three years under grants from
the National Endowment for
the Arts and The Texas Commission on the Arts. She currently teaches private voice to

North Independent School
District "Students in San Antonio
and is a soloist with the St.
Marks Episcopal Churh Choir
of San Antonio.
Leonard Johnson has performed with the Detroit.
Wichita. and San Diego Sym phony Orchestras. and with the
Chicago Lyric Opera . the
Goldovsky Grand Opera Company. and the Chatanooga.
Birmingham (Ala.). and San
Diego Opera Companies . He
has sung throughout the
United States. Canada . and
Western Europe.
Johnson performed the title
role in Stavinsky's "Rake Progress" at the opening of the
Julliard Opera Theatre. under
the direction of Erich l....einsdorf.

At another Lincoln Center perfo rmance he sang the tenor
arias in Bach's "St. Matthew
Passion'" and has toured with
the New York Vocal Arts
Ensemble and other groups.
Johnson studied at Mannes
College and then joined the
Jiulliard American Opera
Center. He taught six years at
the University of Michigan
School of Music. and is currently an assistant professor of
voice and voice pedagogy at
the University of Texas at
Austin . Critics have praised
Johnson for his "large pleasing
voice'" and ·expressiveness".
Admission to the recital will
be $:1 general admission and
$1.50 for students and senior
citizens.

Sadie Hawkins eat your heart out
By Ed Cantu
Staffwriter
Ladies start your engines!
Yesterday," was Feb. 29, a day
that comes around only once
every four years and . . it
marks the beginning of another
Leap Year.
According to tradition, during this year. women have the
right to switch roles in proposing marriage, something like
Sadie Hawkins' day, but all
year long.
The origin of this custom is
vague, but allowing single
women to ask for the hand of
an unmarried man may have
begun with the Irish St. Patrick
and St. Bridget in the 5th cen tury, some authorities say.
Bridget complained to Patrick that the nuns under her
charge were unhappy because
they could never propose marriage. At that time celibacy was
a private vow, not a church re quirement. Patrick suggested
women be given the privilege
of proposing every seven years.
but Bridget asked it be allowed
every four, and Patrick obliged
by granting Leap Year. "The
longest of the lot."

Bridget then proposed to
Patrick. who declined. but offered a kiss and a silk gown to
her instead. By about the Middle Ages. it had become an unwritten law in the British Isles

that any man declining a women's proposal during Leap
Year was required to pay with
a kiss and either a silk dress or
pair of gloves . And . any
women intending to pop the

question was expected to let a
scarlet petticoat show beneath
her dress.
The custom spread throughout Europe. and in 1288 it
became a law in Scotland. It

was also legalized in France
and by the 15th Century in
many parts of Italy.
The Leap Year custom is also
a well-known tradition in the
United States. but is not taken

very seriously. In any case.
here's a word of warni ng to all
bachelors wanting to stay that
way.... beware of the scarlet
pe:ticoat 1

AKPsi to publish, circulate bimonthly newsletter
A bimonthly newsletter will
begin circulating at the School
of Business every other Tuesday beginning March 20.
It will inlcude news and information about the Placement
Office. faculty, students and
organization at the School of
Business.

The purpose of this newsletter is to keep both business
students and faculty informed
about events that may be of interest to them .
The newsletter will be printed
and circulated by members of
Alpha Kappa Psi. Anyone who

For contraceptive care, pregnancy testing,
counseling, and educational programs.
MISSION 585-4575
McALLEN 686-6671
EDINBURG 383-5082
PHARR 787-9431
WESLACO 968-5039

has an item in interest for the
newsletter is encouraged lo go
by BA 212D or mail the article

to: Alpha Kappa Psi School of
Business Box 43 Edinburg.
The articles must be typewrit-

ten with a 111,1ximum of 200
words . Dl',Hllinl' for articles is
every Thursday.

Your Teeth
Are Meant To Last
A Lifetime
With today's modern equipment and dental advances . there is no
reason why your teeth shouldn't last a lifetime. However. it rs a must to
take care of your teeth on a regular bas.is. And it's so simple . Just
follow these three guidelines : 1) Eat a balanced d:et . 2) Brush and floss
your teeth daily. 3) Have regular six month dental checkups with a
dentist.

If you need to consult with a dentist, make an appointment through
General Dentistry Centers . Our concerned dentists will thoroughly
examine your teeth and provide a maintenance program especially for
you.

•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Jorn Us And f:3e A Srn1I<~ Keuper

•

5

•
•
•

This coupon has no redeemable cash and or credit value whatsoever. Coupon is
valid when presented on exact date toward complete exam and x-ray. Coupons
not applicable to past treatments or special programs. Limit 1 person per coupon .

1 O Complete Exam With X-Rays
with coupon Expires March 31 , 1984

Good lvck
PALI
BRONCS
AGAINST
LOLI/SIANA TECH

;·············-y·············
McAllen Center
300-A W. Exp. 83
682-1355

Edinburg Center
1200-A S. 10th
383-2031

(Next to Ardan)

(Behind Church 's Chicken)

Brownsville
1164 FM 802
548-1070
(Across Sunrise Mall BanK)

Look For More Information In The Yellow Pages

-".
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Career Day to feature 112 agencies
About 112 agencies have
signed up for Career Day
March 8 in the fieldhouse.
"Some of the agencies are
staying over to interview to
recruit the next day," Derly
Guajardo, director of career
planing, placement and testing,
said.
-Some of the agencies also
offer tips on what skills can
make a student marketable.
Agencies that have confirmed are as follows:

School Districts
Cr!,!stal

City,

Donna,

Edcouch-Elsa, Edinburg, Fort IBM: J.C. Penny; Systems &
Programming; McAllen State
Worth, Goose Creek, Mission,
PSJA, Progreso, Raymondville, · Bank; Merck, Sharp & Dohme;
National Bank of Commerce;
Rio Grande City, San Benito,
Spring Branch , Victoria, Shell Oil Company and
Weslaco, Garland, Abiliene, Southland Corp.
Dallas, South Texas IndepenAlso Southwestern Bell
dent School District, Shary- Telephone Company, Texas
land, Curriculum & Instruction Commerce Bank of McAllen ,
Secondary/Elementary, Dept. Tide Products, Zale Corp., lnof School Services, Barbers Hill terfirst Bank of Harlingen , First
and Buffalo, New York .
National Bank of Weslaco,
Kraft, Mobil Oil, Exxon Co.
Business Companies
Central Power and Light U.S.A., Arthur Andersen,
Company; Dow Chemicals
McDonald's Corp., and Gulf
Oil.
U.S.A.; H.E. Butt Grocery:

Also American Telegraph
and Telephone Communications, XEROX. Kinney Shoe
Corp., Right Away Foods,
Reynolds Manufacturing, Pfizer
and Diomond Shamrock.

Broadcasting
KBFM and KRGV radio
stations.

Texas State Agencies
Texas Chiropractic College,
Department of Public Safety,
Texas Employment Commission , State Commission for the
Blind, Texas Hospital Associa-

PAU to host international conference on rehabilitation
About 300 persons, including presenters from Mexico, Canada , and Central
America are expected to attend
PAU's third annual conference
on rehabilitation and special
education March 7-9.
The- conference will offer
more than 50 presentations,
symposia and programs of interest to health care profession a ls ,
educators ,
psychologists, counselors and
parents with handicapped
children, according to Julian
Castillo, director of Health
Related Professions.
The conference is · being
sponsored by PAU, the Texas
Rehabilitation Commission, the
Rehabilitation and Special

Education
Society
of
Tamaulipas and the Organization of American States.
The theme of the conference
will be "Promoting Productivity Through Understanding
Culture."
According to Castillo, some
of the conference sessions will
focus on cultural differences in
approaches to rehabilitation
ancj special education.
Among the session topics
are promoting productivity and
employability of the handicapped, socioeconomic and
cultural problems affecting
rehabilitation and special
education in the Americas,
behavior management of
adolescents, the Mexican Na-

tional Rehabilitation Program.
Also
microcomputer
technology in rehabilitation and
special education , what
counselors, educators, and
psychologists should know
about working with Hispanic ·
exceptional children and their
parents behavioral medicine in
rehabilitation , substance abuse
prevention and rehabilitation.

Also legal and legislative
considerations in providing services to the handicapped ,
strategies for establishing care
facilities for the developmentally disabled in the Rio Grande
Valley, cross-cultural comparisons of self-perception
among Anglo-Americans and
Mexican-Americans, among
many others.

IK'S
5th Annual
Fund Raising Dance

lion / Health Careers Placement. Texas Rehabilitation
Commission, Texas State
Department of Human Commission/Giddings State Home
and School. Also the Border
Patrol and the Texas Department of Health-PHR 8.

Police Departments
Dallas, Austin, Houston and
Corpus Christi.

Service
Diocese of Brownsville,
Vocations; Harlingen Chamber
of Commerce; Boy Scouts of
America; Boys Clubs of
America; American Association of University Women:
American Humanics and
Cooperative Education.

Health
Memorial Medical Center,
Scott and White Hospital,
Tropical Texas Center for
MH MR, Health Education
Department/Physical Education.

Federal Agencies
Board of Pardons and

the Texas Real Estate Commis'
sion as a prerequisite for filing
an application for salesman
licensure.
The course will include such
topics as real estate broker and
salesman licensing. ethics of
real estate practice. law of
agency, personal and real property. finance and regulations,
property rights, deeds and conveyances. mortgages. liens and
encumbrances. title search and
insurances. mathematics of real
estate and testinq.

published numerous articles
and has directed many
seminars and workshops.
The class will meet on
Tuesdays and Thursdays from
5:30 to 9:30 p.m., beginning
March 20 and concluding April
12.
Fee fo r the course is $165
subject to a $15 discount for
registrations received by March
13, 1984.
Registrations may be made
by mailing checks to the Paying and Collections Office. Ad. ministration Building, Pan
American University, Edinburg,
TX 78539. Registration also
may be made in person at the
Paying and Collections Office.
Room 137. Administration
Building.
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Foot Joy
Nike
Adidas

OP

Etonic

UM.Tail

T.B.5.

Palms Beach
Speedo
Hang Ten

Snauwaert
Kaepa
New
Balance

Nike
Court Casuals

Dodger

10% Discount
With Student I.D.
On Non-sale Items

omr·,t1rner its' , t
EDUCATIONAL CENTER

Friday, March 2, 1984
8:00 - 12:00 P.M.
Villa Real Convention Center
$8.00-person
Pre-Sale
$10.00 at door per person

WHOEVER
THOUGHT WRITING
COULD BE SO FINE?

Sponsored by The Intercollegiate Knights of PAU
Ticket Location
Armando's Taco Hut .
Pharr
Sound Center .
El Centro Mall
ARV Music
........... McAllen
Centro Musical . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . McAllen
PAUSA .
. ... University Center
Airport - Drive-Inn
.......... Weslaco
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SPORTWEAR

1$243
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SHOES

Others participating are the
Chicano Legal Association
from the University of Houston,
the Hidalgo County Juvenile
Probation Department and the
City of Austin.

~;r--£A'.al.1t'&~,

The class will be taught by
Jerry Prock. who holds a doctor of business administration
degree in finance from Arizona
State University. He has

Tennis Racquets
Racquet Ball

Pan American UniversitySchool of Business, Texas
A&M, University of Texas at
Austin. Eastern New Mexico
University and Laredo State
University.

4 -r~ulll5ff.11o96."~ ~

1200 W. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TEXAS
381-8834

.'l•l ~;

Graduate Schools

Pup_~ -

11111NOt!hC• .. ••••. D• llo. U

The course carries 30 of the
180 hours of credit required by

Paroles. Bureau of the Census,
Defense Contract Audit Agency. Navy Recruiting District
from San Antonio, Bureau o(
the Census. U.S. General Accounting Office, U.S. Army
Recruiting, U.S. Marshals Service. Office of Inspector
General-Investigations U.S.A.,
Defense Mapping Agency,
Drug Enforcement Agency, Internal Revenue Service-Austin
and Houston offices, Comptroller of Public Accounts, National Park Service and the U.S.
Air Force.

1111

Real estate course set
The School of Business Administration will hold a continuing education course in "Real
Estate Principles" March 20 to
April 12.

Sprinq Merchandise Just Arnvmg

with yow
favorite tJrands

~

j

},
r·

If you
love fine writing, now you
can choose between two Precise
Rolling Ball pens that
write so fine yet flow so
smoothly you'll wonder
howi:lymTh~e~;:Cfs~i~:~ws

"'t. .

you to write beautifully in either
fine point or extra fine point.
The price is even finer. Only $1.19. '·

PILOT PRECISE ROLLING BALL PENS.
2 OF THE FINER THINGS IN LIFE.

zo
. .t:
LAcos1~·

..

~•LOlQf,2[~.f.iSe

_· -~ i~ ·- ~ -'~

Clown & Counlty
Shoppin9 Crntn

5001 North 10th Street
McAllen
682-0654

March _1, 1984

4th and University

March 1, 1984

The Pan American

---f{CTIVITY CALENDAR______
March 4, Sunday

Today
Deadline for submission of financial aid applications for
summer awards.
San Antonio Symphony Orchestra-The Planets by Gusta
Holst. James Sedarers. conducting at the Mcallen Civic Center
at 8 p.m .
M arc h 2, Fn'day
Bronc baseball, Dallas Baptist College. 5 p.m . at the Jody
Ramsey Stadium.
Impressions of Versiliana, works by Catchi at the McAllen
International Museum at Nolana and Bicentinnial.
Art & Paper--papermaking and works of art on paper by
Nellie Buel. Anita Valencia. Diane Cardenas also at the
McAllen International Museum .
Rainbow Fragment Series at the Xochil Art Institute. 516
Doherty. Large Acrylic on canvas by Mission native Enrique
Flores. Open Tuesday thru Satruday from 8 a .m . to 5 p.m .
Free.
Video presentation on micro-computerstomorrow at 3 p.m .
in the experimental classroom of the Learning Resource Center
by the Commadore 64 Users group. Anyone interested n
home computers is welcome.

Visiting Artist Series, Ruth Fredbert. piano. and Debbie
Busineau. vocalist in the Recital Hall at 8 p.m. American Music
Scholarship Association .
March 5, Monday
Unsatisfactory reports to be filed by 9 a .m .
Bronc baseball, Palm Valley Tournament. Jody Ramsey
Stadium through March 10.
Baseball, Temple University vs. Morningside College.
1 p.m.: Morningside vs. Penn State University. 4 p.m . Penn
State University vs. Broncs. 7 p.m.
March 6, Tuesday
The Nova Trio (Cureton . Henry. Raimo) . 8 p.m . in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.
Baseball, Penn State vs. Temple University. 1 p.m .: Temple
vs. Broncs. 4 p.m. : Morningside vs. Broncs. 7 p.m .

March 3, Saturday
Bronc basketball, Louisiana Tech University. 7:35 p.m . at
the Fieldhouse.

------------------------,
Olympic Martial A rts

I

March 7, Wednesday
Baseball, Morningside vs . Te mple. 1 p.m .: Penn State vs .
Broncs. Morningside vs . Broncs. 7 p.m .

•

1

l

103 North Sugar Road

I
I
I

SEE DEMONSTRATION

March 6

l
l
I
I

with

Physical Fitness and
Sports Week
7:30 p.m., PAU Fieldhouse
I _______________________
WITH THIS COUPON 10% OFF _
L
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Optical Fashion
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H:;~.:,,,:;?.,~,~~",!,~:p,!~.~,
the corner and for many. getting a smooth. even tan will be .
a major undertaking. second
only ·10 partying .
Already people are hitting
the island and the old favorite .
"backyard beaches." in anticipation of this glorious sun -filll'ti
event. spending hours exposed to the elements so as not bl?
a ·pale face·· in the sand .
· The key is moderation." according to Dr. Laurence H.
Miller. skin disease program
director at the National lnstitutl?
of H1?alth .
On the first day. Milll'r said
you should only spend about
15 minutes in the sun and
gradually build up your exposure time.

imml'diate problems . but
overl'xposure to the sun can
also causl' sunstroke and heat
l'xhaustion .

Sun screens, lotions. creams
and gels can help keep harm ful rays from causing too much
damage and allow your more
timl' in the sun . Miller suggests
starting out using a tanning product with a screen numbered in
thl' four to eight protection
rnngl?.
This will alow you to tan
c•wnly and slowly. Then. when
ynu·v._, tannl'd sufficil'ntly.
switch to a numbl'r 15 screen .
so thilt hardly any rays at all get
through .

PAUSA report cont'd from p. 2 - - - - - - - - -

-

Electrical Enginel'ring
Chemical Engineering Mechanical Engineering
Computer Science
Metallurgy. materials
Physics
Civil Engineering
Mathematics
Accounting
Financial Administration
Agriculture
Marketing. sales
S ocial science
Business Administration
Personnel Administration
Communications
Hotel. restaurant mgt.
Education
Liberal Arts
Human Ecology

$2(i.b43
$2b.lb4
$25.888
$25.84')
$24.445
$22.852
$21.2(1(1
$1')5:{()
$18 ,b84
$18,122
$17.58b
$ I 7.5:,0
$lb .7(,:{
$1b .b:-,0
$ l:i,lJ08
$IS.(db
$1:,.447
$14 .77')
$14 . 17')
$13 .'ll7
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If you have any qut>stions pll',1Sl' c,111 or wrifc> ,11 lht' l'ALJSA
office J81 -2517 .
Noe Hinojosa Jr.
PAUSA President

aoffiii·
BARBER
&.

• Gitt
Wr1ppin1
• En1r1vin1

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

HAIRSTYLING

311 North Tenth
McAllen, Texas 78501
Telephone: (512) 631-1205

phone for an appointment

Walk-Ins Welcome
383-9012
Kohhy fakon

loc f-akon

Ann.iht·lll' C:m.:1a

S20 E. UNIVERSITY

Norma lkll'on

ErnNBURG

•*••~ *••••*•••*•••
•rEVAs
787 I 322
•
~ THEATRE

T

IISl. PARK
PIIARR . TX

•

•
•
•
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DOORS OPEN 12 : 15
SHOWS START AT 12 .30 EVERYDAY .

(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)
.

•

•
••

AT ITS BEST
-

NOW PLAYING!

•
•
•
•
Blond<> in Black Silk
•
••
10@ .
•
Maneaters
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FRIDAY & SATURDAY . DOORS
OPEN AT 10 l.S SHOWS AT IO JO

San Fernando Valley Girl-,
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•
•
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•
Sex Boat
•
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4-game series

Broncs Host La Tech for last home game

Baseball hosts Dallas Baptist
. · · '-------

The Broncs host Louisiana
Tech Saturday for their last
home game of the season. the
Broncs are currently 13-11 after
dropping another close game
66-63 to the Lamar Cardinals.
Feb. 27.
After trailing for most of the
game. the Broncs finally cut it
to 1 point with 1:18 left on the
clock. Trailing 59-60 . the
Broncs were to inbound at midcourt when the referee ruled
that PAU had knocked the ball
out of bounds. giving it to the
Cardinals. Lamont Robinson
promptly stuffed the ball. then

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

-

The Bronc baseball team
kicks off a double-header with
Dallas Baptist tomorrow at 5
p.m. and 7:30 p.m. and again
on Saturday at 1 p.m.
The Broncs were eliminated
on the first day of action at the
Cameron Tourney in Houston
last weekend. The Broncs fell
to Lamar 6-5 and Oklahoma
City 3-1.
David Poss. Lamar's third pitcher. entered the game in the
sixth inning after Alan Toronjo
had given up a lead off single
to Mike Brown and a runscoring double by Joe Heeney
off the right field fence. Poss
then forced Kurt Schuring to
ground out giving up an RBI
single to Duane Wells. Poss
then retired two more.
Two Broncs, but at the top of
the sixth. Mike Brown singled.
P.J. lnglesias walked and
Heeney scored Brown with a
single up middle field.
In the Oklahoma City game.
PAU's Gordon Monroe singled
Neri Pena to make 1-0. Schuring later loaded the bases with
a bunt single, but the Broncs
were U!")able to score.
OCU scored their runs in the
bottom of the fifth on an infield
error and an stolen base, which
was followed by a single which
brough in one run. Then Bob
Rush tripled to bring in the two
other runs for OCU.

Lamar struck again as George
Milhouse drove for a lay-up
and the Broncs were down
59-64.
With Jerry Everett's foul on
Terry. Jones who hit his free
throws. the score was 6l-b4.
But Jones then fouled Kenneth
Perkings who hit his free
throws. adding up to 61-66.
The Broncs didn't give up. as
Troy Dingle completed a corner
shot in the last :06 second for
a 66-63 final score.
The top scorers for the
Broncs were Terry Jones with
15. Troy Dingle 14. Duane

Thornton 10 and Leo McGainey 8.
Lamar's.Tom Sewell shot for
a game-high of 31 points. while
Kenneth Perkins had 11 and
Lamont Robinson 10.
Coach Lon Kruger commented. "I couldn't be more
proud of the kids tonight. they
fought hard all the way bringing it right down to the wire. I
hope the fans appreciate the
good clubs we play and for our
last home game we'd appreciate alot of support to show the
Broncs that the fans are behind
them."
See p. 7

1984 PAU Outfielders kneeling are-Gordon Monroe,
Ruben Ayala, Donald Guillot and Doug Sleeth. Standing
are Mitch Paterrson, Bill Wilson, Lule Chavez, Victor
Marin, Chance McConnell and P.J. lnglesias.

March Baseball schedule
Mar. 2-3
Fri.·Sat.
5 Mon.

6 Tues.

7 Wed.

8 Thurs.
9 Fri.
10 Sat.

Dallas Baptist College 2·7 Edinburg
5:00
PALM VALLEY
Edinburg
TOURNAMENT
Temple U. vs. Morningside
1:00
College
Morningside (IA.)vs. Penn
4:00
State U.
7:00
-OK STATE U .vs P.A.U.
1:00
Penn State U. vs Temple U.
4:00
'P.A.u.~ vs. Morningside
-OK. STATE vs. P.A.U.
7:00
Morning:.ide vs Temple U.
Morningside_ vs P.A.U.
Morningside vs Penn State
Temple U. vs P.A.U.
Temple U vs Pen State U
Penn State vs Morningside
OKSTATE vs P.A.U.
Temple U. vs PAU

All MEN's BooTs 2j%
ToNy LAMA
NocoNA
JuSTiN, ANd MORE

(1 GROup of MENS booTS j0% off
LARRY MAkAN ANd MORE)
LAdiEs BooTs 2 j-'J0% off
ALL SALES FINAL

1:00
7:00
1:00
7:00
1:00
4:00
7:00
7:00

······-································
..-. -·--CLASSIFIED
ADS
..
Tracksters head to
Border Olympics

First official meet

• Need 2 males to share 2 bedroom
FOR SALE
: apt.. $210 a month unfurnished .
• Located on 107 & Sugar Rd . 77 Nova. new tires. good condition
Above Economy Drive Inn. Apt. great gas mileage. Call 38:~-0101
Ext. 262. ask for Mary.
: - 2. 383-6641.

Boh the men and women
tracksters head to Laredo this
weekend for their first official
meet of the 1984 season.
The track teams are under
the direction of head Coach
Homer Martinez and assistant
coaches Rick De la Cruz and
Dina Gorena.
Marten Westburg and Jan
Peterson are to run the 5000
meter. along with Hernan
Figueroa and Oscar Rivas.
"The men should be very
competitive in this event."
Coach Martinez said.
Sprinter Joe Williams plans
to run the 100 and 200 meters.
Another Bronc sprinter. Steve
Townsend. is probable. However. Michael Alex. sprinter and
hurdler. is questionable. but
Richard Flores a freshman from
Mission will run hurdles this
weekend.
"We have been sort of behind in training because of injuries." commented Martinez.
"But our new track should be
completed hopefully in a
month. it still needs the
polyurethene covering."
Martinez"s hopes in the
women's are Lori Guerrero in
the 5000. 1500m. Toya Castillo and Liz Pittman in the
800m. Anna Pittman in the
400 and Janie Lopez in the
shot and discus.
The men will compete in the
college division. made up of
mostly schools from the Lone ·
Star Confere:,ce. such as
Abiliene Christian. Southwest
Texas State. San Angelo and
Wayland Baptist.
The women on the other
na11d wili compete in the u11i
•.·er~ity di\'ision against top
Southwest conference scnools.

"Liz Pittman made it to the
finals last year and hopefully
the girls with more experience
will make to the finals as well."
commented Martinez.
A fler t h e , B or d er 01 ympics.
..
t h e Broncs next competition
will be March 8 ast Southwest
Texas in San Marcos.

.

FOR SALE MUST SELL
Fiat X-19 - 1976 - $420 or best of- Like yoLJr car or car stereo') Keep
it by using an auto alarm: inexpen • fer. 381-0613.
sive and best of all. ii worksl
~
• Rooms for rent for male college 687-2820.
•• stud en ts. 705 W. S amano. Ca II Mr.
Bring Ad copy to The Pan
• Villagomez at 383-2227.
American, Emilia Hall, Room 100.
:
Deadline is Friday noon prior to
•
, : IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY publication on Thursday. to
"Our main goal is improve : JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE estimate cost, count 30 letters and
from last year. we have alot of : U.S. GOVERNMENT? GET THE spaces to a line. For Display Adverfreshmen who need experience :FACTS TODAY! CALL (312) tising call The Pan American at
381-2541.
and who need to become more •742-1142 Ext. 8300-A.
competitive. Its a big jump from
varsity in high school to varsity : BOARDING HOUSE: One block :
in college." Martinez admitted. : from University ·· cost includes :
'Another main goal for us to :room & board, use of telephone, :
make PAU an established :no deposit, furnished, HBO. Only :
name so the top Valley runners :serious students need inquire. Call:

........................

..

will compe te and run for us ."

......................•.
.381-6455.

•

FREE
Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

Best Bar drinks in· town!
Best pool tables in the
Valley!

Only at Nick's

1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
686-9408

Mon: - Sat.
11 a.m. - 2 a.m .

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music .
NOT ha<l Sandwiches

Wednesdays . 50c Drinks for
Ladies

Bring this ad by Nick's and play
one hour of pool FREE!! w/PAU ID.

(One Coupon Per Person)
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Netters take on. St. Mary's,
St. Edwards Chavarria 6-1, 6-3; Jenkins-

The Bronc netters suffered
two shut-outs last weekend
against Southwest Texas State
and the University of Houston.
Final scores from both matches
were 9-0.
"We had a tough weekend;'
commented Coach Raul Martinez. "The weather conditions
were rough, very windy and we
were competing against strong
teams."
The final scores against SWT
were: Augustin Salazar lost to
Bill Jenkins 7-6, 6-3, Beto
Chavarria lost to Kevin Moore
3-6, 6-3, 6-4; Kevin Smith
defeated by Carlos Correia 6-2,
6-2; Ruben Nunez lost to Boli
Wiley 6-2, 6-4, Joe Martinez
was defeatd by Jack Williams
6-2, 6-3 and in a practice game
Adrian de Silva lost to Jody
Basalome 6-0, 6-0.
The doubles results are
Moore-Correia over Salilzr1r-

Stevens over Martinez-Cuellar_
7-5, 6-0 and Wiley-Basalome
defeated Nunez-Smith 5- 7,
6-4, 7-6.
The final results against the
University of Houston were:
Salazar lost to Dado Campos
6-3, 6-3; Chavarria defeated by
Richard Daley 6-1, 6,3; Nunez
lost to Jim Price 6-3, 6-0; Martinez defeated by Brent Sigeon
6-1, 6-1 and Cuellar lost to
Greg Thyfault 6-3, 6-1.
The final results in the
doubles were Campos-Conch
defeated Salazar-Chavarria
6-2, 7-5; Martinez-Cuellar lost
to Paley-Price 6-3, 6-1 and
Smith-Nunez defeated by
Holguin-Thyfault.
Dado Campos of SWT is the
No. 2 player in NCAA Division '
II, while the University of
Houston is , a strong team in
Southwest Conference NCAA
Division L
cont'd from p. 6 , - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Leo McGainey goes airborne--to keep the ball away from
Lamar, Feb. 27. the Broncs lost 66-63, and play their last
home game this Saturday against Louisiana Tech.

Mar. 2-3

1984 Bronc Track Schedule
Men
Women
Border Olympics
Border Olympics
Laredo
Laredo
SWTSU
San Marcos

SWTSU
San Marcos

Rice Invitational
Houston

OPEN

24

OPEN

OPEN

31

Texas A&I
Kingsville

Texas A&I
Kingsville

8

April 6-7
14

May 4-5

Texas Relays
Austin
San Angelo Relays
San Angelo
U. of Houston Relays U of Houston Relays
Houston
Houston
Texas Relays
Austin
San Angelo Relays
San Angel

Facing a team that had won
11 straight games, PAU fought
a hard struggle in San Antonio
Saturday, as the Broncs lost
75-68 to UTSA.
Both teams came out fired
up, and the score in the first
minutes was very close. At 7:42
the Broncs tied it up 13-13, but
a techn\cal call on PAU just
minutes later proved to be a big
factor in UTSA's lead jumping
to 25-18 at 3:39.
With some aggressive
defense the Broncs again
began to cut the lead and with
:30 seconds left a big tip-in by
Phillip "Earthquake" Bernard
plus two free throws gave the
Broncs again a tied score. And
with :1 second left, Senior Terry
Jones hit a big shot for a 28-24
half-time lead.
At 15: 17 in the second half,
the Broncs were tied 36-36
with the Roadrunners. but cost-

Cesar's Breaklut Special
6 A.M to 11 A.M.
Two Egggs Bacon or Sausage
Hash Browns, Texas Toast
ALL FOR $1.89

Dally Specials

"I'm proud of the efforts
made," Coach Lon Kruger said.
"It was disappointing for the
guys, they fought hard and its
a touchy situation when it
comes to that call.

Coffee ........ .20

Friday S Saturday - 24 Hours
Sunday thru Thursday - 6 a.m.-11 p.m.
Monday: Enchilada Plate • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Tuesday: Mexican Plate •••••••••••••••••••••••••
Wednesday: Taco Plate ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Chicken Fried Steak • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •
Thursday: Chalupa Plate ••••••••••••••••••••••••
Chopped Steak (Char-Broiled) • • • • • • • • • • •
Friday: Chicken Envueltos ••••• 0 ••••••••••••••••
Fried Fish ••••••• ••••••••• •••• •••••• • • ••
Refills on Soft Drinks Free

1012 S. CLOSNER
EDINBURG. TEXAS

383-5676

ly fouls on PAU began to turn
the tide. The Broncs fell behind
40-36, but at 13:27 Terry
Jones drove up-court with a
lay-up to cut it back to two
42-40. The score remained the
same until a jumper by Ike
Thornton extended UTSA's
lead to 54-49 at 6:42.
Derrick Gervin who was
limited in the first half to only
2 points, came on strong in the
second and connected for 23
points·. Gervin put the game on
ice with two free throws in the
last seconds for a final score of
75-68.
As the last seconds ticked
away Feb. 22, the Broncs were
tied 54-54 with the Ragun Caguns of University of
Southwestern Lousiana and
were hoping to go into overtime, but before the last second
disappeared a possible victory
was taken away. A foul was
called on Phillip Bernard which
sent USI..:s George Almones to
the line, who promptly shot
two points and the Broncs
hopes of pulling out a victory
right through the roof.

$2.39
$2.79
$2.69
$2.99
$2.29
$2.89
$2·.79
$2.99

Sports Lines.--------1
By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

The Lady Broncs lost to East
Texas--Baptist last night in
the first-round play-off game
in Marshall, Texas. As we go
to press, we have not received the final score from the
game. Congratulations on a
fine season Lady Broncs!
The Broncs host Louisiana Tech Saturday night
for their last home game of
the season. The Broncs lost to
Tech by only 4 points, 56-52
Jan. 9 so this game should
come down to the wire.
Tech leads the series 3-2,
and are corning off a victory
96-69 over North Texas State,
whom the Broncs have also
beaten twice earlier this season.
The Broncs would appreciate
as much support as possible for
his game, tip-off time is at 7 :30
p.rn.
Bronc baseball kicks off a
four game series tomorrow
against Dallas Baptist. Friday's
double-header starts at 5:00
p.rn. nd at 7:30 p.rn ., continuing on Saturday at 1 p.rn.
The Indians roll in with an
3-0 record, with big wins over
TCU and Briar Cliff College,
and are batting .360.
The Broncs are currently 5-5
after dropping a 6-5 game to
Lamar in the Cameron
Tourney last weekend. Several
of the Broncs are corning off of
injuries and, according to
Coach Al Ogletree, the team
has a good attitued but the
team members need to get to
know each other better.
The 4th Annual Jump for
the Heart will be held on
March 9 starting at 1 p.m.
Forms can be still picked up at
Dr. Jorgensen's office, at the PE
complex room 108 or at the PE
department 381-3501 is the
number to call if you or your
organization is interested in participating. The money from the
sponsors is to be also turned in
March 9 , and PAU students,
clubs and faculty are encouraged to participate.
The teams for the jump are
to consist of six people with a
minimum of thr
ho r

jump. The members can rotate
and the event will be held in the
PAU field house.
The Bronc Netters are
traveling to St. Mary's Sunday and returning to PAU to
host St. Edward's Monday at 11
a.rn. Corne out and support
the Netters!
The Bronc tracksters
along with the golf team are
heading to the Border Olrnpic
in Lardeo Mar. 2-3. The prelirns for the girls will be held Friday. On Saturday, the men'
pre-lirns will be held as well a
the finals for both men an
women.
The Bronc golfers are taking six members .to Laredo to
compete Saturday and Sunday
for 54 holes on Laredo's new
golf course. Teams such as UT,
Texas A&M , Houston , TCU,
Baylor, Rice, Texas Tech.,
Arkansas, North Texas and
Lamar will be competing.
The Broncs have played in
this cornpetiting for 17 years.
according to Coach Tony
Guerrero. "It Will be a competitive event. There will be
well season plays while we are
taking four freshman and two
sophomores. We hope to do
well and the boys will gain the
experience they need.';.
The
Broncs
upc'orning
tourneys are the Border Olympics March 1-3 at Laredo, the
NTSU Intercollegiate Invitational March 14-17 at Denton
and the Norris Williams Intercollegiate T oumey sponsored
by UT in Austin Texas, March

23-25.
Remember if your team or
organization has an important
upcoming event and wishes to
inform the faculty, staff, and
student body, just drop by
Emilia Hall, Room 100 the
Monday before the publication.
See ya next week 1
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$250 cash prizes offered by History- Dept.
The history department is offering four $250 cash prizes to
Rio Grande Valley teachers
and Pan American students for
research papers dealing with
different aspects of the Rio
Grande Valley history.
Graduate students and
teachers have their choice of
two topics. the history of a
specific lan d deve lopment
company in the Valley or the
history of a specific ranch
founded prior to 1904.
Undergraduates may write
about land development com-

Four
receive
Kraft
awards

pany clubhouses or the selfsufficienty in providing for
physical needs on Valley ranches prior to 1904.
These topics were chosen
because they are to be placed
in files dealing with valley
history.
Each participant should have
some faculty member to guide
his research, Dr. James Irby,
associate professor of history
said . The purpose of faculty
help is to aid in research.
Irby said. he had no idea as
to the degree of participation by

the students, but he sa1u
students might persuade their
professors to let them apply
their research projects to one of

The Alumni Association is
accepting applications for its
Entering Freshman Honors
Scholarship Program.
Scholarships of $500 each
will be awarded for the fall
semester of 1984 and the
sprinq of 1985.
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Salazar, a 1980 graduate of
Edinburg High School. is also
majoring in computer information systems.
Sanchez, a 1981 graduate of
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo High
School. 1s majoring in finance .
Kraft, Inc. has awarded the
scholarships annually to 10
Hispanic business students
here since 1979. Winners are
chosen annually by the
business school's scholarship
committee.
Kraft. Inc. is one of the
world's leading producers of
natural and process cheeses
and other processed . packaged food products . The company is a subsidiary of Dart &
Kraft. Inc

PATOS
March Special
Big Mexican Plate:
Beef Guisado.
Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans, Salad,
2 Tortillas & a Jalape no

---------~
for $2.29

I ,All year around Special 2 I
I Patos of same kind Spanish I
I Rice & Ranchero Beans I
I
I

t_ __

!!.·2~---'

For faster service
call on order
383-0725
Across from Pan Am

Eat at El Pato

VALLEY WIDE
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To qualify, students must be
enrolled for a minimum of 12
hours, have graduated from a
Rio Grande Valley high school,
and have been a member of
the National Honor Society.
Application forms may be
obtained at the Alumni
~~
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Espinoza a 1983 graduate of
Mercedes High School majoring in general business. Trevino
is a 1983 graduate of La Feria
High School majoring in computer information systems.

sions of the four Valley counties. according to Irby.
Suggested length of the
paper is 2,000 to 5.000 words.

The research papers are due
Jan. 15. 1985 and prizes will be
awarded March 2. 1985.

Alumni Association forms available

Four Kraft scholarships totaling $2,000 have been awarded to PAU students this
semester.
The students are Felipe
Espinosa of Mercedes, Maria
Trevino of La Feria, Daniel
Salazar of Edinburg and San
Juanita Sanchez of San Juan.

the four research topics.
Funds for the four $250
prizes have been contributed by
hi~torir;1l snriPties and cnmmis-

•

,.

Association Office in University Center Rm. 111. the Financial Aid Office, and through
most academic counselors at
Valley high schools
The Alumni Freshman
Honors Scholarship Program is
'-';$

in its second year. The Alumni
Association awarded 28
scholarships to Valley students
last year. all of them with
straight-A high school grade
averages. according to Tom
Segel. Association director.

, ,

,. t

Today 9 a.m. - 3 p.m. in fieldhouse

115 agencies visit campus for Career Day
Today about 115 agencies,
one from as far away as Buffalo, New York, will talk to interested students about the
various positions that they
offer.
"Students should take a
good two hours at Career Day;
Derly Guarjardo, director of
career planning, placement
and testing said.
Agencies that had added as
of presstime were Texas Tech
Graduate School, Interfirst
Bank of Dallas, Comptrollers of
the Currency Houston Field
Office, Brownsville Police
Department and the La Porte
I.S.D.

Agencies that have confirmed are as follows:

School Districts

Service
Diocese of Brownsville,
Vocations; Harlingen Chamber
of Commerce; Boy Scouts of
America; Boys Clubs of
America; American Association of University Women ;
American Humanics and
Cooperative Education.

Crystal
City,
Donna,
Edcouch-Elsa, Edinburg, Fort
Worth, Goose Creek, Mission,
PSJA, Progreso, Raymondville,
Rio Grande City, San Benito,
Spring Branch, Victoria,
Weslaco, Garland, Abiliene,
Dallas, South Texas Independent School District, Sharyland, Curriculum & Instruction
Secondary/Elementary, Dept.
of School Services, Barbers Hill
and Buffalo, New York.

Memorial Medical Center,
Scott and White Hospital,
Tropical Texas Center for
MH MR, Health Education
Department/Physical Education.

Police Departments

Federal Agencies

Dallas, Austin, Houston and
Corpus Christi.

Board of Pardons and
Paroles, Bureau of the Census,

Health

Defense Contract Audit Agency, Navy Recruiting District
from San Antonio, Bureau of
the Census, U.S. General Accounting Office, U.S. Army
Recruiting, U.S. Marshals Service , Office of Inspector
General-Investigations U.S.A.,
Defense Mapping Agency,
Drug Enforcement Agency, Internal Revenue Service-Austin
and Houston offices, Comptroller of Public Accounts, National Park Service and the U.S.
Air Force.

Graduate Schools
Pan American UniversitySchool of Business, Texas
A&M, University of Texas_ at

Austin , Eastern New Mexico
University and Laredo State
Universitv.

Business Companies
Central Power and Li~ht
Company ; Dow Chemicals
U.S.A.; H.E. Butt Grocery;
IBM; J.C. Penny; Systems &
Programming; McAllen State
Bank; Merck, Sharp & Dohme;
National Bank of Commerce;
Shell Oil Company and
Southland Corp.
Also Southwestern Bell
Telephone Company, Texas
Commerce Bank of McAllen,
Tide Products, Zale Corp., lnterfirst Bank of Harlingen, First
National Bank of Weslaco,

Kraft, Mobil Oil, Exxon Co.
McDonald's Corp., and Gulf
Oil.
Also American Telegraph
and Telephone Communications, XEROX, Kinney Shoe
Corp., Right Away Foods,
Reynolds Manufacturing, Pfizer
and Diomond Shamrock.

Broadcasting
KBFM and KRGV radio
stations.

Texas State Agencies
Texas Chiropractic College,
Department of Public Safety,
Texas Employment Commission, State Commission for the

See p. 3
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Socialist VP candidate
speaks on rights today
The Socialist Workers Party
vice presidential candidate,
Andrea Gonzalez, will speak
on First Amendment rights, today during activity period in
LA 103.
Gonzalez, 32, is national
secretary of the Young Socialist
Alliance made up of young
workers and students. She is
also a member of the editorial
board of "Perspectiva Mundial"
a Spanish-language socialist
news-magazine.
According to Harry Ring
writing for the "Militant," a
socialist newspaper, Gonzalez
"is a firm partisan of Puerto
Rican independence, a unionbuilder, an angry opponent of
sexism and racism. and a totally committed fighter for socialism ."
According to campaign material, some major proposals of
the socialist campaign include

unilateral nuclear disarmament
by the United States and withdrawal of all U.S. troops from
Lebanon, Central America and
Grenada. The SWP also proposes that the United States
stop sending moeny to "the
dictatorship in El Salvador and
the counterrevolutionaries who
are invading Nicaragua."
The SWP also proposes to
"Enforce the Voting Rights Act;
desegregate all schools, including through the use of busing; pass and implement affirmative action legislation , including quotas; restore Medicaid funding for abortions;
ratify the Equal Rights Amendment and stop the deportations
of undocumented workers."
Gonzalez has been active inthe women's equality movement, having worked in the
women's task force of the National Organization for Women

and a delegate to the 1981
NOW convention.
Gomalez , a psychology
graduate from Brooklyn College, has visited Nicaragua
twice since the 1979 revolution
overthrew the U.S.-backed
regime of Anastasio Somoza.
In fact, according to the
campaign material, "In 1978,
before the victory ot the
Nicaraguan revolution, she
worked actively with Nicaraguan revolutionaries resident in
Los Angeles, building solidarity with the anti-Somoza forces."
About the campaign with
Mel Mason, SWP presidential
candidate, Gonzalez said, "I
think there's alot more people
out there today who are like I
was when I was 18. I know
we're going to reach a lot of
them in this campaign and
we're going to win some to our
party.

Student c hecks distributed Fri.

Senior Lady Broncs--/me/da Mendiola and Judy Brebner grip each other in emotion
after their loss to east Texas Baptist Feb. 28, in the.first District 4 play-qff game, thus
ending the 83-84 season for the Lady Broncs. (Photo by Deida Lopez}

Senate approves package
PAUSA Senate showed their
approval for the revisions made
in the Traditions Package by
passing unanimously at Saturday·s meeting.
Ramon Esquivel. sergeant at
arms. read the report to the
Senate and explained the
changes and their purpose. He
pointed out that the changes
were "mainly re-arrangements
of certain information that was
redundant." The wording was
also changed because it ·contradicted itself in the package or
the other by-laws in the constitution:·
The ·new· traditions packag12

was a direct result of a compromise between those
senators who last semester
voted to repeal the package
and those who voted to keep
it. The six senators on the committee to revise the package
were Mirtala Ramos. School of
Education. Dina Gorena.
graduate senator. Jose Limas
and Dora Espinoza. School of
Science and Math. Linda Gonzales. Health Related Professions. and Esquivel.
Initially. the package was not
approved as one senator. Hec tor Hernandez. voted no. Hernandez explained he voted no

because he felt the Senate
should reconsider the impeachment process outlined in the
package.
After a lenghty discussion.
senator Mike Wood moved that
the Senate amend the package
by removing this section. The
motion was seconded and
passed.
With the removal of this section. the traditions package
passed unanimously.
Other changes in the
package deal with the Miss
PAU pageant and the ·safety
value:·

See page 5.

Student employees are
reminded that they can collect
their paychecks from the
university Friday evening from
6:30 to 7:30 at the paying and
collections office on the ground
floor of the administration
building.
Students should have their
PAU ID or a driver's license
with them. A student can have
someone else pick up their
check for them. but there
should be a signed. written
authorization.
W.E. Chess. comptroller.
said that the authorization
should read something like:

"This authorizes (name of person picking up check. social
security number). to pick up
my paycheck on (date). My
social security number is (SSN)
and my account number and
department are - - -."
Chess said that the person
picking up the check should
have same identification like a
PAU ID or a driver's license. He
added that it would be helpful
to also have the ID card of the
person to whom the check is
made out.
The Monday morning
distribution time will be maintained as well. according to

Vice President for Business Affairs Roy Flores. He said he felt
most students would not be
served Friday evening but
would come for the checks
Monday. Paying and Collections will distribute checks
Monday from 9 a.m. to noon.
If a student is unable to pick
up his check at either distribu·
lion time. and if he made no
previous arrangments to have
the check mailed to him. the
checks will be sent 1hrough the
departments on March 19. the
first day the university is back
in session after Spring Break.

Kappa Sigs roll keg for funds
Members of the Kappa
Sigma Fraternity will roll a keg
from the University Center to
South Padre Island beginning
at 4 a.m. Saturday in a fundraising effort for the March of
Dimes.
The Kappa Sig's will roll the
keg approximately 85 miles
from the Universitv Center
over the causeway to.the island
at about 5 p.m.
Ple>dg12 money pc>r mile> or

donations are being accepted
by the fraternity.
The Kappa Sig's will take the
access roads off the Highway
83 and they will be soliciting
funds
at
the
major
intersecticns.
Approximately 16 members
of the fraternity and one little
sister will make the treck.
Each runner will roll the key
for approximately one mile.
Fraternity members involved
in this fundraising pro_1ect in-

elude: Jesse Villescas. Ruben
Delgado. Hector Saldana .
Jason Segal. Ruben Solis.
Jerr~• Martinez. Carlos Lopez.
Pepe Moreno. Sergio Elizar·
raras. Jul~s l.i,1r1.a Bob ~utierrez. Joe f\.1'. t·el F;,mando
Lopez. Gil K · O!JeL David
Ferguson a1 ,u ..wu .. , ,u Garza.
The Kap1>a Sigma Fraternit~· is asking that ail 1h0se in·
terested in making donations to
the March of Dimes do so
before the event h<?~in ,;_
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Editorial

VP policy=
censorship
'The Pan American" is a student newspaper. As such. it's
most obvious purpose is to inform the university population
of events and situations which are of interest to them. Another
purpose for the newspaper. one that is not quite so obvious.
is to serve as a training tool for student journalists.
As student journalists. "The Pan American" reporters and
editors are subject to the same set of rules. ethics and laws
to which professional journalists are subject. One of those laws
is the Texas Open Records Act. which allows journalists free
access to certain state records .
But journalists working for "The Pan American" have encountered problems in attempting to collect even the most basic
information from the university administration for the most
routine of news stories.
Unfortunately. it appears that the difficulties occur in only
one division--the Division for Business Affairs.
For instance, in Fall 1981. "The Pan American" had a
photograph of the planting of grass around the newly built administration building. A reporter attempted to pinpoint the cost
of the grass for the use in a cutline, the caption beneath a
picture.
The inquiries led to the office of the Vice President for
Business Affairs. who chose not to disclose the bit of information. Unfortunately, the newspaper staff was on deadline and
unable to pursue the matter further.
There have been other instances of such stonewalling. In
gathering university crime statistics, in trying to learn university mail policy. in finding cost of campus renovation. time and
time again, "The Pan American" has encountered difficulty that
is beyond normal.
Just last week, "The Pan American" had three very basic
questions for the office of the comptroller while writing the
news story about the early distribution of student paychecks .
The reporter wanted to know what identification a student
needed when picking up his paycheck, what the procedure
was for a student picking up someone else's check and she
wanted to know if the original Monday distribution time was
still scheduled . For this basic information . the reporter was
directed to the Vice President for Business Affairs .
"The Pan American" is not after information involved in litigation or in issues of personnel. "The Pan American" encounters
problems when attempting to gather non-sensitive information-general statistics, costs. procedures. etc. This is the very type
of information which is required for any complete news story.
This information lends credibility. validity. to a news story.
This slowing down of news gathering has the effect of cen sorship in that such a method of information collection hinders
the collection and dissemination of news.
Department supervisors are authorized by law to give a
reporter requested information which falls under the Texas
Open Record s Act. Surely the Vice President for Business Affairs has confidence in the competence of those persons in
his supervision . And surely the Vice President for Business
Affairs has other more pressing duties to perform than talking
to a reporter about landscaping costs. He should allow the
supervisors in his division to answer reporters· questions.
The Vice President for Business Affairs should reconsider
his policy of information dissemination .

Job Column
The Student Employment Services is a referral service that
will help students in need of a job. Various jobs are available
through the SES. Below is a listing of jobs available; however,
those jobs are subject to change without notice. SES is located
in University Center Room 107.

Receptionist Salary Neg. ' Pharr
Traffic Counters Salary Neg . 1 Spring Break , South Padre
Island
Secretary/ $3.35 hr. Mission
Data Processor $4 hr. McAllen
Fuel Hostess 1 $3 .35 hr. Edinburg
Snack Bar Worker $3 35 hr. Pharr
Salespersons $3.35 hr. or Comm . M cAll en
Cook-Waitress $3.35 hr. Edinburg
Clerk -Typist $3.35 hr. McAllen
General Cl erk $3. 75 hr. Mission
Displa y Person Salary Neg. M cAll en
Telephone Solicitor SS hr -Contract H arlingen
Gardener Salais ;'\ieg M cAllen
Landscaper Designer ~alar~· Neg McAlll:'n
INanres, -:,:~ ,E> hr Mi-..,1011

Letter to the Editor-------Love is like a red,
red petticoat . . .?
Dear Ed·
Your well researched article
on the tradition of Leap Year
establishes you as the Campus
Authority. I have no where else
to turn and would. therefore.
appreciate your counsel.
During a recent lull at the
President's Office I was the reci
pient of a marriage proposal
from Ms. Carol Rausch. the
President's Administrative
Assistant.
Invoking the centuries old
tradition of Leap Year. she
demanded my hand ·or a silk
dress ." lt \\'<1, obvious to me
that shl' was genuinely in -

terested only in her wardrobe.
and was intent on manipulating this cherished tradition to
enhance it.
Though I was not afforded
the opportunity of checkingout her scarlet petticoat . and
for that reason might have con sidered the offer without legal
effect. I was determined to call
her bluff. Sure. said I. "Let's
plan the honeymoon." As you
might guess. Ms. Rausch has
reneged.
Ed. my question is this.
Since the woman showed me
no scarlett petticoat. and clearly declined my acceptance.
does tradition require that she
buy me a beer or a pair of
gloves') What does St. Patrick

recommend for a grievance
procedure'?

Rejected in the
Administration Bldg.
Gary Petok
General Counsel

Ed Says settle
out of court
Dear Gary.
The key to this problem lies
in the petticoat. If no scarlet
material extended below the
hem of her skirt. the "proposal"
is completely unofficial.
As to the question of
recompense. tradition gives no
indication as to what to do.
Apparently Patrick's saintly

naivete made him oblivious to
the wiles of womanhood .
I personally suggest The
People's Court. Who knows?
You may establish a new
precedent in modern society'
Men across the globe dread
Leap Year due to the traumatic
L'Xpenence that often occurs
when insincere females attempt to fill their closets with
silk dresses and gloves.
Someone must take the first
step and stand up for men's
rights .
But. if all else fails . settle out
of court. Sometimes a tall chilled mug of brew does wonders
for lost loves and fallen spirits.
Thanks again for your sincere
letter.
Ed Cantu

Editorship applications ready
Applications will be accepted
until April 1 at Students
Publications. Emilia Hall 100.
for the 1984-85 editorships of
The Pan American newspaper
and El Bronco yearbook .
The applicants need to have
a minimum grade point aver
age of 2.0. have a mini
mum of 60 semester hours and
be in good standing with th l'
D ean of Students. The Publica
lions Committee may waIw
the minimum qualifications if
conditions warrant.
"Applicants will apply direct
ly to the facult y sponsor for l~l'
yearbook and newspaper." ac

cording to the policy.
The applicants must describe
their qualifications. provide the
names of three references
whom they have asked to write
letters of recommendations di
rectly to the ad visor c111d ,l<1k
their philosophy or policies for
the operation of the publica11011
in which they are interested .
Minimum qualific<1!1011s for
,1pplicants established by the
,·om1111ttee require applic,mh to
have had at least one course 111
reporting and one in l:'diting In
mass communica tions or
equivalent professional ex
perience on a newspaper or
other publi ca tion or two ye ms

LIBRARY HOURS - SPRING BREAK
Saturday. March 10
Sunday. March 11
M ond ay. M arc h 12
Tuesday. M arch
Wednesdav. Mnrch 14
Thursday. M,irch l:i
I nda1;. Mi!rch 1h
'-iilturdc1~·- M<1rch 17
'-iundc1~· M,1rch J:-,

n

CLOSED
CLOSED
H A .M '":,PM.
8 AM to :i PM.
HAM t{):iP M .
8 A M 1,1 :, PM .
HAM I<>:> PM
<JAM1,,fiPM
L PM 1,, 10 PM

of staff work on The Pan
American or El Bronco
After applicants haw submit
led their entries. the faculty ad
visor will evaluate them and
rank each applicant accord111g
to her evaluation The evalua
lion will be forwarded lo th<.'

chairperson of the Publications
Committee. who will call a
meeting .
The committee will study the
evaluation and applications.
Applicants must be on hand for
the committee in case an inter
view Is desired

THE PAN AMERICAN STAFF
Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Nora Lopez
Managing Editor ................... Anna Martinez
Reporters . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Ella de los Santos
Eliseo Rodriguez
Sam Contreras

Ed Cantu
Joe Vasquez
Sports Editor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Vivien Benbow
Head ~~otographer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Deida Lopez
Advert1smg . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joseph Mangin, Mgr.
Alicia Daniel
Circulation . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Homer Rios
Advisor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Joyce Prock
The Pan American is a publication of Pan American University Publications. Emilia Hall 100. Edinburg, Texas, 78539. It is published each Thursday except during examinations and holidays under the Division of Student
Affairs, Judy Vinson dean of students; Joyce Prock, advisor. Views
presented are those of the writer and do not necessarily reflect those of the
University Administration. Subscription price by mail is $3 a year or $1.50
a semester. Contributions and letters to the editor should be submitted the
Friday prior to publication.
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~nnie Get Your Gun'
set for March 21-24
The title role for the PAU
Theater production. "Annie
Get Your Gun ;' will be played
by a 1980 PAU graduate. Lynn
Cramer Ashley. who will be
remembered for her performances in various previous
PAU productions.
Mark Watson has been cast
as Frank Butler. Zane Jackson
will portray Buffalo Bill, while
Charles M. Pokorney will play
the role of Charlie. Sylvia Benbow will play Dollay and David
Gonzalez will play Chief Sitting
Bull.
"Annie Get Your Gun," to be

presented March 21-24. was
written by Herbert and Dorothy
Fields with music and lyrics by
Irving Berlin . The play is a
musical version of Annie Oakley Mozee's life and adventures.
Marian Monta is the stage
·'
director.
The set designer is James A.
Hawley. and the guest costume designer is Albert Garza.
a PAU theater graduate.

The music will be directed by
David Stevens. a former music
faculty member at Pan Ame.rican . Choreography will be
pte_Pared by Cynthia Coker.

Students . faculty. and staff
are allowed one free ticket with
their I.D. card at the door.
Theater manager. Doug Cummins. stated that because of expected ticket demand for this
show. seats reserved prior to
performances will not be
available on I.D. cards.
The play will be presented at
8 p.m . on March 21-24 and on
March 22 there will also be a
matinee at 2 p.m. in the Fine
Arts Auditorium.
For reservation information
call 381-3581 Monday through
Friday during regular office
hours.

Student government
election filing dates set
Election

dates

for

the

1984-85 Students' Association
and University Center. Programming Council officers will
be on Tuesday and Wednesday, April 3 and 4.
The first day for filing is
Saturday, March 17. However,
as the PAUSA office is closed
on weekends, petitions for office will also be available on
Monday, March 19 with the
deadline on Tuesday, March 20
at 4:30 p.m. All applicants will
be given a copy of the PAUSA
election codes.
Nineteen offices are available
in the executive and legislative
branches of PAUSA. The presi-

dent and vice president are
elected as a ticket. Two senators
are elected from each of the
following schools: Business,
Education,
Humanities.
Science and Math, from Social
Sciences. Two senators are
elected by the student body,
graduate students. and dorms
respectively. Only one senator
is elected by Health Related
Professions.
Two amendments have also
been proposed by the student
senate. The student body will
also vote on these amendments April 3 and 4. The
Amendments up for approval
are amendments six and seven .

Amendment six states.
"Changes to the PAUSA
budget as approved by the student senate can be made only
by the approval of at least twothirds of these student senators
present and voting."
Amendment seven states.
"President shall place into
nomination appointments to
vancancies existing in the
Legislative Branch and the
Judicial Branch and to the office of Vice-President and attorney general within 30 calendar ?,ays after a vacancy occurs.

HRP rehabilitation conference
continues through Friday
The First Lady of the State
stanrung Culture."
of • Tamaulipas and several
The conference is being
high-ranking educators and
sponsored by Pan American
physicians from Mexico and
University, the Texas Re Canada will be among those . habilitation Commission. the
attending the their annual conRehabilitation and Special
ference on rehabilitation and
E_d ucation Society of Tamaulispecial education today and
tomorrow.
Somme 300 teachers. psychologists. therapists. and
physicians are attending, according to conference director
Julian Castillo. director of the
Division of Health Related Professions.
More than 50 presentations.
symposia. and programs will
be presented on such topics as
promoting productivity and
employability of the handicapped. socioeconomic and cultural problems affecting
rehabilitation and special
education in the Americas.
microcomputer technology in
rehabilitation and special
education. and substance
abuse prevention and re habilitation .
The theme is "Promoting
Productivity Through Unde r-

pas. and the Organization of
American States.
Persons interested in atten ding the conference should
contact Pan American's Divi sion of Health Related Profes·
sions. 381-2291.

Budweiser/Seafest 'plan
Spring ·Break festivities
Spring Break at South Padre
Island will offer college students
the basics for a memorable
holiday. Tesponsibly enjoyed .
Budweiser. in conjunction
with Seafest. a Port Isabel/
South Padre Island civic
organization. has planned
week-long activities March
11-17 for this annual event.
stressing fun tempered by
moderation.
·we want students to be able
to look back on their Spring
Break with fond memories.· Ed
Bell. Anheuser-Busch Texas
division manager said. "If they
stay away from the excessestoo much sun or alcohol. or not
enough sleep-and if they par-

sensible - way to break from
their studies .
In their first -ever Texas
Spring Break appearance. the
original duo of beach music
fame. Jan & Dean . will perform
at thi5 year's free outdoor beach
concert . Opening for Jan &
Dean will be the Fabulous
Thunderbirds. a regional band
from Austin. The "Surf City
USA' concert will be presented
at 2 p.m .. March 15. at the
Cabanas Beach area. A Confederate Air Force Show will
greet the gathering crowd on
the beach just prior to the concert. 'rhe "Wings Over Padre"
one-hour air show will focus on
the agility and grace of combat
aircraft from 19J9-1945.
See Spring break p. 12

take-- in the program we have
developed just for them . I'm
sure the students will experience a wonderful vacation ."
New to Anheuser-Busch's
Spring Break program at South
Padre will be a special tips section on enjoying Spring Break
responsibly. which will be
published in the Spring Break
Guide. There wilL also be a
chain of pit-stops on the
Georgia and Florida highways
to encourage students to stop
and rest during their trek to the
Florida beaches.
Once the thousands of students do arrive. the,Y'll fiud the
combination of sun. surf.
beach. music and organized activities to be sensational-and

Miss Pan American forms
available in Universit Center
This year's Miss Pan
American Pageant is scheduled for April 6. The deadline for
entries is March 26.
The applications can be picked up in University Center
Room 205 or in the PAUSA office. UC 314.
All applicants must meet the
set requirements made by student government. The women
must be 18-26 years old. She
must attend Pan American

University and be a (JS. citizen
as well as meet the re '.:
quirements set by the Miss
Texas-USA Pageant.
The winner of the pageant is
required to attend at least six
hours during the Fall 1984 and
Spring 1985 semesters.
,
The pageant consists of different activities which include
swimsuit and evening gown
competition. All contestants will
also perform in a talent com-

petition. The performance
should be three to four minutes
in length.
Five judges yet to be announced will interview each
young woman on an individual
basis. The five finalists will be
interviewed on stage.
A $25 entry fee will be
charged of each applicant. The
sponsor need not be located on
the campus.

Your Teeth
Are Meant To Last
A Lifetime
With today's modern equipment and dental advances. there is no
reason why your teeth shouldn't last a lifetime. However. it 1s a must to
take care of your teetli on a regular basis. And it's so simple. Just
follow these three guidelines: 1) Eat a balanced d:et. 2) Brush and floss
your teeth daily. 3) Have regular six month dental checkups with a
dentist.
"
If you need to consult with a dentist, make an appointment through
General Dentistry Centers. Our concerned dentists will thoroughly
examine your teeth and provide a maintenance program especially for
you.

•• ••••••••••••••••••••••••••
Jorn Us And f:3e A Smile

•
•

•
•
•

~

K€!1ipe1

5

1 O .Complete Exam With X-Rays
with coupon Expires March 31. 1984

This coupon has no redeemable cash and or credit value whatsoever. Coupon is
valid when presented on exact date toward complete exam and x-ray. Coupons
not applicable to past treatments or special programs. limit 1 person per coupon.

............... ............ .
~

INTERNATIONAL MODELING BY PINA

continued from p. 1
lion / Health Careers P lace ment. Texas Rehabilita tio n
Commission . Texas St nte
Department of Human Com mission / Giddings State Ho me
and School. Also the Border
Patrol and the Texas Department of Health -PHR 8 .
Others participating are the
Chicano Legal Association
from the University of Ho7;ston.
the Hidalgo County Juvenile
Prnbation Department and the
Cit~· of Austin.
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McAllen Center
300-A W. Exp . 83
682-1355

Edinburg Center
1200-A S. 10th
383-2031

(Next to Ardan)

(Behind Churchs Chicken)

Brownsville
1164 FM 802
548-1070
(Across Sunrise Mall Sank)

Look For More Information In The Yellow Pages
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Spring Break
By Ed <;antu
Staffwriter
It used to be that if you had
light skin, your chances of getting a tan were somewhere between little and none. Those
with peaches-and-cream complexions either hid beneath
mounds of clothing, avoided
the sun completely or threw
caution to the wind and burned to a crispy crunch. Meanwhile, those blessed with more
pigment, enjoyed the associaion of the good things in life
that come with being the possessor of a dark, even tan:
health, beauty and the free
time and financial standing to
enjoy long afternoons frolicking in the sun.
Not any more 1
According to Consumer
Reports Magazine (CRM), the
development of effective sun
screen products has just about

made all complexions equal
under the sun.
While there is still about 15
percent of the white population
that won't tan at all, it is now
possible for almost all complexion types to enjoy the suns
warming rays and tan at a
safer, pain-free pace.
Most sunscreens now come
with "Sun Protection Factor" or
SPF number. This indicates the
screen's ability to protect your
skin and also lets you know the
multiple of the time you would
normally be able to stay out in
the sun. For example, if you
can usually stay out for 30
minutes without any protection
before starting to burn, when
you apply a product with a
number four SPF, you increase
your exposure time to two
hours.
Screen SPFs can range from
a two, for minimal protection,

■

■

fun and sun (burns)

■

to 15 or more, which filters the
ultraviolet rays about as much
as a sun block. CRM reported
SPF numbers are reliable indicators as to the products protection level, but not all labels
use these numbers. Some sunscreen products use words
such as, "ultra" for SPF 15 or
more, "maximal" for SPF 8 to
14, "extra" for SPF 6 to 7, and
"minimal" for anything below
that.
With all the suncreen products on the market now, you
might wonder why so many
people continue to fry each
year. There are two main problems that occur in search of
the bronze physique. Few people really know how much protection they· need. They buy
the wrong product for their
skin-type and then forget to reapply the screen after swimmin~ and exercise.
Knowing which sunscreen is

best for you is a major factor in
staying bum-free. The foltowig
advice comes from CRM according to testing they've done
on people with varied skin
types and their reactions to
sunbaths without sunscreen or
previously acquired tans.
If your skin type is very fair
and often freckled, you are likely to burn easily and shouldn't
expect to tan much more than
your natural skin color. You just
can't fight your genes. but, with
the help of a sunscreen with an
SPF rating of 8 or more, you
can venture out from beneath
those long-sleeved shirts and
floppy hats.
Light to medium skin complexions need less protection ,
but are still prone to burning.
With proper protection and a
product rating an SPF number
from 4 to 7, this type can tan
gradually to light brown or
darker, depending on the vari-

ratings oL8 or more, and six
ance of the complexion.
proved to be highly waterThose with dark brown or
resistant after a "20-minute
black complexions rarely burn
at all and need minimal if any swim." These were: Mmm!
What a tan 1, Sundown , Alo
protection. In this case. a
Sun Fashion Tan . Coppertone
screen with a 2 or 3 SPF
Shade Plus. Jovan Dial-a-tan
number should do the trick.
Once you know what kind of and Estee Lauder Invisible Sun
protection you need, the next Control.
step is making sure it works.
The other 13 tested showed
Sunscreen products work decreased water-resistance and
fine until you go into the water should be re-applied continualor do a little exercise. Then , ly after swimming and exercise.
unless it states on the label that
Mmm! What a tan! and Alo
it is water-resistant, the product Sun Fashion Tan were among .
washes right off. Most sun- the least expensive and were
screen labels now warn to re- rated by CRM as best buys.
apply after swimming and exStill, remember no ianning
ercise and it's pretty good product will tan you faster than
advice.
· your skin will allow, but proper
However, CRM tested 19 protection can help you stay insunscreen products with SPF the sun longer without burning

Pell applications due March 15
Students who nave not submitted their 1983-1984 application for Federal Student
Aid, Pell appication, must have
their application at the Federal
Student Aid Program. Los
Angeles, by March 15, 1984.

Applications ·received after
this date will not be processed.
The aid office will be open next
week from 8:30-12 and 1-4:30
p.m.
Students who do not send in
their application and have it

processed , and qualify, will
have until May 10, 1984 to
bring in their Student Aid
Reports to the Financial Aid
Office. Once these Student Aid
Report. are received at the
Financial Aid Office, the staff

can determine eligibility for the
.Pell grant for the current
semester. If the student was
enrolled for the Fall '83
semester as at least a half-time
student, he/she would qualify
for Fall Pell also.

Job Fair deadline is March 22
School districts from around
the state will converge on the
PAU campus March 28 for the
annual Teacher Job Fair.
Currently about 20 school
districts have agreed to

participate.
Students can go by the Student Services building to sign
up for prospective interviews.
Some of the school districts for
example might not have any

slots open for interviewin8
since the sign-up sheet is on a
first come and first serve basis.
If the schedule is full the student will be put on standby.
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5TH DECREE BLACK BELT

Olympic tlartial Arts
381-1855
Sl'il l)l·ll'1hc !l,r llll'I\ . ,,n111cn & l hildi\' I\
I ()'¾i DhuHll\1 Ill P \U Sllld\'1\1'>
10') \nnh Sllq,1r l-(l,,1d hlinhmq

The sign-up deadline is March
22.

311 North Tenth
McAllen, Texas 78501
Telephone: (512) 631-1205
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The old packet stated that
Moreno appeals his removal
Miss PAU must compete in the and sent a letter to the judiciary
Miss Texas USA pageant and committee. with the attorney
the Miss Rio Grande Valley general Gurne Ybarra. The
pageant. These requisites rais- judiciary committee met and
ed much controversy at rejected his appeal.
previous PAUSA meetings
The three removed senators
because of lack of funds. The were all sent notices of their
new package makes no provi- removal seven days earlier.
Two other senators were given
sions for these events.
Another important change warnings on the problem' of
concerns the "safety valve." In their absences. They were told
the old packet. if for some that they could not miss any
reason the Executive branch more meetings or they would
could not put on an event be removed.
specified in the packet, it would · Under old business Tony
require a four-fifths vote to Flores. PAUSA vice president
cancel it. In the new packet, an informed the senate that Frank
event may be cancelled by a Patterson resigned as election
four-fifths majority of student commissioner. The senate.
senators present and voting in after an interview with nominee
a quoromed meeting.
Rob<:!rt Gutierrez. voted him as
Other business taken care of new election commissioner.
at the meeting included
reports. The ad hoc committee
to review the senators absence
problem met and made an appeal for the removal of senators
Taxpayers can help speed up
with continual absences. On a the processing of tax returns by
percentage basis the removal of using the pre-addressed, peelthree senators was mandatory. off labels and by double checkThe senators that were remov- ing their arithmetic before mailed were Raul Guerra, represen- ing the returns. As simple as
tative at large. Enda Mendoza, the items appear, they are the
UCPC senator, and Ruben cause for thousands of errors
Moreno, School of Humanities every year, the IRS says.
senator.

IRS tips

Extra Thin Lenses
One Day Service
Rav Ban Eyewcar
Playboy Eyewear
260 S. Texas
Weslaco 968-8863

Optical Fashion
B-B-Q
T, Go

Drive-

Service

Thn,

During Spring Break the
Data Processing Management
Association will travel to

various computer facilities to
learn what is currently going on
in the industry.

2119 $. 281
(S12) 383-m4

For contraceptive care, pregnancy testing,
counseling, and educational programs.
Bud 12 oz.

Lin

UN

12

OR

OZ, C,\N

& LONGNECk

s10.:rn

CASE

MISSION 585-4575
McALLEN 686-6671
EDINBURG 383-5082
PHARR 787-9431
WESLACO 968-5039

SEMES I ER IN SPAIN
Not just for Spanish majors only, but for everyone: beginners, "in between"
students, and advanced. Put some excitement into your college career!!
BEGINNERORADVANCED -Costisabout the
same as a semester in a U.S. college: $3,189 .
Price includes jet round trip to Seville from
New York, room, board , and tuition complete. Government grants and loans may be
applied towards our programs.

Live with a Spanish family, attend classes
four hours a day, four days a week. four
months. Earn 16 hrs. of credit (equivalent to 4
semesters taught in U.S. colleges over a two
year time span) . Your Spanish studies will be
enhanced by opportunities not available in a
U.S. classroom . Standardized tests show our
students· language skills superior to students
F-3
completing two year programs in U.S.
Advanced courses also.
I
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arcollege you allend
1
rangements .
-yo_u_, n_a_m_e _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
SPRING SEMESTER - Feb. 1 - June 1
FALL SEMESTER - Sept. 10 -Dec, 22
each year.
'IOLJr oresent street address
FULLY ACCREDITED - A Program of Trinity
Christian College.
C'1ly
z,p
Stale
For full in formation - send coupon to :
If you would like information on future programs give
permanent address below.

Members will visit IBM.
Texas Instruments. Mobil
Corp.. J.C. Penny. American
Telephone & Telegraph. Ran dolph Air Force Base and
NASA.
The cities of Austin.

Persons interested in_ earning
an cissociate degree in nursing
have until March :n to submit
their applications.
Classes for the next group of
associate degree students begin
next Fall.
Persons who are already

Ce6a1tj

RESTAURANT

Houston and the Dallas/Fort
Worth metroplex will be
covered.
DPMA is a professioncil
organization composed of
Computer
Information
Systems majors and minors.

2442 E. Collier S.E., F·3
Grand Rapids. Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

licensed vocational nurses may
take a challenge examination
May I that would give them
credit for and permit them to
by -pass the introductory
course. ·Fundamentals of Nursing.
Thl' l'X<1m will be given ,1I
I ::m p.m . May I ill thl'
,iuclitorium of the Nursing
Building. To be eligible to takl'
the exam. persons must apply
by Mmcl1 :{I.
For more information. c,ill
tlw department of nursing
ecluciltirni ,it :{HI :{4') I .

American, Mexican Food
& Breakfast

1012 S. Closner,
Edinburg, Texas
Orders to Go 383-5676

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
,,p

in our way."'
One thing American college
students share with their Canadian counterparts is their love
of Molson . The largest-selling
beer in Canada is also the
number-one Canadian beer in
the U.S. In a recent nationwide
survey of U.S. college students.
Molson Golden was found to
be their favorite import.

Nursing degree forms due

(Next tt Wheta1Ni191t)
~--'9, Tms

Romeo Rendon, Jr.

consolation prizes will also be
distributed .
According to Dick Barron.
Maison's coordinator of the
Great White North expedition.
"'Skiing is so important to our
young people in Canada. that
we wanted to give Americans
the opportunity to get in on the
fun. We weren't going to let a
little thing like no snow stand

DPMA to tour computer facilities

S111eb

Beer-Ice

Great White North Race March 12-16
Ifs a sure sign of spring when the featured event as young
thousands of college students men and women clad in little
flock south in winter for what . more than shorts and Alpine
has become a spring break ri- skis. maneuver around an
tual.
- obstacle course set up on the
South Padre Island. a hot- beach.
bed of student sun and fun. will
More than 1.000 prizes will
be the site of the second annual be awarded to the fastest. most
Race to the Great White North. graceful. most adept sand
March 12-16. sponsored by skiers. And. anticipating some
Molson Golden. Sand skiing is less than poised contestants.

WE CAN! CAN THEY?
Engraving
Soldered Gold Frame
Custom Lenses for
Porch Camera's
808 S. Broadway
McAllen 682-9435

Taking the oath--Assistant U.S. attorney Jack Wolfe takes an oath of a different kind.
This time it's at his swearing-in as president of the PAU Alumni Association. Wolfe
is a 1976 graduate of Pan American and a 1979 graduate of St. Mary's Law School.
Looking on is out-going president Jon Schill. Reading the oath is alumni association director Tom Segel. (Pan American University Photo)

ALMA'S
'His
-nHers'

Frt & Sat 24 hrs

Breakfast

422 1/2 E. University
Spec,al

S1 69

Sun Thurs 6 a m • 11 p m

Edinburg

383-9035
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HPER night features
Physical Fitness
There was wrestling and
karate and breaking at the
Fieldhouse Tuesday night but
it wasn't a fight between gangs.
The Health and Physical
Education and Recreation
Club had a Physical Fitness
night during which students
demonstrated various physical
activities.

For instance, the Moonbreakers performed. They are
a group of junior high and high
school students from Edinburg
who enjoy breakdancing which
is a highly athletic, showy form
of street dancing.
The Rio Grande Valley
Trampouline Club also had a
demonstration during which

the audience oohed and
aahed.
Another impressive demonstration was by karate master
fifth degree black belt Byong
Su Oh. There were other demonstrations including demonstrations
of
bodybuilding techniques. soccer.
aerobics and more.

Look at
Guzman explains the various
methods of showing during bodybuilding competition.
(Photo b Delcia Lopez)

Popping!-•This group of Edinburg youngsters have become involved in the national
craze of Break dancing .
(Photo by D_avid Ferguson)

Tennis Racquets
Racquet Ball

SHOES
Foot Joy

SPORTWEAR

Nike
Adidas
Etonic
T.B.S.
Snauwaert
Kaepa

OP

Nike
Court Casuals
T.F.M.Tail
Palms Beach
Speedo
Hang Ten

New
Balance

Dodger

10% Discount
With Student I.D.
On Non-sale Items
Clown & r!ounhy
af.opping C!rntu

5001 North 10th Street
McAllen
682-0654

····~······

:rEXAS
•

••
•.

•.
•
•
•.
.
•.
•
•

.

*

* * * * * *.,.

THEATRE

115 E. PARK
PHARR. TX.
787 -1322

DOORS OPEN 12: 15
SHOWS START AT 12:30 EVERYDAY ,

AT ITS BEST
--------

NOW PLAYING!
MARATHON
YOUNGER THE BETTER

..

•
•.
•
•

••
••
••
.

(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)

4l:r:).

.

•
•
••
® •
.

- NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED$1.00 OFF SINGLE TICKET W/ CUl-'PON OR PAU 1.D.

•

Thursday Ladies Night

.

.-----------------•
it I

Op,•11111y rill c l,is111y

All ..,,cor1,•d Lid,.,, l'rl'l'

• • * • * LATE SHOWS • • • •

.•
•
•

•

FRIDAY & SATURDAY. DOORS
OPEN AT 10 15 SHOWS AT 10·30
INTERLUDE OF LUST

,•

•

•
,.

•.

NO ONt UNDER Ill YEARS ADMITTED

..
/VI •

Sl.00 Off W\(,I f Tll 1\11 I\ l Ol PO!\ OR PAl Ill

~

.a,.

•
•
•••••••••••••••••••••
INSIDE JENNIFER WELLS

Getting physical--although led by a woman, this aerobics class is made up of men,
who meet several times a week at the Body Shop in McAllen. (Photo by Deida Lopez)

..

~l:)~~inl

IMAN'S FASHIONS,~
214 S. BRoAdWAY

McAllEN

2024 N. TENTlt STREET

McAIIEN, 686-8261

SpRiNG MERCltANdiSE JusT ARRiviNG
WiTlt }'OUR
· , - - - - - -.
fAvoRiTE bRANds

~
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Dancing with myself--This young dancer displays the
athleticism of break dancing (Photo by Deida Lopez)

.

'

__

_.

,,,.
....-

.

Doing it--As his hand slices through the concrete slabs, Byon!! Su Oh demonstrates
the skills he acquired on his way to achieving the status of a fifth degree black belt
in Tae Kwan Do, a Korean martial art. (Photo by Deida Lopez)

All MEN's BooTs 2~%
ToNy LAMA
NOCONA
JusTiN, ANd MORE

...

HANGT

(1 GROUP of MENS booTs ~0% off
LARRY MAltAN ANd MORE)
LAdiEs BooTs 2~-JO%
All SALES FINAL

800 S. 10th
McAllen

686-0293

University Plaza
Edinburg
383-4661

PRICES EFFECTIVE THAU WED.

off
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By Vivien Benbow
Sports f.ditor

Upcoming March Tournament Baseball games
PALM VALLEY TOURNAMENT

9

10

Oklahoma State vs. Penn State
Penn State vs. Morningside (Iowa)
Temple (Penn) vs. Pan American

1:00
4:00
7:00

Morningside vs. Temple
Oklahoma vs. Morningside
Penn State vs. Pan American

1:00
4:00
7:00

Oklahoma State vs. Morningside
Penn State vs. Pan American

1:00
7:00

CITRUS TOURNAMENT
12

Maine vs. Kansas
Central Mich. vs. Oklahoma
Oklahoma vs. Pan American

1:00
4:00
7:00

13

Maine vs. Oklahoma
Kansas vs. Central Mich.
Central Mich. vs. Pan American

1:00
4:00
7:00

14

Central Mich. vs. Oklahoma
Maine vs. Pan American
Kansas vs. Pan American

1:00
4:00
7:00

15

Central Michigan vs. Maine
Kansas vs. Oklahoma
Kansas vs. Pan American

1:00
4:00
7:00

16

Oklahoma vs. Pan American
(San Diego Chicken night)

EDITORSHIPS

15% OFF
for PROCESSING

Applications for two Student Publcations editorships are
due now and must be received by April 1 at the office
of the faculty adviser, Joyce Prock, Emilia Hall 100.

Will Also Develop

Students applying for the editorship of The Pan American
newspaper and El Bronco yearbook must:

1.

2.
3.

5.

Apply by April 1 at Emilia Hall 100.
Describe their qualifications. .
Provide names of three reference whom
they have asked to write letters of recommendation directly to the adviser.
4. State their philosophy or polices for operation of the newspaper or yearbook.
Qualifications:
A Successful completion of one course in
reporting and one in editing; or
B. Equivalent professional experience on a
newspaper or other publications; or
C. Two year staff work on El Bronco or The Pan
American.
D. Minimum GPA of 2.00.
E. Provide a transcript.
F. 60 semester hours.
G. Good standing with the Division of Student Affairs.
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Broncs to UNO to close
out season

The Broncs travel to the
University of New Orleans
Saturday for their 1st game of
the 83-84 season. The Broncs
are coming off two tough losses
to Louisiana Tech . March 2.
69-63 and to De Paul Blue
Devils 62-29. March 6.
Taking on no. 4 ranked De
Paul in Chicago Tuesday night
proved too big of a task for the
Broncs. But in the first ·m inutes
of the game at 12:00. a slam
dunk by Duane Thornton put
the Broncs behind olyl2-6.
This small lead did not last
long as turnovers and poor
shooting hampered the Broncs.
At 5:27 the lead had jumped
to 22-12. then to 27-12 at 4:49.
At half-time the Broncs were_
trailing 32-14.
In the secod half it was all
DePaul with the Blue Devils
jumping to a 20 point lead
40-20 at 13:16. A shot by
Harold Anderson at 8:20 made
it 46-24 but DePaul's lead shot
on up to over 30 points at :30
left in the game. Phillip Bernard
was then fouled and hit a free
shot making it 60-27 but
another shot by DePaul made
the final score 61-27.
Coach· Lon Kruger commented, "DePaul is a very, very
good basketball team, and I am
extremely impressed. DePaul
ahs a tough combination of
height. strength and speed
which we weren't able to compete with. We are looking forward to Saturday's game with
UNO and we are fortunate that
we have another chance to
play and make up for some
l"sses that we've had."
The stage was set for the
Broncs last home game. Saturday but PAU had one of their
toughest battles ever losing to
the Lousiana Tech Bulldogs
69-63. LTU's awesome Karl
Malone contributed 25 points.
while Bronc Duane Thornton
had 18 for the night.
In the first half La Tech stuff-

ed away and jumped out to an
early 10 point lead . 16-6 at
13:26. The scoring remained
the same until 3:34 when
Phillip "Earthquake" Bernard
tipped in a shot. which cut the
lead to 6 points. 24-30. Just
when the Broncs· momentum
was mounting. the Bulldogs
got possession and wo,und
down the clock until :40 remained. giving the Broncs littie time to make up the score
and the first half was closed out
Tech 34-PAU-26.
The Bulldogs in the second
half managed to keep their big
lead and for the opening
minutes ii seemed that it would
continue for the rest of the
game. But the Broncs had their
opportunity at almost the end
of the game.
With 30 seconds left. a tipin shot by Terry Jones got the
Broncs within 4 points of LA
Tech 57-61.
But jsut when it seemed so
close for the Broncs. they turned around and committed
fouls. allowing LA Tech to win
69-63. Other top scorers for
the Broncs were Leo MeGainey 13. Troy Dingle and
Bernard had 8, while seniors
Terry Jones and Tony McDaniel. playing their last home
game. each contributed two
apiece.
Along with Malone. scoring
for the Bulldogs were Rennie
Bailey 15 and Wayne Smith
14.
"This was probably LA Tech's
best game on the road." admitted Coach Lon Kruger. "I'm
disappointed and we were uncharacteristic of ourselves. Tech
was totally ready for this game."
"But our season is not over
and I hope we will continue to
make progress. Tony McDaniel
is a great leader on the floor.
and Terry Jones has played
outstanding for two years. I
hope our guys can learn from
them and carry on."

·········~············
I
Film ■
■

■

ports Lines----

Mon . - Fn.
8:30 - 5:30
1 Day Service on C-41 Color Print
(sizes: Disc .. 110, 126, 135)

■

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

Phillip Bernard #52 and a Louisiana Tech Bulldog appear to be dancing as both go up for the ball. The Broncs lost
69-63 Mar. 3. and head to New Orleans Saturday for their
(Photo by Deida Lopez)
last home game.
cont'd from p. 18 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Russel Gregory. But Don
Guillot was able to score on an
out by Joe Heeney and the
game was tied 1-1. In the bottom of the third. Duane Whales
singled to drive in Ruben Ayala
and Don Guillot. But Bob
Greco then came on in on an
error by Jeff Massaro for a 3-2
score. In the bottom of the
fourth Gordon Monroe single
in Chance McConnell for a run
and in the bottom of the 6th
Monroe again scored in on a
walk and the Broncs won the
game 5-2. The winning pitcher
was junior Bobby Middleton .
Saturday's first game started
oul promising for PAU with
Mike Brown and Vic Marin
coming in on a walk and
Gilbert Beason groundinq out

to score Duane Whales. This
put PAU up 3-0. Then Chance
McConnell busted lose for a
3-run homer which brought in
Marin. Whales and McConnell.
In the top of the third. Beason
hit a 2-run double to bring in
Marin and Whales which was
followed up by a .380 homer
by Gordon Monroe. Monroe's
second home run of the season
gave PAU a 9 -0 score going into the sixth inning.
But at the top of the 7th Ray
Hydes scored on a Bronc error
and Ricky Gobert and Jay
Johnso:i walked in on James
Picha's single for a final score
of 9-J.
But PAU had to split the se cond game takinq ii 12-8 loss
~ee p. 10
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WIil£ FLOUI

PATOS

ADS

March

at the PE complex or contact
381-3501.
The money from the sponsors is to be turned in on the
same dav and PAU students
and facuity are encouraged to
participate. The teams are to
consist of six people with a
minimum of three hours to
iunw with members rotating.
The National Physical
Education and Sport Week has
two more days of activities for
vou to check out. Career Day
~ill be held in the fieldhouse today along with a HPER fajita
cook-out in the fieldhouse
courtvard.

The Bronc baseball team is
hosting the Plam Valley tourna ment which kicked off Mnday.
The Broncs face temple today
at The Bronc baseball team
is hosting the Palm Valley
tournament which kicked off
Monday. The Broncs face Temple today at 7:00 and Penn
State tomorrow again at 7:00.
On Saturday the Broncs play a
double-header against Penn
State and Temple starting at 4
and 7:00. The upcoming
games for the Broncs during
spring break are included in this The results from the FUNissue. so check out collegiate RUN that was held March 6
baseball with the Broncs.
in conjunction with Sport Week
1) David Chavana 11:06.
are:
The Broncs travel to New
Orleans Saturday for their 1st 2) Juan Uribe 12:09. 3) Dr.
home game of the season . Semper 12:33. the women"s
Seniors Terry Jones and Tony winnel'S were 1) Elma Monalus
McDaniel will play their last 17:21 2) Dinora Lara 17:26
game for the Broncs and will and 3) Erlinda Salinas 20:00.
hopefully bring home a victory The PAU Golf team is currently qualifying for the Allfor PAU.
The Bronc tracksters head American tourney. that will bl!
to San Marcos today to com - hl!ld March 20. Coach Tony
pete in the Southwest Texas Guerrero plans to take the top
State University Invitational fiw golfers. The golfers comtrack meet. At last weekend"s peted in the Border Olympics
border Olympics in Laredo at Laredo last weekend and
Richard Yrechita placed 5th in Coach Guerrero singled out
the 1500. Oscar Rivas placed Berti! Marje as the best player
7th in the 5000 meters and Liz for the Broncs .
The final standings from the
Pittman made it to the finals in
tourney
are 1) University of
the university division and ran
Texas (<JOO). 2) University of
a 2:21.
"We hope to do better at San Houston (906) . :{) Texas A&M
Marcos ... Coach Homer Mar- (908). 4) Lamar (912). 5)
tinez commented. "We had Houston Baptist (9U). 6)
some good efforts made. but University of Arkansas (914).
this meet will be our first true 7) TCU (929). 8) Baylor (942).
test and we have to take it from 9) NTSU (94b). 10) PAU
there and improve as we go (9S9). 11) Texas Tech (976).
12) U of Tulsa (979). U) Rice
along ...
Registration for the 1st An- (984) and 14) SMU (1010).The
nual Pan American Univer- individual winners were Paul
sity Open Karate Champion- Thomas of UT who shot a 212.
ship is March 16. for $15 .00. Steve Elkinton of UH 218. and
after this date the registration ,Jackie Lee of A&M 220.
"I feel we should ha·ve place
fee is $20.00.
The event will take place at 2 or:{ spots better than we did.the PAU fieldhouse on April 7 Coc1ch Guerrero sc1id. "But the
with
registration
from olher top tl:'c1ms werl' surpris
10:00-11:30 and competition ed with the difficulty in the new
Liredo course ,111d did not
beginning at 12:00 . The divi
sions will be for all ages in the scorl' their potl'ntial."
Kata and Sparring divisions The Bronc netters head to
and anyone interested can con - college Station c1fter sweeping
tact Coach John McDowell at SI. Mary"s ,md St. Edwarcl's last
:{8 1 222S or Omar Salinils ill wel:'kl'nd . After A&M till:' Net
ters return to Edinburg. Mon
:{rU-0760
d,1y.
to host Houston Baptist at
For any interest organization or team competing in I 1:00 a .m The Net!ers enintramural softball should cournge !he sludents and foculcome by Coach McDowell's of t y to take in collegic1te
fice the week c1fter spring break competilion.
Wl'll. wh1k• you c1rl' 1,1k111g it
from :{-(> p.m . ilnd pick up
l'clsy
or su1111111g yourself c1l lhe
equipment to prnct,ce.
isl;,nd during spriny breilk.
On Friclily st,irli119 at I p.m
remember lhe bc1seball tl'cllTI
thl:' 4th Annual Jump for the wrll kick off till' Citrus ·1,iurn,1
Heart will be held in Ilw 111e11t 011 M<1rch 12 ,\lid !he
fi e lclhouse Forms C<lll still be Nelfl:'rs host Houslon Bc1pttst
picked up at the PE dept . Dr
, "' the ,.ime dc1v. both would
,Jorc;ense1i's o ffice Room 1f)X

Spedal

Big Mexican Plal<':

Typing service Ter m papers . Mattress and box spring for
resumes Reas onab le rates sa le-'i,40 Good S1uden1 Bu v'
:18 1 1558 aher 4 p.m
687-1675
EUROPE, Round1np air from IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY
'3559 (Dallas) or $569 (Houston ) JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH THE

s:rn1 mo EURAILPASS. Hosiell U.S. GOVERNMENT? GET THE
pass. Rainbow Tours 800
FACTS TODAY 1 CALL (312)
:N2 5902 (Texas)
742-1142 Ext. 8300-A.
BOARDING HOUSE: One block
from University -- cost includes
room & board, use of telephone,
no deposit. furnished, HBO. Only
serious students need inquire. Call
381-6455.
\L'l:''.l l male~ to -..hcnl:' 2 bedro,Jnl
,1p! ---2111 a rn•,nrh u.1furnished
I., dll t! on ](17 ~ ~ug;u Re!
.-\1•, 1\ l' Ec1 i1~c ,nn. I >ri L' Inn. :\p1
1•

l

·:'-I'.·~ hh--11

Room, for rent for mc11L cr,lk·'.J•
srudenrs. 70:; v,.; S<1milno Cnll Mr
Vdl<1gume 1 a, .1:-n 2227
Bring Ad copy to The Pan
American. Emilia Hall, Room 100
Deadline is Friday noon prior to
publication on Thursday. to
estimate cost. count 30 letters and
spaces to a line. For Display Advertising call The Pan American at
381-2541

Beef Guisado,

celebration.
The Birthday Party Bouque
from your FTD Florist.
relium Saloons Available

tle11 7toeat
111 Bett11, 911c.

0
1320 N. CLOSNER
EDINBURG, TEXAS

Spanish Ric<' .

Hctnt·hero Bedn!-.. ~<1lc1d.
2 Tortilla5. & a Jc1ld(Wno

---------~
for $2.29

I All year around Special 2 I
I Patos of same kin<l Spanish I
I Rice & Ranchero !lean, I
I
I
t_ __

!!:.2~---'

For /cI.\ ter .\erv1ee

wll on order

612 N. MAIN• MCALLEN, TEXAS

<across the street from the llbrarv>
TELEPHONE: 686-2156

SAVE TIME!
have a professional do ltf

1111-072.5

TYPING
Resumes

Reports
compositions

Ac n,.,, frurn l'lln Am

Term Papers

Theses, Etc.
. . . ...._IIIOf

Eat at El Pato

VALLEY WIDE

Reasonable Prices!

M
AS'!IOCll/l'OI
Of - ~
!l<:l(lAIIW.!flMCH

....
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First play-off round
.

Lady Tracksters

_
Guerrero optimistic about se~son

Lady
Broncs fall to E. Texas
.

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

The Lady Broncs fell 65- 79
to East Texas Baptist Feb. 28,
in their first ever play-off game.
According to Coach John
McDowell the game was very
close all the way.
"Our girls shot the same percent, but East Texas beat us on
the rebounding," McDowell
said. The glrls fought from the
beginning to the end.
The high scorers for the
Lady Broncs was Sophie de
Alva, who exploded for 26
points, Becky Dube had 16
and Nelda Billescas chipped in
10.
East Texas's Phyliss Boykin
had 19. Nadine Gray 17 and
Kim Dill 12 for the winning
team, who advanced to play
St. Mary's in the second round.
Imelda Mendiola and Judy
Brebner, senior Lady Broncs,
had their last game for the
season. Mendiola sprained her
ankle the morning of the garrie,
but Brebner, according to
McDowell, played very well.
"The girls exceeded our
goals set at the beginning of the
season ," McDowell said. "It's a
great achievement! We won by
getting there and I guarantee
we'll be back."
McDowell has all but two of
his players returning: Mendiola
and Brebner. The women are
going to start an off-season
program after spring -break.
McDowell is looking closely at

Rachel Juarez of Kilgore, Marsha Morneau of Sharyland,

.

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

and Shannon ~harp ot Corpus
Christi as possible recruits for
next year.

Long-distance runner Lori
Guerrero is optimistic about the
upcoming track season for the
Lady Broncs. Gu.errero ran her
personal best in the 3000
meters last wekend with a
10:47 clocking at the Border
Olympics in Laredo.
Guerrero, originally from
Mexico, moved to Dallas when
she was in junior high. In junior
high she competed in track and
on the girl's soccer team. In a
private high school, Guerrero
placed 1st in district in the
800m her freshman year, then
placed 3rd in state in the same
event. In her junior:_ year she
competed on a mile relay that
placed 3rd in state. Again she
was district champion in the
800m her senior year, placing
3rd in state. ·
For college Guerrero planned to run track at Texas
Women's University, but TWU's
track program was cancelled.
And in the summer of '82, her
parents planned to move to the
Valley, so her mother contacted
Coach Martinez and she was
accepted by PAU to run track.
Coach Martinez commented: "Lori is probably one of the

Lori Guerrero
hardest workers and is very dedicated to track. She is a leader
on the girl's team and I look for
her to make great strides this
year:•
Guerrero runs both crosscountry and long distance
events for PAU. "I prefer crosscountry," Guerero admitted.
"You don't get as nervous. And
in track you just go out and
compete~

Sophie de Alva shoots against East Texas Baptist, Feb.
28 in the first round district play-off game. De Alva shot a game
high of 26 points but the Lady Broncs lost 79-65.

(Photo by Deida Lopez)

UNDER NEW OWNERSHIP
LUNCH SPECIAL
$2.n whit Tltis Ad
OR PAU I.D.
ENCHILADA PLATE:
2 ENcltiLAdAs, Rid, BEANs,
ANd HoMEMAdE CoRN BREAd.

-

cont1d from p. 9 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - , to the Indians. Getting behind
4-0 in the first inning proved to
be a big factor. The Broncs
could not catch.up. In the top
of the 2nd the Indians scored
again as Thom Krusinski singled and Charles Jackson on a
two-base hit. Marin then came
in on a throwing error for the
Broncs along with Do1,1 Guillot.
Then Gregory scored on an error and the Broncs trailed 8-3.
PAU. finally pulling on the
surge late in the 5th inning with
4 runs, made 7 to the Indians
11. Bill Wilson then scored on

Guerrero's personal record
for a cross-cour,try event. the
10 kilometers, is 38:13 which
,he ran in the Turkey-Trot
earlier last year in Dallas.
But Guerrero found her first
year at PAU different from
Dallas and had to adjust to the
new surroundings. "I was injured for a while," she said, "and
it seemed that I couldn't get it
together. But this year I am
much more pleased with my
performances:•
After setting her personal
record last weekend, Guerrero
feels that her goals are to lower
her time each week because
she would like to qualify for the
NAIA nationals.
"We have a real aggressive
,.,,,omen's team this year that is
working hard;' she said. "Our
atttitude is positive and we
should have a good season."
Lady Bronc sprinters Patsy
Sanchez and Anna Martinez
qualified for NAIA nationals
last year; and last weekend in
Laredo, Liz Pitiman qualified
for the finals in the 800 meters
in the women's university division. Guerrero plans to keep
up the winning tradition for the
Lady Broncs with a goal of nationals not far behind.

a double by Kurt Schuring, and
PAU cut it to 11-8. But at the
top of the 7th, a home run by
Charles Jackson popped PAU's
chances of sweeping the
double-header and the final
score was 12-8.
Gordon Monroe who hit his
second home run of the season. admitted that the errors
were the main factor in the
Bronc's losses.
"We need to work on the errors to make a good clipping for
the rest of the season." Monroe
said. "We are a young team
that hasn't played much to-

gether and once you get behind its tough to catch up."
Schuring agreed, "The first
inning is very important, we
need to come out leading. Errors are a problem we need to
work on. but the team has a
good attitude."

RooM AvAilAblE foR pRiVATE GATltERiNGS OR
busiNESS MEETiNGS.
NEEd TO RESERVE ROOM 24 ltRS. iN AdVANCE
BREAkfAST
6 - 11 A.M.
LuNclt
11 A.M. - 2 p.M.
DiNNER
2 p.M. - 8:}0 p.M.
0

H

Dave Chavanna of Edinburg
sets a pace to win the HPER
& Fun-Run March 6. Chavanna finished the 2 mile run .in
11:06.

••
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We've drawn
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our yearbook
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Netters to A&M after weekend wins
The Broncs Netters head to

A&M Saturday and host

I

Richard Yrecheta paces to a 5th place finish in the 1500
m. last weekend at the border Olympics in Laredo. The
tracksters travel to SWT today for an invitational meet.
(Photo by Romeo Guerrero)

Houston Baptist next Monday
after taking two decisive wins
last weekend in San Antonio
where they swept St. Mary's 8-1
and on Monday here in Edinburg 7-2 win over St. Edward's
"The guys played very well.
they overpowered their opponents and they were well
prepared
mentally
and
physically. The guys did what
they had to do to win." Coach
Raul Martinez said.
The final results from the St.
Mary's games were. Augustin
Salazar defeated Ed Llosa 6-0.
6-2: Kevin Smith over Ted
Bonilla 6-3. 6-3: Ruben Nunez
defeated Rod Gonzalez 6-2.
6-4: Ramiro Cuellar over
Ernesto Raffo 6-3.
The doubles results were
Cuellar-Martinez defeating
Llosa-Raffo 6-1. 6-3: NunezSmith defeating Bonill Gonzalez 6-3. 6-3.
The final results of Monday's
games with St. Edward's were

Augusti n Salazar over Julio Ro jas 6-3. 6-4: Beto Chavarria
defeated Karl Janhianen 6-2.
6-3: John Houck over Adrian
de Silva 6-2. 6-3: Ruben
Nunez over Michael Larsson
6-3. 7-6: Joe Martinez over An ton Bunning 3-6. 7-6. 6 -4 and
Ramiro Cuellar defeated John
de Soi 6-0. 6-3.
The doubles results were
Salazar-Chavarria defeated by
Rojas-Janhianen 2-6. 6-3. 6-4:
Smith-Nunez over HouckLarsson 6-3. 6-4 and MartinezCuellar over Bunning-Pollard
6-4. 6-1.
"The guys played again wellprepared and they were fired
up and ready to score and the
results show it." commented
Coach Martinez. ·1 feel Beto
Chavarria has been playing a
strong well-balanced game that
is consistent in overpowering
his opponents.·
"A&M is a top ranked team.
but we plan to give them a · Beto Chavarria returns a shot against St. Edward's last
tough match. The guys are op- Monday-- the Netters travel to A&M Saturday and host
timistic and are practicing hard
Houston Baptist Monday at 11 a.m .
and plan to put up a good
(Photo by David Ferguson)
showing.·

Baseball

Chavez dedicated to win
From the authorof Ct\RRIB,
THE SHINING,
THE DEAD ZONE,
and CHRISTINE ...

An adult
nightmare.

STEPHEN KING'S "CHILDREN OF THE CORN"
starring PETER HORTON
LINDA HAMILTON
Screenplay by GEORGE GOLDSMITH
Based upon the story by STEPHEN KING
Music by JONATHAN ELIAS
Executive Producers EARL GLICK
CHARLES J, WEBER
Produced b~ DONALD P. BORCHERS and TERRENCE KIRBY
Directed by FRITZ KIERSCH
NEW WORLO PICTllRES
IRead the Signet Paperback j Prin~ from CFI ·\nqt'lt·,
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Luie Chavez. senior captain
on the baseball team feels that
the '84 Broncs still have to
build up their confidence and
are going through some growing pains.
"Everyone is pretty young
this year. we have a lot of
underclassmen and tranfers
from Junior Colleges." commented Chavez.
Chavez started playing
baseball at 7 years in little
league all the way up to high
school. At Denton high school.
he made varsity his sophomore
year. his junior year Denton
won district and he garnered
All-district and MVP his senior
year with a hitting average of
.3 75 .
For college Chavez decided
to attend Ranger JC first .
despite having offers from
Nebraska and Arkansas .
"My coach told me it was
best to get some experience
first. before heading off lo play

ball for a 4-year university. Ifs
a big step from high school to
coll('ge."

Luie Chavez
While at Ranger as a soph
omore. Chavez had an op
portunity to check out PAU.
and liked it enough lo transfer
and play for the Broncs . "The
weather here is great and
Coach Ogletree is a great per
son whom I want to give HHY
to.

On last year's NCAA play-off
team . Chavez split pitching
time with All -American Jim
Hickey and batted 312
This year Chavc,: along with
Wes ,Jones and Gilbert Beason
were named captains which
came as a surprise lo Chave/..
·-rm a real quiet type of person
and all I want to do is go out
there and do what I can do for
the Broncs:·
"We need co nfiden ce
c1rnong ourselves. because
when everyone finds out their
potent1al we ~hould have a
winning season I would like to
hit owr .:mo this year and
come in as a relief pitcher for
some innings since this is my
last year··
Ch,ivez is majoring in Phy
sical Education and minoring
in Biology. And after gradua
lion he would like to coach
baseb.ill bernw;e_"I like to work
with kids and shme my know
blge with them:· said Chaw,

SEE YOU
AT THE
BEACH!
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---ACTIVITY CALENDAR---- AKPsi ranked first
Today
Career Day today from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. at the Fieldhouse.
Third Pan American Conference on Rehabilitation and
Special Education, Division of Health Related Professions.
Baseball, Morningside vs. Penn State, 1 p.m.; Temple vs.
Broncs, 4 p.m.
Andrea Gonzales, Socialist Workers Party vice-presidential
candidate on campus during activity period in LA 103, ':"'ill
speak on first ammendment rights. Sponsored by the Student
American Civil Liberties Union chapter.

Minority Biomedical Research Symposium today during
activity period in the Science Building Room 218. Andres
Estrada will present a short introduction to his project, titled
"Some Aspects of the Chemistry of Vision." Each student working on the project (Luis Gar?a and Noel Lopez) will then present a report on progress on his sub-project.
March 9, Friday
Dining service closes at 6:30 p.m.
Dormitories close.
Student university worker paycheck distribution from 6:30
p.m. to 7:30 p.m. at the Paying and Collections Office at the
Administration Building.
Baseball, Temple vs. Penn State, 1 p.m.; Penn State vs. Morningside, 4 p.m. Morningside vs. Broncs, 7 p.m

March 16, Friday
Baseball, Oklahoma University vs. Broncs, 7 p.m .

March 17, Saturday
Baseball, Central Michigan vs. Broncs, 4:30 p.m. ; Kansas
University vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.

March 18, Sunday
Dormitories reopen._
March 19, Monday
Dining service opens at breakfast.
Classes resumes.
English language Institute, new 8-week session begins in
English as a Second Language.

March 19-24
Bronc baseball, Jody Ramsey Tournament, Jody Ramsey
Stadium.

Baseball, University of Michigan vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.

March 20, Tuesday
Seminar, "Your Will as a Tax Document," 9 a.m. to noon ,
Regents Room , Administration Building.

March 10, Saturday
Baseball, Morningside vs. Temple, 1 p.m .; Temple vs.

Baseball, University of Maine vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.

Broncs, 4 p.m.; Penn State vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.

March 11, Sunday
American Music Scholarship Association in the Recital Hall

March 21, Wednesday
Baseball, Miami University vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.
"Annie, Get Your Gun;' 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.

at 2 p.m.

March 12, Monday
Spring Break
Bronc Baseball, Citrus Tournament, Jody Ramsey Stadium.
Baseball, Okla. University vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.

March 22, Thursday
Baseball, Bradley University vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.
"Annie Get Your Gun," 8 p.m. in the Fine Arts Auditorium.

AKPsi Professional Business
Fraternity, Theto Rho Chapter
at Pan American University is
ranked number one in the
Region and ranked number
two in the naion according to
the National Headquarters in
Illinois.
Last Tuesday, Feb. 20, during activity period a total of 21
prospective pledges were pinned and recognized as pledges
by the members of AKPsi. The
pledges elected their officers
who will serve until the end of
the pledge period. They are
Gloria Rodriguez, President:

Lori de Leon, Secretary; and
Nancy Pequeno, Treasurer.
AKPsi also held a raffle
drawing last Thursday, March
1 during activity period in the
School of Business student
lounge. The winners were as
follows : 1st prize, VCR and Life
Membership in Video Club,
Hector Hernandez; 2nd prize,
AM-FM Cassette Stereo with
Record Player, Nelly de Leon;
3rd and 4th prizes , Life
Membership in Video Club,
Danny Sanchez and Laura
Adriana Lopez; 5th Prize,
Clock Radio, ,Bobby Guzman.

Spring Break cont'd. from p. 3 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
The golden throats of the Chili Champion Bill Pfeiffer
acappella University of Bud- serves up his bowl of red, along
weiser Glee Club will add a with other foods, at a free
new note to the musical line-up welcome picnic at the pavilion .
on the island, performing at
Johnny D. and the Rocket
several times and places during 88's, Art Marvel, and The
the week. Also known as the Pengwins will serenade those
Angoras, the three-woman vo- basking on the beach during
cal group produces harmony the day, and entertain them
and rhythm with no instru- later at free evening dances.
ments.
The popular Seafest Recycling
This year vacationers will be Center will be open again for
invited to play a new video redeeming aluminum cans for
game called "Tapper." Made by Anheuser-Busch merchandise
Bally Manufacturing Corp. , this .a nd the Seafest Message Cennew game can be seen at the ter returns for making free
Seafest Welcome Center at the limited long-distance calls.
A toll-free 800 number will
pavilion.
be in service in February with
Joining the new attractions recorded up-to-date informaare favorites which have de- tion on all the Spring Break
lighted students over the past sites. For more local informaseveral years. Budweiser and tion about the South Padre
Seafest will start the festivities Island program, vacationers
with a bang March 11, when should contact. thE: Chamber of
Jwo-time Budweiser World Commerce. 512/ 943-2262.

March 13, Tuesday
Baseball, Central Michigan vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.
March 14, Wednesday
Basevall, University of Maine vs. Broncs, 4 p.m. ; Kansas
University vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.

~--seaora-~

March 15, Thursday
Baseball, Arkansas State vs. Broncs, 7 p.m.

.
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15 Senate seats vacant
Running for PAUSA presi Fifteen of the 21 offices up
dent and vice president as one
for student election in the
ticket are Gumecindo Ybarra
PAUSA Senate will remain vaand Virginia Adair, They are
cant unless some students
opposed by the other ticket of
decide to run as write-in
Ramon D. Esquivel and Ruben
candidates.
Delgado.
Although not enough candiThe offices of president and
dates applied for the offices. no
vice president in UCPC are
plans have been made to delay
the elections. Instead. the pre - unopposed as of the filing
sent administration is sending · deadline. Unlike the PAUSA
presidency and vice presidenfliers to the organizations and
different schools at PAU to en- cy the offices are not elected as
a ticket. Juan Larra is running
courage write-in campaigns.
Tony Flores. PAUSA vice for the top office while Alex
president. said he was confi - Taplic is running for vice pre dent that the lack of participa - sident.
Of the 17 senatorial seats
tion will not affect the outcome
open to students only three
of the election.
"Write in elections usually students have applied for the
openings: Leticia Calvo for the
work very well for PAU," he
School of Social Sciences.
said.
John D. Guevara as a senator
A reason cited by Flores for
at large and Jose Limas as
the lack of candidates is that filing dates began during Spring senator for the dorms.
All offices are available for
Break and many students forwrite-in candidates. Two sen got about the elections and the
filing dates. He also said that he ators are elected from each of
is sure there is much student the following schools and
groups: Business. Education.
interest.

Humanities. Science and Math.
and Social Science. general
student body. graduate students. and dorms.Only one
senator is elected by Health
Related Professions.
Two amendments have also
been proposed by the student
senate. The student body will
also vote on these amend ments April 3 and 4. The
amendments up for approval
by the sutdent body are
amendments six and seven.
Amendment six states.
.. hanges to the PAUSA budget as approved by the student
senate can be made only by the
approval of at least two-thirds
of these student senators present and voting:·
Amendment seven states.
·The president shall place into
nomination appointments to
the vacancies existing in the
legislative branch and the judicial branch and to the officE:
of vice president and attorney
general within 30 calendar days
after a vacancy occurs ...

Classes dismissed due to bomb thteat
No leads have been found
regarding Tuesday evening's
bomb threat to the Physical
Science building, as of press
time.
Three classes were dismissed late Tuesday evening after
the University received an an nonymous phone call from a
female.

Party party weekend- Joe "King" Carrasco wails the tunes
- - - - - - - - during the recent Spring Break celebration held at South-------·
Padre Island.

Miss Pan American forms due March 26
Miss Pan American forms
are avai°lable in the University
Center for young women who
meet the requirements. Melba's
Inc. is placing the winner of the
Miss Pan American Pageant on
a national listing .
A portfolio will be sent to
modeling and casting agencies
in New York to Hollywood .
The deadline for all entrants
is March 26. The applications
can be picked up in University
Center Room 205 or in the
PAUSA office. UC 314.

The applicants must meet
the set requirements made by
the student government. The
women must be 18-26 years
old. She m11st attend Pan
American University and be a
U.S. citizen. She must also
meet the requirements set by
the Miss Texas-USA Pageant.
The pageant consists of different activities which include
swimsuit and evening gown
competition . All contestants
will also perform in a talent
contest. The performance

should be three to four minutes
in length. Another part of the
competition includes private interviews with the five judges.
The judges have yet to be
announced .
The winner of the April 6
pageant is required to attend at ·
least six hours during the Fall
1984 and Spring 1985 semesters.
Each applicant must have a
sponsor and must pay a $25
entry fee . The sponsor need
not be located on campus .

Muse um city is subject of

show today

Today the colonial city of
Antigua. Guatemala is the subject of a slide lecture presenta tion in Science Building aud itorium #1.
Professor Jorge Lujan
Munoz from the Universidad
del Valle in Guatemala is the
presentor and an authority on
colonial Guatemala.

time it was the colonial seat of
government for the Kingdom
of Guatemala and after this
date the seat was changed to
present day Guatemala Citv.
The city has become a n{u seU1n for the study of colonial
architecture. It is one of the best
preserved colonial cities in all
of Latin America .

He serves on the Guate malan historical commission
charge with the preservation of
Antigua . Lujan and his wife
Cristina. an historian will be on
hand for the Conference of the
Southwestern Council on Latin
American Studies.
Antigua was destroyed by an
earthquake in 1773. At the

UCPC to sponsor George Strait March30
The University Centc'r Program Council will sponsor
country music singc'r G1?org1?
Strait in concl!rt at the PAU
Fildhouse March ]O. at H30
p.m .
Tickets for this concert an.>
currently on sale at various

places. including the' UC office'.
C & C Music. McAll!!n. La
Plaza Sound Centc'r McAlll!n.
Boots and Jeans in Weslaco.
ll'sas Toggery in Harlingc'n.
and Le Sport in Brownsville'.
Tick<>ts arl' on sail' for $10 .0()
ilnd \\'ill olso bl' sole! at thl'

door.
Opl'ning for Strait \\'ill bl'
,Janws and Michal!! Younger
\\'ho arl' originalil: from
Edinburg .
·
A concc'ssion stand \\"ill bt?
sc•t up at the> concc'rt according
to Ail':-- Tapi,l. LICPC 111c•111bc'!"

The caller only said that a
bomb would go off in the
Physcial Science auditorium.
according to Bruce Erickson.
public information director.
There is no auditorium in

the Physical Science Building
so classes were dismissed in
the science auditorium as well.
Traffic and Security received
the call at around 5:30 p.m.
and promptly reported it to the
Edinburg Police Department.
Four Edinburg fire trucks
were dispatched at 5:56 p.m.
according to Edinburg Fire
Chief Johnny Economedes.
The Physical Science
Building and other surrounding buildings were searched
but nothing was found a~cording to Erickson.

Although the call was
recorded. as is normal procedure for all incoming calls.
Erickson said that not too
much can be done.

··11 is a crime." he said ... The
university definately has the
perogative of prosecuting."
"We don·t receive them
(bomb threats) as a matter of
everyday occurances." Erickson
said. He added that the
University would probably prosecute if the individual is
identified .

LULAC offers 5 $1,000
scholarships in contest
Five $1.000 academic
scholarships will be awarded to
winners of an essay contest
conducted by the League of
United Latin American citizens
in cooperation with GrandMet.
a diversified company of con sumer products a nd services.
The 500 to 1.000 word
essay on "The Hispanic Viewpoint: Does Education Effect
My Role in the U.S. Free Com petitive Market Society?"" must
be postmarked no later than
March 31. '
Participants must be entering
college freshemn or undergraduate college students who
will be attending an accredited
institution of higher learning
during the 1984-1985 academic year. as described in
··American Universities and
Colleges:· Awards will be made
pa~·abll' to tlw accredited in stitution of hight?r lt?arning .
F.ntri<'s \\'ill address in 50() to
1.0()() \\·ords the' sub_
it?ct ·Tlw
Hispanic Vie\\"}Joint: Does·
hlur,1tion F.ffcoct Ml· Role> in tlw
U.S. Frl'l' Compl'titi\"c' Markc't
Sl)(jl,I\''?°.

All l'ntric•s mu,t be tl"j)c'\\T:t

ten and double spaced or
legibly handwritten and must
include participanfs full name
and permanent address.
Entries will be judged con tent. originality. organization.
style. grammar. spelling. punctuation and neatness.
Winning essays will be
selected by the Scholarship
Committee of the LULAC Na tional Educational Service
Centers Board of Directors .
Winners will be notified before
May 31.
Participants are limited to
one entry only.
A copy of a letter of acceptance from an accredited institution of highl'r learning must
accompany the c'ntry of those
\\'ho are entering fr<'shmen . A
recent transcript (photo-copy
\\'ill suffice) must be' submittc'd
\\'ith the l!nll·~· bl· those' return ing undl!rgraduate :ollc'ge
StUdc'nts.
All elllric'::'. ll'ttc'rs uf c1ccc•p ·
tancl' and transnipts bl'ronw
the propertl· " f Gran d l\lc•t
USA. Inc.
Participallls ,1r,· rc•quc':-tt.'d tn
i11clud1.., th1. nan1L' and t1tfdrt?~~
1

of their parents· hometown
newspaper. so that the press
may be 13roperly notified of the
winners· accomplishments .
Entries must be postmarked
no later than midnight March
31. 1984 and mailed to:
Raymond Muniz. Acting
Director
702 Morgan Ave.. PO
Box 3028
Corpus Christi. TX
78404

Mee t the President- - Dr.
Miguel A. Nevarez will address s tudents. facult y and
s ta ff toda y about Pa n
Ame rican's fu ture in the
Libe ral Arts Auditoriu m
during activity period .
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-COM.MENTARY--------

PAUSA REPORT
To the Student Body:
The following is a summary
of issues shared by the Edu cation Update Student Liaison
Officer in Washington. D.C
These issues are targeted to this
campus environme nt and oth ers throughout the nation .

Oepartment of Education
Budget Proposal
The Department of Education's fiscal 1985 budget. released by the Reagan Administra tion in' its overall budget
package on Feb. 1. calls for expenditures totaling $15.5 billion
- an increase of $100 million
over current levels - and a
realignment of budget priorities
to reflect the recommendations
of the National Commission on
Excellence in education . If
enacted. the fiscal 1985 budget
would be the largest federal appropriation for education ever.
The budget. which details
the · Administration's recommendations for federal spending in the fiscal year that
begins Oct . 1. includes no proposals for new spending initiatives. It does. however.
make several recommendations that Congress has turned
down in previous years. in cluding the establishment of
education savings accounts. a
self-help expectation for recipients of student-aid grants. tui ·
lion tax credits. and a voca tional 'education block grant.

Proposed Budget
The proposed budget includes the following provi·
sions:
a $250 million increase
(to $729 million) in the
chapter 2 education
block grants program.
an increase in the
Secretary's discretionary
fund to $43.22 million.

an increc.se from $2.25
billion to $2.8 billion in
Guaranteed Student
Loans (reflects a carry·
over of last year's unspent funds)
elimination of the $161
million federal capital
contribution to the Na·
tional Direct Student
uJdn program.
elimination of the $375
millin supplemental grant
program
level funding of the Pell
Grant program at $2.8
billion

an increase of $295
million in the college
work-study program.
a proposal that students
make a "self-help" contribution of either $500
or 40 percent of the cost
of their tuition to be elibi·
ble for federal college
grants.
a proposal to raise the
maximum amount of a
Pell Grant award from

$1,800 to $3,000.
level funding of $3.48
billion for Chapter 1, ·the
major campensatory
education program.
level funding of $1.07
billion and $1 billion,
respectively, for grants to
states to educate and
rehabilitate the handicapped.
a reduction from $169.1
million to $139.24 million
for bilingual education
program.
level funding of 68. 78
million for Indian educa·
tion programs.
an increase from $457
million to $476 million in
Category A impact-aid
payments.
elimination of Category
B payments (currently
funded at $77 .5 million).
a request for a $50
million program to up·
grade the quality of
mathematic and science
instruction.
elimination of all federa1'ly funded library programs and some catego·
rical programs.
a reduction from $49
million to $42 million in
the office of civil rights
budget.
Total spending for educa·
tion in the United States in
1982 was $215.4 billion,
with federal funds making
up 6.8 percent of the total
spent on elementary and
secondary education. Ac·
cording to the National
Center for educational
Statistics, total spending on
education for the 1983-84
school year should reach
$230 billion.
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'Annie, Get Your Gun,' musical at 8 p .m . in the Fine Arts
Auditorium

Meet the President, today Dr. Miguel A. Nevarez will ad dress students. faculty and staff about Pan American's future.
University College in the Liberal Arts auditorium during ac tivity period.
Bronc baseball, University of Michigan vs. University of Maine
at 1 p.m. Bradley University vs. the Broncs at 7 p.m.
"Annie, Get Your Gun," musical at 8 p.m . in the Fine Arts
Auditorium .
Slide presentation on the city of Antigua in Guatemala to day during activity period in Science Building auditorium - 1.
Deadline for prospective May and August educatio11
graduates to sign up for the Teacher Job Fair at the Office of
Career Planning. Placement and Testing in the Student Services Building .

Pan American University StagL' Band. Wallace E. Tucker.
conductor at 8 p.m . in the Fi1w Arts Auditorium

'Join the Life Brigade,' University Center Program Coun cil's first annual blood drive..,. United Blood Services will be on
campus March 27 -2tJ 011 the second floor of the University
Centl!r.
Women In Love Film at 2::m p.m . and (i::m p.m. in the Lilwr,1!
Arts auditorium. Tickets ,ne 7:i cents ,md will be sold at tlw
door. This film is part of the English Dep,1rtme11t's rl'quirl'd
vil'wing for classes .

March 23 Friday

March 28 Wednesday

"Annie, Get Your Gun," musical at 2 p .lll . a11d S p.lll . i11
the Fine Arts Auditorium .

Teacher Job Fair from 2 lo S p .111 . ill tlw U11iwrsitv 11,,llroom .

I

Baseball, Miami University vs . Bradley U11iwrsity at I p.m .:
University of Maine vs the Broncs at 7 p .m .

'Women In Love' fillll toclc1 y ill 2::m p.m . c111cl h :{ll p .m i11
thl' Libernl Arts ,wclitorium . Tickets ,irl' 7:i cl'nls <11lcl will be..,
sold <1I thl' door. This fillll is p ;,rt of till' r.llglish [)l'p,ntment's
rl'quirl'cl viewillg for clc1ssl's .

March 24 Saturday
Baseball, Universit y of Mi chigall vs tlw Bro1ics. ill 4 p .lll . a11cl
Brndley Ulli versit y vs th l' Brollc~ at 7 p.n,
Sunday March 25

If you have any questions
regarding this issue please
call the P.A.U.S.A. office
(381-2517).

March 27 Tuesday

Seminar on dreams a lld clrc..,a millg. at Wyatt, C ilfet eria coll
ferenc e roo m from 2 to 4 p.m . Free a 11d opell to the public.
Mark Roge rs. ec kanka r re prese nt a tive will also present se ssion on Egyptian Book of Dre,1ms.
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Nursing degree forms due
March 31 is the deadline for
applications concerning the
Associate Degree Nursing Program. Students may pick up
forms at the Nursing Building
240 .
The primary purpose of the
AON is to prepare candidates
to assume responsible roles as
members of a health care team
in the Valley. The basic relief of
the program is that adequate
health care should be available
to all who need it.
This AON program is
specially designed to provide
initial
levels of skills.

knowledges and sensitivities
that will enable graduates to
enter the nursing profession at
functioning level. The area of
emphasis is to provide the
technical and human relations
preparation necessary for a stu dent to sucessfully embark on
the lifelong process of becom ing a nurse.
The AON admission guild lines iclude: (1) Meet admission
requirements to the University,
(2) Complete and submit admission application fr9m the
Nursing Department. and (3)
Submit verification of comple tioo1 of the admission criteria.

Students are advised to do
as well as possible in the following criteria requirements . (1)
ACT or SAT scores. (2) Nelson
Denny Reading Grade Level
(The LRC can be contracted
for date and time of this test.)
(3) Math Placement Exam . (4)
College Grade Point Average
(A minimum of 2.0 is Iequired,) (5) Complete all prere quisite courses (BIOL 1401.
BIOL 1402. HRP 1302. with
a ~rade of "C" or above.)
The admission selection of
the student is based upon
available space which is deter-

m in e d by the number of faculty for supervision of students.
therfore. the number of
students admitted may vary.
the total rank score of admission criteria to fill available
spaces and admission is not
always guaranteed.
Students desiring readmission must notify the department in writing at least one
semester (or two summer sessions) in advance. Complete
information regarding readmission can be obtained in the current Student Handbook
available in the Nursing
Department.

PKT sponsor Chili Cookoff April 7
Raising funds for Easter
Seals is the goal of the First An nual Chili Cookoff.
Phi Kappa Theta fraternity is
sponsoring the event at South
Park in Edinburg. April 7, from
10 a.m. to 7 p.m.
There is a $20 entry fee for

food and game booths and a
$5 fee is required for chili con testants. The deadline for applying is March 30.
In addition to the food and
game booths, kiddy rides and
a jalepeno eating contest are
scheduled .

KRIX an FM radio station
from Brownsville will conduct
live bradcast from the area.
Musical entertainment so far
includes the Royal, Tryxx and
Champagne bands. Demonstrations of pop and break dancing are also scheduled.

Beverages will be sold.
"We hope that together we
can bring a fun community
event to Edinburg and at the
same time raise funds for
Easter Seals," Ben Hinojosa.
PKT program coordinator said.
Electricity will be provided.

Huff . .. Puff . .. Puff . . . ! Jules Garza, Kappa Sigma
fraternity member, contributes his strength and athletic
capability in the 'roll a keg' project for the March of Dimes.
Sixteen Kappa Sigs rolled the keg 85 miles. About $500
were raised from donations and pledges.

EBONY HILL CLINIC
FOR WOMEN
BIRTHING CENTER

Teacher job fair set for March 28
example, might not have any
slots open for interviewing
since the sign-up sheet is on a
first come-first serve basis.
If the schedule is full, the student wi ll be put on standby.
The sign up deadline is March
22.

School districts from as far
away as Dallas ½!ill meet in the
Ball Room on March 28 for the
annual Teacher Job Fair.
Students can go by th e Student Services building to sign
up for prospective interviews.
Some of the school districts, for

KS raise
funds
Approximately $500. in
donations and pledges. were
raised for the March of Dimes
by the Kappa Sigma Fraternity. The members volunteered
to roll a keg from the university to South Padre Island.
The Kappa Sig's roled the
keg approximately 85 miles
with each member contributing
one mile or however many
miles he could withstand.
Sixteen members of the
fraternity and one little sister
were involved in this moneymaking• project. They include:
Jesse Villescas.
Ruben
Delgado. Hector Saldana.
Jason Segal. Ruben Solis.
Jerry Martinez. Carlos Lopez.
Pep Moreno. Sergio Elizarraras.
Jules Garza. Bob Guiterrez.
Joe Michel. Fernando Lopez.
Gil R. Lopez. David Ferguson
and Sabrina Garza.

The following is a list of
school districts that will p 9 rticipate in the Job Fair: Abilene.
Austin, Brazosport, Brownslie, Carrollton-Farmers Branch,
Crystal City, Dallas, Donna.
Dumas, Edgewood, Edinburg,
Fort Worth, Hobbs Mun icipal
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421 Freddy Gonzalez

Practice limited to Obstetrics & Gynecology
Affordable Normal Deliveries (Natural Childbirth)
True Family Involvement
Minor Gynecological
Surgery (b & C's, Perinea! Surgery, etc.)
CALL 383-4831 or 383-4031
MON. · FRI. 9-5
EMERGENCY PHONE: 682-2435
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Schools, Kingsville, La Joya,
Laredo, McAllen, Madison,
Mercedes, Midland, Mission,.
Pharr-San Juan-Alamo, Progreso, Raymondville, Rio
Grande City. Rio Hondo,
Roma, San Antonio, Sinton,
Spring Branch . Victoria and
Weslaco.

1-HOUR FILM

DEVELOPING

NOW OPEN!
525 S. CLOSNER
383-2537
WE DEVELOP 110,
126, 135, & DISC
FILM
15% OFF
f~r PROCESSING
Will Also D1:,dop
~:1.6 & 5:1.7 in om: hom-

,Your Teeth
Are Meant To Last
A Lif.etime
With today's modern equipment and dental advances, there is no
reason why your teeth shouldn't last a lifetime. However, it 1s a must to
take care of your teeth on a regular basis. And it's so ~imple. Just
follow these three guidelines: 1) Eat a balanced diet. 2) Brush and floss
your teeth daily. 3) Have regular six month dental checkups with a
dentist.

If you need to consult with a dentist, make an appointment through
General Dentistry Centers. Our concerned dentists will thoroughly
examine your teeth and provide a maintenance program especially for

you.
:

·····························~
Join Us and Be a " Smile Keeper"

•

$10 Complete Exam With X-Rays
with c oupon Expires April 20, 1984

NEW LOCATION
OPENING SOON
ON 10Tlt

& TAMARACk

FoR Y ouR SltoppiNG CoNVENiENCE
CARRyiNG MEN's

& LAdiEs

WESTERN WEAR
BRANd NAME JEANS

•
•
•

This coupon has no redeemable cash and or credit value whatsoever. Coupon is
valid when presented on exact date toward complete exam and x-ray. Coupons
not applicable to past treatments or special programs. Limit 1 person per coupon.

•
•
•
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McAllen Center
300-A W. Exp. 83
682-1355

Edinburg Center
1200-A S. 10th
383-2031

Brownsville
1164 FM 802
548-1070

(Next to Ardans)

(Behind Church 's Chicken)

(Across Sunrise Mall)

Look For More Information In The Yellow Pages
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~nnie' is a sure shot!
" For those interested in an
evening of music and comedy.
the Pan American University
Theater production of ·Annie
Get Your Gun .. is a sureshot 1
·Annie.. opened last night
and will run through Saturday
March 24. with evening performances beginning at 8 p.m.
A matinee performance will be
held today at 2 p.m. in the Fine

Arts Auditorium.
Cast in the title role is PAU
graduate Lyn Cramer Ashley
as the backwoods sharpshooter. Playing opposite
Ashley is Mark Watson who
porfrays Frank Butler. the star
of the Buffalo Bill show.

Zane Jackson and Char)es
Pokorney play Buffalo Bill and
Charlie respectively. and Sylvia
Benbow portrays Dolly. Butler·s
assistant.
COMMUTING COLLEGE
The music is directed by
STUDENTS
David Stevens and the
If you drive to and from PAU choreography by Cynthia
Campus daily. you are driving Coker.
past potential income. I can
This production is a lively
show you how to turn your dai- musical with the musical
ly. monotonous. and costly number providing great entertrips into profits and pleasure. tainment as well as adding to
Only you can determine your the flow of the story.
income potential. No Gim The production is great famimic::ks' Call Stan White. 383- ly entertainment with all the
2311. 8 a.m . to 4 p.m. and you elements offering a little
will soon be driving for profit some,thing for all.
and pleasure.
The sets and the scenery
BOARDING HOUSE. One added to the production look
block from University - cost
includes room and board. use
of telephon e. no deposit. furnished. HBO. Only serious studious students need inquire.
Call 381-6455.

r-C_L_A_S_S_l_f_l_E_D_

Job Column

more professional and classy.
especially the backdrops.
which were a step up from past
productions . The sets were
designed by James Hawley.

The Student Employment Services is a referral service that
will help students in need of a job. Various jobs are available
through the SES. Below is a listing of jobs available: however.
those jobs are subject to change without notice. SES is locaied
in Student Services Building Room 153.

This production is quite a
change from the usually contemporary plays that are
selected for presentation. It has
great promise of being both a
theatrical and financial success
for the group.
The costumes also lent to
the credibility of the overall
production. The guest costume
designer was Albert Garza . a
PAU theater graduate.
Students. faculty and staff
are allowed one free ticket with
their I.D. card at the door.

Cashier $3.35 hr.
McAllen
Salespersons FT. Base and Comm. - PT. $:~.35 hr. McAllen
Cashier $3.35 hr.
Edinburg
Governess $3 .35 hr.
McAllen
Salespersons Comm.
McAllen. Edinburg
Salespersons Comm.
Pharr. Mission
McAllen
Waiters. Asst. Waiters. Hostess Salary Neg.
Tutor
$3 90 hr.
McAllen
Secretary $3.35 hr.
Mission

Theater manager Doug
Cummins said that due to expected ticket demand for the
show. reserved seating will not
be available on I.D. cards.
For reservation information
call 381-3581.

four students have been
awarded scholarships under
the State Scholarship Program
for Ethnic Recruitment.

Ramirez Keller. April 23 -27:
Paula G. Sevilla and Yolanda
Pilon. April 30-May 4.

Melinda Fox from Weslaco.
Heidi Lee Finley from Donna.
Roberta Thomas from Edinburg. and Susanne Miller from
Harlingen were recently
selected for this award.
To be considered for this
award. the student. male or
female. must be a member of
an ethnic group which makes
up less than 4(} of Pan American·s enrollment (excluding
non -resident aliens). The student must be either a freshman
or a transfer student.

The art gallery. in Room 215
of the Fine Arts Complex. is
open on Mondays and Wednesdays from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m.: Tuesdays and Thursdays
from 1 to 4 p.m.

Questions about this scholarship or other scholarships
can be directed to the Financ·a1 Aid Office. Student Services Building. Room 186. or
by calling. 381-2501.

8 seniors show art work
Eight seniors will exhibit their
artwork in an annual Spring
show of work by candidates for
the bachelor of fine arts degree.
Exhibiting students include
Irma Casares. March 23-30:
Yolanda Romeros. April 2-6:
Janice Freeman. April 9-13:
Richard Cantu. April 10-20:
Arnoldo Romero and Stella

4 Awarded
scholarship
for ethnics

COMING APRIL 7TH

Rooms for rent for male college
students. 705 W. Samano. Call Mr.
Villagomez at 383-2227.
Typing serivce. Term papers. resumes. Reasonable rates. 687.
1675.

For contraceptive care, pregnancy testing,
counseling, and educational programs.

EUROPE! Roundtrip air from
$559 (Dallas) or $569 (Houston )
$370 - 2 months EURAILPASS,
Hostel! pass. Rainbow tours (800)
392-5902 (Texas)
WANTED Creative. energetic individual to work consistently, 2-4
hours per week. placing and filling
posters on campus. Earn $500 or
more each school year. 1-800243-6706.

MISSION 585•4575
McALLEN 686-6671
EDINBURG 383-5082
~HARR 787•9431
WESLACO 968-5039

ENTERTAINMENT BY:
TRYXX
CHAMPANE BAND
ROYAL BAND
AND
BREAK DANCING

•

REWARD $15 to first provider of
a Pan American University 198081 Student Name and Address
Directory. Call Matt Dye at (800)
423-2939. 8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

•

PCT
IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY
JEEPSFOR $44THROUG~
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT?
GET THE FACTS TODAY'
CALL (3i2) 742-1142 EXT.
8300-A.

•
•

..

March Special
Big Mexican Plate:
Beef Guisado,
Spanish Rice,
Ranchero Beans. Salad.
2 Tortillas & a Jalapeno

for $2.29

---------~

I ,All year around Special 2 I
I Patos of same kind Spanish I
I Rice & Rancher-O"Beans I .
I
I

t_ __

!l..2~---'

For faster service
call on order
383-0725
Across from Pan Am

Eat at El Pato

VALLEY WIDE

Can)l'S

Kiddie Rides

····~·············T ~

•

PATOS

•

•

SATURDAY APRIL 7, 1984
FROM 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m.
WHERE: SOUTH PARK EDINBURG

Clwritahle Contrilmtions will go /o
THE EASTER SEALS SOCIETY

•• TEVAs
~

WIil£ FLOUI

Chili Cookoff ContL·st
f-irst Prize: $100.00
SL·rnml l'ri ze: TROPHY
Third Pri ze: PLAQUE
rood and lkvcragcs
will be so ld by I )illl-rrnt
(hganizations

...
•.
••
.
•.
•

THEATRE

IIH P.\RK
PHAAR . TX .
1s1-m2

DOORS OPEN 12: 15
SHOWS START AT 12:30 EVERYDAY,

•
•
•

•

(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)

IMAN'S FA5HIONS I ~

AT ITS BEST
---------- -

NOW PLAYING!
Oriental Hawaii

~
Slip Shirt s
_NOONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED-

•
•
•.
•.
•.

..
®
.----------------...;;...._.
..

Sl.00 OFF SINGLE TICKET W/ COUPON OR PAU 1.D.

•

Thursday Ladies Night

.•

.------------------•

•
•
•

..
••
•
•

• • • •

LATE SHOWS

• • • •

FRIDAY & SATURDAY, DOORS
OPEN AT 10 15 SHOWS AT 10 30

Doing It

~

Tigress

~l:]@~i~

•

•
•

••

.
it

NO ONE UNDER 18 YEARS ADMITTED

Iv\ •

Sl.00 OH '>l .' .;(,I f 11( Kfl I\ < Ol PO',; OR PAl I.I> .

\!!!:) ..

••••••••••••••••••••

214 S. BRoAdwAy

McAIIEN

2024 N.

TENTlt STREET

McAIIEN, 686-8261

SpRiNG MERcltANdisE JusT ARRiviNG
wiTlt youR
fAvoRiTE hRANds
~
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Students present paper
at national conference
A paper by two PAU communication students on
political cartocns about the
downing of Korean Airlines
Flight 007 was one of only two
by Texas students presented at
an undergraduate seminar at
DePauw University in Indiana
last week.
Mary Bolado. junior. and
Mary Martin. senior. traveled to
Greencastle. Ind .. March 15-17
for the 10th Annual DePauw
University
Undergraduate Conference in Communication and Rhetoric.
where they presented their
paper. -Political Propagandistic
Cartoons."
Of 60 papers submitted. 26

were accepted and according
to Martin. most the accepll'd
papers were from the Midwt!sl
and the East.
Th<! conft!rence includt!d
workshops during which
students presented their pap<!rs
and after-dinner lectures bv
visiting scholars from around
the country.
Martin said. "It was a verv
valuable learning experience t~
sel' where other stud<!nts arl' ill
tlwir schools.

··It was an intense l<!arning
<!xperience.'· Martin said. "I
learned alot from other stu dents. It was really super I
learned so much in just thosl'
few days."

Bolado said. "I was quite im prl'SSL'd with the caliber of the
studl'nts (at the conference)_..
Slw said sonw of the conCL'pts presented by some
studt!nts were highly advancL'd and well thought out.
--w._, need to gl't more peo ple• interested in expressing
tlwmsl'lves v~rbally and in
writing.'· Bolado said.
Bolado said slw was pleasL'd that PAU chose to support
th<.'111. Th<! communiations
dL'pi1rl111L'nt paid for their
tr,111sportation. hotel and
registration fees
ThL' paper was writll'n from
111,11L'rii1I th<! two women collL'ctL'd for a propoganda course
t,1ught by George McL!more in
tlw foll.

-

Blood donors needed for drive
Paper accepted--Mary Bolado and Mary Martin presented a paper on political cartoons
about the destruction of Korean Air Lines flight 007 at DePauw University in Indiana
last week. The paper was prepared from material collected for the slide presentation
the women had prepared for George Mclemore's propaganda class in the fall semester.

Tennis Racquets
Racquet Ball

SHOES
Foot Joy

SPORTWEAR

Nike
Adidas
Etonic
T.B.S.
Snauwaert
Kaepa
New
Balance

OP

FREE

Nike
Court Casuals
T.F.M.Tail
Palms Beach
Speedo
Hang Ten

Dodger

10% Discount
With Student I.D.

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

On Non-sale Items

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

'Jown & C!ou.nt.y

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

~h.oppln9 C!,ntn

5001 North 10th Street
McAllen
682-0654

428-6242

Tuesday and Wednesday.
students. faculty and staff
can donate blood as part of the
University Center Program
Council's Blood Drive.
United Blood Services will
be on the second floor of the
University Center.

Specially ordered I-shirts.
and juice will be given available
to donors. There will be a 'flciating' trophy awarded to the student organization with the most
donors.
A name plate bearing the
name of the winning organiza-

lion and the year. will be on a
plaqul' and on permanent display at a location to be announced later.
The public can participate
and can designate which organization will be given credit
for their donation.

Med Tech forms due March 31
The Medical Technology
program is now seeking applicants for the 1984-85 school
year which is scheduled to begin July 16.
The deadline for these applications is March 31.

Applicants must have completed a minimum of 90 sem, ester hours of college work with
emphasis in biology and
chemistry. Applicants with baccalaureate degrees are encouraged to apply.

Those interested applying
should contact John P.
Abraham. dirL'ctor of the Me dical Technology Program at
:{H 1-2291 for more information.

There's more to St. Patrick's
By Ed Cantu
Staffwriter
If you were like me and for got to wear something green
last Saturday for St. Patrick's,
Day. you probably got pinch ed a lot.
This centuries old tradition is
celebrated with a feast every
March 17 in honor of the

"Apostle of Ireland". Each year
SL'L'll. h>od c1nd drinks are
spL'ci,1lly prepared c111<I colored.
millions make merry with p,m1
des. parties and plenty of Irish
Soml' lint their hoir. others
hc1ve• hl'en known to dip their
spirits including ice cold green
cloys in grL'L'n ti11t but the most
beer.
outr,1ge•ous incic!L•nt may have
But. aside from these facts
and the association with the hl'l'n in I <)():i .
color green. there's not much
Thc1t YL'clr tlw chirngo m,11,/or
most people know c1bout this
. ordl're•d I()() pounds of eme ,111nual L'vent.
It's pretty much commo11 r,dd gre'L'n dyl' pourL'd into the
k11owleclge that St. Pc1trick is Chicc1go Hiwr for St. Patrick's
l),1v
known as lrel,mcl's patron sc1int
,111<I c1s such. was ,111 imporlimt
,md populm religious leader.
Supri,111gly t hougl1. lrL•l,111<l"s
Celebrntions ,irL' held ilcross St l'.1trick i),1y pdrcldl', cllHI
the 11,1tion ,111<! wh,11L'vl'r tlw
fl'sliv1l1L'' <1rl' llH>rL' rl'strained
th,111 those• i11 Anwricc111 cities .
site. green is everywhere· lo lw

.=

:~
371 W . Unover\1ty

383 -9075

Edinbu, g . Te)(o~

UNDEI< NEW OWNERSHIP
LUNCH SPECIAL
$2. n wiTlt This Ad
OR PAU I.D.
ENCHILADA PLATE:
2 ENcltilAdAs, Riu, BuNs,
ANd HoMEMAdE CoRN BREAd.

-

RooM AvAilAhlE foR pRivATE GATltrniNGS OR
busiNES'i MEETiNGS,
NEEd To RESERVE ROOM 24 lms. iN AdvANCE
8REAkfAST
6 · 11 A,M,
LuNclt
11 A.M. - 2 p.M.
DiNNER
2 p.M. - 8:JO p.M.

Ho•• M,d, p;.,

I~ LJ l1J

Hr S,yh Food

wi:1Arffl~

97

H'OHIH'l & I\N(,11 UI lO\ \I\NJO\

O"-f',ffH'\

-
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Beason: Broncs
have kill"er instinct

ports Lines---By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor
The Baseball team plays
their fifth game of the Jody
Ramsey Tournament today
against Bradley U of Illinois at
7 p.m. The Broncs also play
tomorrow and Saturday
against Maine, Michigan and
Bradley. starting at 7 p.m. on
Friday and 4 p.m Saturday, so
come on out and support the
Broncs as they go for their third
tournament championship'

Bronc golfers, Lars Tamen ,
Bertile Marje. Marten Olosson.
Mike Brisky and Kevin Peesker
are currently competing at the
72-hole All-American Tournament. held at Bear Creek in
Houston .
'The men have practiced
very well and they are in much
better spirits than they were at
the Border Olympics in
Laredo: Coach Tony Guerrero
said .

The Rifle team took second place at the Mardi Gras
Invitational on Feb. 29. The
team shot a total score of
2,030. Lousiana State taking
top honors with 2,078 and
Lama~ took third. The team
was competing against 23
other university rifle teams in
the "B" division , and Jerry
Rodriguez took third place individual honors in the kneeling
position.

Earling in March the Rifle
team took on UTSA in a dual
shooting match and came out
the winner with a 1.864 score
to UTSA's 1,778. Rifle team
member Anna Luna commented. "We're happy and
proud that we are moving up."
The team just recently traveled to Austin and competed in
the Austin Central Invitational
at UT. and plans to compete in
the Fiesta Invitational Rifle
Championship April 13 in San
Antonio.

The Lady Bronc volleyball
team recently officiated a
volleyball tournament in
Edcouch -Elsa . Competing
were 17 coed teams from all
over the Valley
The tourney was held to raise
money for Easter Seals. Varsity tryouts are April 24-25 and
the Lady Broncs are currently
going through spring training
for thc\r upcoming fall season.
"The girls look sharp and they
have a good attitude;• Coach
Becky de los Santos said . De
los Santos is currently looking
at possible recruits from Edin burg and Laredo, upcoming
fund raising plans for the team
is a fajita taco sale either in
Aoril _or May.

It's · still not too late to
register for the first Pan
American University Open
Karate Championship, the fee
is $20 and the event will take
place in the PAU fieldhouse on
April 7, Registration will be
held from 10 a.m . to 11:30 and
the competition will begin at
noon. There will be divisions
for all ages in the Kata and
Sparring divisions and anyone
interested should contact
Coach John McDowell at
381-2225 or Omar Salinas at
383-0,760.

Joey Garza puts his heart into jumping for the American
Heart Association March 9 in the 4th Annual Jump For
the Heart. Garza along with 360 other participants raised
about $6,000.

aoffiii•

~-··
BARBER
&.

HAIRSTYLING

The Bronc Netters host
the Texas A&I Hoggies of
Kingsville Saturday at 1 p.m ..
at Cox Stadium. The Broncs
and would appreciate faculty
and student support . . see
ya next week!

phone for an appointment

Walk-Ins Welcome
383-9012

4 Stylists
Bobby Falcon
Annabelle Garcia

Joe Falcon

520 E. UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG

Norma DcLeon

Senior catcher. Gilbert
Beason said he feel~ the Broncs
are getting the "killer instinct"
when they play. The Broncs
are coming off two strong
championship wins, the Palm
Valley and Citrus Tourneys.
Beason hails from San Marcos. Calif. about 40 miles from
San Diego. Beason started
playing baseball at a young age.
and in high school from his
sophomore to his senior year
he played varsity baseball.
He participated on varsity ,
football his junior and senior
Gilbert Beason
years, and in wrestling from his
sophomore-senior year. He
Last year the Broncs achievmade MVP in each sport altered
a 64-19 record and parnating years, was All-County
and All-League in baseball, and ticipated in the NCAA playin football he was All-League in offs. Beason feels last year's
team had a lot of mature playthe San Diego section.
ers,
almost all seniors coming
After high school, Beason
found he was recruited mainly from good Junior Colleges.
to play football, but decided to
"This year, we are a little imstay close to home and play mature, and the errors still need
baseball at Mira Costa Junior to be worked on," Beason said.
College.
"But our batting and hitting has
"I've played every position in
come around we've beaten big
baseball, but since my freshteams. We are getting to a
man year in high school, I've point, where we're playing
mainly played catcher, a posi- good ball, but there's always
tion I enjoy, because it keeps
room for improvement.
you in the game;• Beason said.
Beason is majoring in phyBeason found out about
PAU through his c~ach and sical education and minoring in
flew down and checked Pan criminal justice but his career
plans are on hold for right now.
Am out.
"My goals are to play good
"I saw Pan Am played good
teams in their schedule. The at- ball for the rest of the season.
mosphere was relaxed and I and at least equator better my
was coming from a strict JC performance from last year."
Beason said .
program."

JOIN YOUR OLYMPIANS
AND GO FOR JOSTENS GOLD

Students who are inerested in competing in inramural tennis should come by
oach Sam Williams office at
he PE Complex and pick_up
ntry forms the forms will be
ue at 2 p.m . March 29 at
oom 118. PE Dept . There is
o fee. and there will be diviions for both men and
women. singles. doubles and
mixed doubles.
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• Jewelry
and Witch
Repairs

• Gift
Wrappin1
• Engraving

,
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Great Pool Great Drinks Great Music ...
and NOT bad Sandwiches
Best Bar drinks in town!
Best pool tables in the
Valley!

See Your lostens Representative for details of lostens Easv
Pavmcnt
Plans.
..,,

Only at Nick's

1415 Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
686-9408

Mon . Sat.
11 c1. m. 2 a.m .

Place

Wednesdays . 50c Drinks for
Ladies

Bring this ad by Nick's and play
one hour of pool FREE!! w /PAU ID.

[On e Coupon Per P e rson )
hpire,,1a, 12. 148-l
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IJN,·t,ro,tf iJodk.slu,
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iOSTENS IS THE OFFICIAL AWARDS SUPPLIER OF THE 1984 OLYMPIC CAMfS
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Broncs take on Bradley, Maine and ·Michigan
The baseball team takes on
Bradley of Illinois today at 7
p.m. for their fifth game of the
Jody Ramsey Tournament
now in progress. The Broncs
· will play tomorrow at 7 p.m.
against University of Maine,
and on Saturday Bronc action
starts at 4 p.m. against
Michigan and at 7 p.m. agianst
Bradley.
Despite having won over
Maine last week, the Broncs
could not repeat March 20,
losing to Maine 9-1. Rich
Lashua scored in the first inning on a base hit by Jeff Paul,
and then Rick Bernardo singled to score Jeff Paul. Then
three Black Bears scored on a
throwing error and f\ .iine was
up by five runs.
At the top of the :ourth Rob
Roy singled to bring in Jeff
Paul, but in the bottom of the
sixth the Broncs rallied with
, Joe Heeney coming in a
· centerfield error and it was 6-1.
But just when it seemed there
was a chance for PAU to catch
u_p, it was quickly forgotten

when Uan t:.izwe1ler scored on
a stolen base, Jeff Paul then
popped a double scoring Bill
McGinnis and Bill Reynolds
scored on Jeff Pal's base out
and Maine ..shut the Broncs
down with a 9-1 final score.
Against Miami of Ohio
earlier in the day, the Broncs
limited the Braves to only two
hits and came away shutting
Maimi out 4-0.
At · the bottom of the first
Gordon Monroe scored when
Vic Marin walked, at the bottome of the fourth Joe Heeney
scored on a centerfield error,
then Neri Pena singled to score
Marin and Mike Brown doubled to score Pena and the
Broncs shut the Braves out
4-0.
Victor Marin hit a three-run
ho~er late in the sixth inning
to boost the Broncs for a 9- 7
victory over Miami-Ohio Monday night. Miami had led 5-1
into the sixth ining, until Marin's
345-foot hit gave the Broncs 5
much needed runs.

WE CAN! CAN THEY?
Engraving
Soldered Gold Frame
Custom Lenses for
Porch Camera's
808 S. Broadway
McAllen 682-9435

UPCOMING MARCH-APRIL BASEBALL GAMES
7 p.m.
Mar. 22 Jody Ramsey·Tournament

Extra Thin Lenses
One Day Service
Rav Ban Eyewear
Playboy Eyewear
260 S. Texas
Weslaco 968-8863

----------------Optical Fashion

23 Bradley (Ill.) vs. Pan American

7 p.m.

24 Maine U vs. Pan American

7 p.m.

30 Michigan vs. Pan American

4 p.m.

Bradley vs. Pan American
(non-tournament games)

30 Schiener vs. Pan American

5 p.m.

31 Schriener vs. Pan American

5 p.m.

Apr. 6 Southwest Texas vs. Pan American
7 Southwest Texas vs. Pan American

1 p.m
1 p.m ·

Tracksters making strides _

Luie Chavez--hits agaisnt Maine in the Jody Ramsey Tournament; games will continue until Saturday.

(Photo by David Ferguson)

ApplicATioNs foR
EdiToR of EL BRONCO
ANd THE PAN AMERICAN
ARE duE ApRil 1
Tiny ARE AVAilAblE
iN EMiliA HALL 100.

The Bronc tracksters have an
open date this weekend after
making progressive showings in
their previous meets at Southwest Texas in San Marcos and
at Rice in Houston.
"We did a better job than at
our previous Border Olympics
meet," Coach Homer Martinez
said. "The girls efforts have really improved. Liz Pittman ran an
exceptional time and set a
PR(personal record). Lori
Guerrero also ran a PR and
Toya Castillo ran her best time
of 2:24 in the 800 meters."
Pittman placed 3rd at SWT
in the 1500 meters with a
4:52.09, Lori Guerrero ran a
10:43.07 in the 3000 meters
plus placing 3rd in the 5000
meters with an 18:47 time and
Samantha Lozano placed 5th
in the 5000. The 1600 meter
relay. which consists of Liz and
Anna Pittman, Celinda
Caceras and Toya Castillo placed 6th with a 4:00 time.

15:04.09, Oscar Rivas placed
5th 15:10, Richard Yrechita
took 4th in the 1500 meters
with a 3:58.07, Javier Samora
7th 1:55.08, Orlando Munoz
ran a 1:56, Manuel Garza 1:56
and Manuel Vega ran a 1:57.
"The men's team is coming
around and improving every
week;' commented Martinez.
"Our distance people have
been very competitive and the
freshman have made great
strides."
At Rice last week the men's
team went up for the first time
against teams from the Southwest conference. Lamar was
the overall winner, University of
Houston, Rice, Baylor, Texas
Southern, SWT and A&M also
competed.
\
Hernan Figueroa set a PR in
the 5000 meter with a
14:58.00, Jan Pete~son ran a
15:05, and Marten v~{essburg
ran a 15:08. Richard Yrechita
ran a 4:15 for the mile and
Coach Martinez feels the ¥am's
goal is to improve on the times
and progr<:_SS.

for the men, Jan Peterson
placed 3rd in the 5000 with

311 North Tenth
McAllen, Texas 78501
Telephone: (512) 631-1205

7 p.m.

We are proud to say that
we are masters in the art
of hair
10% off for PAU students w/1D

WELCOME
BACK
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Chicken charms PAU baseball .fans

Netters host Texas A&I Saturday
The final results against
A&M were Greg Hill over
Augustin Salazar 6-4. 6-0:
Kevin Smith was defeated by
Arnold Keffenacker 6-4. 3-6.
6-1: Mank Smith over Ruben
Nunez 7-5. 6-2: Dan Goldfine
defeated Ramiro Cuellar 6-0.
6-1: Joey Perry over Joe Martinez 6-0. 6-3 and Adrian de
Silva was defeated by , Russ
Simmons 6-0. 6-2.

The Bronc Netters host the
Texas A&I Hoggies of
Kingsville Saturday at Cox
stadium. The Netters are coming off two tough losses to
A&M in College Station March
10 and to Houston Baptist here
March 12.
The guys played with determination . but they need to
work harder because their opponents hav e been very
strong." Coach Raul Martinez
said . ··But. they held up well
under pressure. Kevin Smith
played very well against A&M
taking his opponent to 3 sets.
and Beto Chavarria made a
great effort against Houston
Baptist."

The doubles results were
Keffenacker-Voss over SmithNunez 6-2. 7-6: SmithSimmons over CuellarMartinez 6-1. 6-1 and PerryGoldfine defeating Salazar-De
Silva 6-2. 6-2 to close out with -

a final score of A&M 9. PAU 0
The results from the games
against Houston Baptist were
Augustin Scllazar over Mario
Rauch 7-5. 4-3: Kevin Kelly
over Beto Chavarria 6-4. 3-6.
6-3: David Taylor ove·r Kevin
Smith 6-4. 6-1: Henery Temkin
over Ruben Nunez 6-2. 6-3:
Rafael Ledezma defeated
Ramiro Cuellar 6-0. 6-1 and
Adrian De Silva was defeated
by Eric Sorenson 6-0. 6-1.
Houston Baptist defaulted all
their doubles matches. but
because of previous singles
wins Houston Baptist won with
a final score of 5-4.

De Alva makes All-District
Sophomore Sophie De Alva
is the first Lady Bronc to be
named to an NAIA All-District
Basketball team .
De Alva averaged 20.5
points fo1 the season. and
led the Lady Broncs in free
throws shooting 80 percent.
hiting 40-50.

really benefited from the
seniors of last year. who took
that first step. which we took a
little farther this year by making it to the play-offs and
hopefully we can take it even
farther next vear."

The honor came after De
Alva scored a game high of 26
points against East Texas Baptist Feb. 28. in NAIA district
playoffs at East Texas State
University in Commerce. It was
the first time the Lady Broncs
had been invited to the playoffs.
"It was a total surprise. I
wasn't expecting it," De Alva
said . 'This gives the underclassmen something to strive
for and ifs a big boost for the
Lady Bronc program ."
"We played a very good
game against East Texas." De
Alva said . "Our teamwork was
great and our team has great
potential. Our progra!T' has

Also named were Sara
Busboom. Texas Lutheran College:
Nancy
Sieler.
Southwestern University:
Phyllis Boykins. East Texas
Baptist College: Inger Brown.
St. Edward's University: Jerry
Gillispie. Mary Hardin-Baylor:
Nadine Gray. East Texas Baptist College: Vicki Mason. St.
Mary's University : Milyse
Lamkin. St. Mary's University:
and Carla Kelling. HustonTillotson College.
The Lady Broncs have kicked off spring training and plan
to practice scrimmage in preparation of next year's season.
with hopes of play-offs and
district players on their minds.

Ted Giannoulas spreads his
fun everywhere he performs as
the Chicken from San Diego.
He was on hand to cheer on
the Broncs March 16 against
the Oklahoma Sooners.
"This is my third trip to the
Valley and there are great
- sports fans here.· Giannoulas
said. "There is a good spirit on
the team (Broncs). and I love
performing for people.·
Giannoulas said many of his
original skits and acts are
improvised .
·1 make them up as I go
along alot of the times." he said.
·1 enjoy comedies and Harpo
Marx is my favorite comedian."
The Chicken finds performing at baseball games the most
rewarding because. "in baseball
you're not playing against the
clock and that means you have
a lot of time to perform. The
crowd and players are very receptive in baseball. I've had
major leaguers come up to me
for autographs and pictures
and sometimes I average 1.000
autographs a night!"
The Chicken delighted the
crowd of more than 3.000
spectators as the first baseman
coach whipping a dummy
dressed as an umpire. Perhaps
the most memorable skit was
where the Chicken slid into
home being tagged by a
Sooner catcher. after a big fall
both the Chicken and the catcher proceeded to repeat the
play in slow motion. drawing
roars from crowd.

The Chicken has performed
most recently in Canada.
Madison Square Garden.

The Chicken towels down the umpire March 16 in the
Broncs game against Oklahoma. but the Broncs lost the
the Sooners 5·1.

De Alva
"But it takes experience to do
the job and when your realize
you are not afraid to go out
th ere and play in the play-offs
yo u've got experience under
your belt."' commented De
Alva .
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and after his appearance at
PAU. the Chicken headed to
Mexico City.
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PAUSA to rely on write-ins

_ ff,.,

•

This won't hurt a bit--United Blood Services donor tech Lucy Lezama monitors a
donor's blood pressure during the recent UCPC blood drive being held through today in the University Overflow Room.

Child abuse, neglect
topic of conferenc-e
In 1983, 1,582 cases of child
abuse and neglect were reported to the Hidalgo County
Child Welfare Department, according to the child welfare office in Edinburg, and the
criminal justice department
here is trying to do something
about the problem_
On April 5 at the LRC Media
Theater, the CJ_ department is
hosting a Child Abuse/Neglect
Conference which is being
sponsored by the Center for
Media Awareness, a non-profit
organization which has served

as a resource for the last three
Texas House Select Committees on Child Abuse/Neglect
and Child Pornography.
According to the program for
the conference, the meeting is
"intended to inform professionals and concerned citizens
about the nature of child abuse
and neglect in Texas and offer
suggestions on ways to prevent
and treat the problems:'
The meeting here is similar
to three others which have
been held since Feb. 16 at
Texas Southern University in

Houston, at the University of
Texas at El Paso and at 1be
University of Dall~,With registration beginning
at 8 a.m., the conference will
be welcomed at 9 a.m. by Dr.
Miguel A. Nevarez, PAU President. At 9:15 a.m., Dr.
Rosemary Stanford, intern
coordinator for the PAU
criminal justice department, will
speak on "Child Abuse in the
Rio Grande Valley:'
At 9:45 a.m., Scott Lyford,
Assistant Attorney General, will

Seep. 8

Chili Cookoff deadline tomorrow
Tomorrow is the
deadline for the Chili Cookoff
Carnival_ Applications are
- available from University
Center Room 205.
Twelve teams had signed up
as of press v time, to participate
at South Park in Edinburg April
7 from 10 a.m_ to 7 p.m_
There is a $20 fee for booth
spaces and $5 for chili con-

testants. Electricity will be
provided.
In addition to the food and
game booths, kiddie rides,
jalapeno eating contest, tricycle race and the cow chip toss
are scheduled and no entry fee
is being charged.
KRIX FM radio station from
Brownsville will conduct a live
remote from the area.

Demonstrations of break
dancing are also planned.
Musical entertainement includes Royal, Tryxx and
Champagne bands.
Beverages will be sold.
For more information contact Ben Hinojosa, program
coordinator of the Phi Kappa
Theta Fraternity.

Write in campaigns to fill 15
of the 21 offices left vacant for
the upcoming PAU Student
Association and University
Center Program council elections on April 3 and 4 are
underway.
"A number of people are
making pians for write in campaigns," said Tony Flores,
PAUSA vice president, "Though, -we don't -know exactly
how many students are running because they don't have to
register."
· Flores added that the writein candidates need to pick up
a copy of the election codes in
University Center Room 314.
Write-in candidates need to
familiarize themselves with the
codes because they are also
subject to election regulations.
Although only six students
have picked up a copy of the
codes, Flores said, he is confident that in the last days of the
election people will get
motivated to run .
He also said he was confident that the lack of participation will not affect the outcome
of the elections.

Write-in elections were vice president and attorney
deemed necessary because not general within 30 calendar days
enough students applied for afte~ 9__vancancy occurs."
the senatorial seats as of the Running for PAUSA presiMarch 20 deadline. A reason dent and vice president are
cited for the lack of candidates Gumecindo Ybarra and Virwas the fact that filing applica- ginia Adair. They are opposed
tion dates began during Spring by the ticket of Ramon D. EsBreak and many students for- quivel and Ruben Delgado.
got about the elections and the
filing dates.
The top two offices in UCPC
Flores said that all offices are are unopposed and are not
open to write-in candidates.
runnning as a ticket. The canFlores said that all offices are didates are Juan Larra for
open to write-in candidates.
president and Alex Tapia for
Two amendments have also vice president.
been proposed by the student
Of the 17 senatorial seats
senate. The student body will
open
to students only three
vote on these amendments
students have applied for seats.
April 3 and 4.
Amendment six states , Leticia Calvo for the School of
"Changes to the PAUSA bud- Social Sciences, John D.
get as approved by the student Guevara as senator at large,
senate can be made only by the and Jose Limas as senator for
approval of at least two-thirds the men's dorms.
of those student senators preTwo senators are elected
sent and voting."
from each of the following
Amendment seven states, schools: Business, Education,
"The president shall place into Humanities, Science and Math,
nomination appointments to Social Science, student body,
the vacancies existing in the graduate students, and dorms.
legislative branch and the judi- Only one senator is elected by
cial branch and to the office of Health Related Professions.

-C andidates debate today
The candidates seeking the
positions of student Government president and vicepresident will be presenting
their ideas and discussing
issues before the student body
today at 10:35 a.m. in the
south half of the ballroom.
Speaking will be Gumecindo Ybarra and Virginia Adair
on one ticket and Ramon Es-

quivel and Ruben Delgado on
and discuss any issues. A one
minute rebuttal will be allowed
another.
for each candidate. ViceThis forum will have specific
presidential candidates will be
guidelines, thus allowing each
allowed the same privileges as
candidate an equal opportunipresidential candidates.
ty to express his views, accorAn open question and
ding to Robert Guiterrez,
answer period will also take
PAUSA election commissioner.
place allowing the student
Each candidate will be
body to ask any que,tions conallowed a maximum of five
cerning the candidates views
minutes to introduce himself · ;rnrl oninions .

Games forms due tomorrow
Game forms for the Pan
American Days Games are
due tomorrow at 4 p.m. in
University Center Room 205.
Ten member teams are required, although the different
events will require from only
one to all ten members.
Organizations which are
limited in membership may

enter five person teams and
can participate in a reduced
number of events. (Most
games will require five participan;s.) There is no entry fee.
All second period classes Tuesday have been cancelled.
All organizations entering
the Pan Am games will be required to bring with them one
tricycle (not bicycle) for a tricy-

5 women vie for Miss PAU title

Only five women are eligible
for the awards and scholarships
being offerd to the winner and
first runner up of the Miss Pan
American Pageant, on April 6.
The winner of the pageant
will receive a $250 scholarship
while the first runner up will
receive a $150 scholarship. The

Maribel Cabrera

scholarships are to be used during the Summer 1984 sessions
or the Fall 1984 semester.
The winner .of the pageant
will also be put in a National
directory that will be distributed
to modeling and casting agencies from New York to California. Melba's of McAllen is offer-

A
Minerva Lazo

ing this aw ard.
Another prize to be awarded
to the winner will be a 16 inch
by 20 inch studio portrait by
Rainbow Fantasy Studios.
The five contestants and
their sponsors are: Maribel
Cabrera, La Feria Bakery; Ruby
Delta Zeta Sorori-

ty; N9emi Garza, Alphs Kappa
Psi; Minerva Lazo, PAU
Folkloric Dancers; Amy
Ramirez, Abrego Trucking
Service.
The pageant consists of different activities including a
talent contest. The performance should be three to four

Noemi Garza

Amy Ramirez

0

minutes in length. Apother part
of the competition includes
private interviews with the five
judges.

cle relay race around the
sidewalk area, and one kite (no
restrictions on size or design).
Each team's kite will be
measured for how high it can
go within specific time limit.
The games will be held in
the Science Building Mall.
PAUSA and RCTfC will provide
an obstacle course.

Strait
in concert
tomorrow

UCPC will sponsore country
music singer George Strait in
concert at the PAU Fieldhouse,
The winner of the pageant is tomorrow at 8:30 p.m.
required to attend at least six . Tickets are on sale for $10 at
hours during the Fall 1984 and various valley locations including the UC center. Tickets
Spring 1985 semesters.
will also be sold at the door.
Tickets are on sale at C&C
Music, and La Plaza Sound
Center in McAllen; Boots and
Jeans in Weslaco; and Texas
Toggery in Harlingen , and Le
Sport in Brownsville.
A concession stand will be
set up at the fieldhous and
drinks will be sold.
Opening for George Strait
will be the Younger Brothers,
Ruby Donaldson
Edinburg natives.
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Does anybody
give a
■

■

■

■

With no one running for most of the student senate seats
in next week's PAUSA elections. it is likely that many will remain vacant.
Obviously something is wrong.
PAUSA
officials
have
attributed the lack of applicants to the fact that the filing dates were
during spring break. Yet this is something which could have
been avoided by PAUSA itself.
Last year when he was newly elected PAUSA president.
Noe Hinojosa, said he would form a committee to review and
revise the PAUSA constitution.
He did. The committee also made good and took several
revisions to the senate for approval last semester. The changing of the filing dates was not one of them however.
The constitution states that a candidate must file in the office of the Judiciary Branch a maximum of 14 calendar days
and a minimum of seven calendar days before the scheduled
election. The election code also states that the elections will
be held on the first Tuesday and Wednesday in April.
With the university calendar out since the beginning of the
fall semester, the committee reviewing the constitution should
have foreseen the problem of spring break.
But because the committee did not act upon this discrepeancy, PAUSA is not placed in a situation where they must
rely heavily upon write-in candidates.
And indeed they have attracted write-in candidates, as is
evident in this week's letter to the editor. The letter writers,
Mark "Buck" Rogers and Alex Alaniz are running for president and vice-president on a platform which promises to
abolish student governemnt.
While some might consider that position to be oversimplistic, in view of how few people have filed for office. that
position might not be that far off target.

Editor forms
available
Editorship forms are due
April 1 for the 1984-85 The
Pan American newspaper and
El Bronco yearbook positions.
The applicants need to have
a minimum grade point average of 2.0 have a minimum of
60 semester hours and be in
good standing with the Dean of
Students. The Publications
Committee may waive the mi nimum qualifications if conditions warrant.
Policy states that applicants
will apply directly to the fatui ty sponsor for the yearbook
and newspaper.
The applicants must describe
their qualifications. Provide the
names of three references
whom they have asked to write
letters of recommendations directly to the advisor and state
their philosophy or policies for
the operation of the publication
m which they are 1111erested.

Minimum qualifications for
applicant established by the
committee require applicants to
have had at least one course in
reporting and one in editing in
mass commumication-s or equivalent professional experience
on a newspaper or other publication or two years of staff work
on The Pan American or El
Bronco.
After applicants have submitted their entries, the faculty advisor will evaluate them and
rank each applicant according
to his / her evaluation. The
evaluation will be forwarded to
the chaiq:.erson of the Publica tions Committee, who will call.
a meeting .

~
College Press Service

''~0 N\UC~ rOR -ra~ t.\\W.e-OF-tMa-ROM> iTAAte.G'f,,,,''

- Letter to the Editor
There is hard scientific data
to indicate that the average
PAU student is only interested
in Booze. Sex. and a good
looking resume at the end of
hisvher stay in college. We.
Alex "Cosmic Rex" Alaniz and
Mark "Buck" Rogers write-in
candidates for PAUSA Presi dent [ Vice -President. respectively do offer you all three
things. No other Candidates
do. Our platform and qualificatinn~ r1re the following:
1. We are the least stupid
and most currupt candidates

running for these offices.
2. We promise to fight to get
the sale of Beer on Campus
approved.
3. Instead of your usual dull
bands pl_aying in the Cafeteria.
PAUSA would sponsor female
strip shows. (There would be a
Ladies' night featuring male
strippers.)
4. We will willingly sell you
appointments to student
Government positions. you invent which position you want.
This would look great on your
resum 'e and is the reason most

jerks who participate in student
Government do so in the first
place.
5. We also swear that if we
do not accomplish the above
objectives we shall commit
Hara-Kiri after having abolished student government. No
other candidates have the guts
to dare make this type of
commitment.
6. We shall abolish student
Government anyway.
Remember . Vote for Alex
Alaniz. write-in candidate for
PAUSA President. and for

Mark "Buck" Rogers. write-in
candidate for Vice -President.
If you want to find the Beef.
vote for us. we'll let you have
it ,,.
Alex "Cosmic Rex" Al aniz
M ark " Buck" Rogers
/

PS.- If you don't vote for us.
we have friends in the Mexican
Mafia who will ha;1d you your
kneeeops on il platter.

N.Y GOOD Ot,D PAI,- SYL--VfS-

Tf R,YOU NEVE.I< SAY NO
TO ANYONE- 1HAT5 WHY
YOU'RE MY BEST FRIENO

The committee will study the
evaluation ,md applications.
Applicants must be on hand for
the committee in case an intervic·.,_, is desired.

f{CTIVITY CALENDAR
M arch 29, Today
Intramural tennis form s due in Physical Education Room

118.

THE PAN AMERICAN STAFF

Chili Carnival forms due in UC 205. Proceeds to benefit
Easter Seals . Sponsored by the Phi Kappa Theta Fraternity.
April 3, Tuesday

Minority Biomedical Research Support Program symposium at 10:35 in LA 110. Dr. Gary Montgomery will present a short introduction to his project which is entitled
"Psychophysicological characteristics of headache and bruxist subjects." Students working on the projects. Teresa Cano
and Eduardo Olivarez. will present a report on progress on
their subjects.
D emonstration of new computerized literature searer
capabilitites on CRIS system today from 10 a.m. to noon in
the LRC Room 210 for faculty and graduate students.
March 30, Friday

Pan American Days, student activities. second period class
cancelled.
'How to minimize Your Taxes, with the Right Investments.
seminar from 9 a.m . to noon. Regents Room. Administration
Building.
Senior recital by Ruben Adame. trumpet soloist. 8 p.m. in
the Recital Hall of the Fine Arts Complex.
Lecture reading by ,Jose Antonio Villarreal. Mex1c;,11
American Writings. 10::m 11::m a.m. Media Thl'ater. Learn
ing Resource Center. 7-10 p.m. Fine Arts Auditorium
April 4, Wednesday

George Strait concert at 8:30 p.m. in the field house. Tickets
al-'ailable at University Center Room 20S. Cost is ':, 10

Deadline to file applic,1tion
August.
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ADN program applications dlle Saturday
Saturday is the deadline for
the Associate Degree Nursing
Program applications. Students
may pick up forms at Nursing
'8uilding 240.
The AON program is specially designed to prove initial
levels of skills, knowledges and
sensitivities that will enable
graduates to enter the nursing
profession at a functioning
level. The area of emphasis is
to provide the technical and
human relations preparation
necessary for a student to successfully embark on the lifelong
process of becoming a nurse.
The primary purpose of the

AON is to prepare candidates
to assume responsible roles as
members of a health care team
in the Valley. The basic relief of
the program is that adequate
health care should be available
to all who need it.
The
AON
admission
guidelines include: (1) Meet ad mission requirements to the
univeristy. (2) Complete and
submit admission application
from the Nursing Department
and (3) Submit verification of
completion of the admission
criteria.
Students are advised to do
as well -as possible in the follow-

ing criteria requirements. (1)
ACT or SAT scores. (2) Nelson
Denny Reading Grade Level
(The LRC as more information
regarding this test.) (3) Math
Placement Exam (4) Collge
Grade Point Average (A
minimum of 2.0 is required ,)
(5) Complete all predrequisite
courses (BIOL 1401, BIOL
1402, HRP 1302, with a grade
of "C" or above.)
The admission selection of
the student is based· upon
available space which is determined by the number of faculty for supervision of students,
therefore, the number of

SCOLAS meeting

Reagan will seek military
solution toCentralAmerica
Should Reagan be reelected,
he will use American soldiers to
effect a military solution to the
problems in Central America,
seemed to be the consensus
among most of the speakers at
a recent meeting on Latin
American studies.
At the 17th Annual meeting
of the Southwestern Council of
Latin American Studies, Jose
Infante of Universidad Autonoma de Nuevo Leon, said ,
"This administration admits the
guerrillas get most of their arms
by capturing them or buying
them inside El Salvador; yet,
they are on record for stepping
up the preemption of negotia tions by anyone. It appears
Reagan is determined to pursue a policy of armed confron tation :'
Dr. Sam Freeman, political
science professor here, said.
"Reagan sees the world as a
classic East-West confrontation
--one where Russia is totally
evil and the United States is
totally pure. Given that mentality, invasion is almost certain."

is inspired by the Second Vatiout of session:'
Richard Adams from UTcan Council," Melville said.
"Between 1962 and 1970,
Austin said the United States is
currently in the same situation the notion of people being the
Spain was during the Spanish church vs. belonging to the
conquest of centuries past.
church took hold:'
Another speaker, Thomas
Melville said that by studying
Melville from the University of the bible and relating passages
Houston, compared two views to their own lives, peasants
of revolution in Central have created Christian grassAmerica.
root communities helped by
"I want to go on record as the Catholic church. They
saying that although revolution come to realize that their situa(in Central America) is being · tion was not God's will but the
characterized as Marxist- will of a few wealthy families
Leninist inspired, I feel it is due and formed agricultural coopto the Christian movement and eratives and rural unions.

students admitted may vary.
Admission is not always
guaranteed.
Students desiring readmis-

sion must notify the department in writing at least one
semester (or two summer sessions) in advance. Complete
information regarding readmis-

sion can be obtained in the current Student Handbook
available
Building.

in

the

Nursing

Radio,TV scholarships available
Three scholarships are
available to mass communications majors from the Rio
Grande Valley Area (Starr,
Hidalgo, Willacy and Cameron
Counties.) The scholarships are
to be used during the 1984-95
academic year at an acredited
college or university with a
media curriculum.
The three scholarships are
the Don Mallory ,...KGBT TV
Mass
Communications
Scholarship, KGBT AM
Spanish Radio Mass Communications Scholarship and
the KELT Radio Mass Communications Scholarship. Both
the Don Mallory,...KGBT TV
and KGBT radio scholarships

are for $1 ,500 and the offer of
summer employment with the
respective station in 1985. The
KELT Radio Scholarship is for
$1,000, but has no employment offer.

in mass communications.
(5) If applicant is a graduating
high school senior, must have
an overall average of at least a

cs

(6) If applicant is currently a ·
college student, must have an
overall G.P.A. of at least 2.5
and at least a 3.0 G.P.A. in
mass commuications.

Applicants for these scholar-·
ship must meet the following
criteria:
(1) Must be a U.S. Citizen.
(2) Must have permanent
residency in the Rio Grande
Valley.
(3) Must be presently enrolled
or will be enrolled as a full-time
student at an accredited college
or university for the upcoming
academic year.
(4) Must be or will be majoring

D~

Applicants for these scholarships must apply on the appropriate individual applicaton.
The deadline for the applicafions is April 30. A scholarship
committee will select the recipients by May 30. Applications
are available at the Financial
Aid Office.
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John Booth , a University of
Texas at Austin professor said,
"They (Nicaraguans) very
much anticipate they will be invaded, especially if Reagan is
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Headaches: how to spell relief
By Ed Cantu

sensitive to light and prefer to
sleep iri dark rooms.

Staffwriter

Not tonight! I have a
headache.
How many times have you
been frustrated by painful
throbbing and pressure behind
the eyes, throughout the sinus
cavities and along the back of
the neck.
In an interview with U.S.
News and World Report. Dr.
David R. Codden. neurology
professor and director of the
Headache Clinic at the Mount
Sinai Medical Center in New
York City. the world's population suffers from some kind of
chronic. recurrent and disabling
headaches.
Codden said a majority of
them are victims of migrane
headaches .However. the cause
for migranes is still unknown.
but there is a heredity factor
responsible with a strong family tendency for this type of
headache.
Symptoms include a throbbing pain on one side of the
head , lasting from three hours
to three days. Attacks are also
accompanied by nausea and
vomiting and victims are also

The next most common type
of headache is the vascular
headache. which is caused by
a disturbance in the blood flow.
People with this type complain
of recurring attacks every
month or so. including waking
up with a headache every morning for three to five "days.
The pain will vary from dull
throbbing to
intense
pressure in the head. Codden
attributes this type of headache

,rn

to viruses that go into a type of
remission .
Some people suffor from a
combination of both of the
above types and others complain of cluster headaches.
similar to the vascular type.
These of course are chronic
headache problems. and while
aspirin remains an excellent
remedy for all types of
headaches. Codden assures us
that new drugs. biofeedback.
sleep therapy. and other advances promise a better

outlook for this. one of our
most common ailments.
If you have some of the
above symptoms or experience
a new. sharp pain in the head
that makes you stop whatever
you're doing. you should seek
immediate medical attention .
Effective drugs are now
.available that improve blood
flow to the brain and reduce
pain from most headaches.
Nondrug approaches such
as biofeedback. continue to
produce positive results. In this

approach the person is trained
through conscious exercises to
relax the body and thereby in crease blood flow.
The Chinese have long used acupuncture techniques
with doctors reporting a 100
percent success rate. Unfortunately. what's good for the
Chinese isn't always what's
good for us in the U.S. : as
acupuncture has been a failure
here.
Finally Codden advises taking aspirin
for
minor

headaches. but says not to take
more than four to six tablets a
day of 325 miligrams each .
Avoid narcodic painkillers such
as codeine. Demerol. Percodan
and Talwin as they are not appropriate for headache pain
and are addictive.
If you have recurrent longl11sting headaches see your
doctor or come by Student
Health Services. For more information call them at
381-2511 .

Local reporter speaks on Nicaragua travels today
Scott Lind . reporter for the
McAllen newspaper. The
Monitor. will speak today about
his trip to Nicaragua a few
months ago and about the recent arrest of nuns and a
reporter for transporting illegal
aliens in a Catholic diocese
vehicle during activity period in
LA 115.
The program is sponsored by
the student chapter of the
Border Association
for
Refugees
from
Central
America. but Minerva Montes.

BARCA pointed out that Lind's
presentation will reflect his own
point of view.
"As BARCA. we want to do
this because of the arrest of the
nuns. and the elections in El
Salvador." Montes said . ·we
feel ifs especially important to
let people know of what's happening."
The American public is
aware of what is happening.
Montes said. "but they're getting

inaccurate information from
our government.
She explained that the group
is not apathetic about Central
American issues.
"Even though we're students.
we're concerned about what's
happening." she said.
Montes said the group
recently delivered a petition
with about 500 names to the

office of U.S. Representative
Kika de la Garza ·asking for a
more fair policy in Central

Banking

discussed

Opportunities
and
challenges in banking were the
topic by Dennis Burleson .
president of Texas Commerce
Bank of McAllen last Thursday
during activity period .
Burleson·s program was
sponsored by Alpha Kappa Psi.
a professional businl'ss
fraternity.
According to Burleson. Texas
Commerce is th l! second
largest bank in thl' stall'. He explained the probabilities and

C~a1t~
RESTAURANT

America and for extended
voluntary departure for
refugees."

opportunities for a business student at the bankinq field.
Burleson answered questions concerning the interest
rate. the economic effect on the
banks in relation to the market
and Mexico.
Members of the fraternity
also helped the Southwestern
Council of Latin American
Studies (SCOLAS) on their
threl' day seminar events by
trnnsporting the guest speakers
from thl'ir hotel accommoda tions to Pan American .

American, Mexican Food

& Breakfast
1012 S. Closner,
Edinburg, Texas

311 North Tenth
McAllen, Texas 78501
Telephone: (512) 631-1205

Orders to Go 383-5676
Breakfast
Special

Fri . & Sat . 24 hrs.
$1 .69

Sun. Thurs. 6 a .m .• 11 p.m.
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Pan Am grows·~to meet challenge
By Ed Cantu
Staffwriter

Pan Am is undergoing a
metamorphasis of construction
to meet the needs of increasing numbers of students and
faculty, and changing to keep
up with ad vancing state of the
art technology, according to
Louis S. deVries, physical plant
director.
One of the first projects is the
construction of a small animal
research building. The addition
will provide labs for working
with and housing animals
presently in science classroom
building. According to deVries,
construction is complete and
the animals should be moved
in, "any day now" pending final
acceptance by the Board of
Regents.
Another construction project
which began in Spring 1983,
was the addition of three floors
and the extensive interior
renovation to the new Student

Services Building. It is also in
the final stages of completion,
awaiting final approval by the
board.
According to Dr. Roy Flores,
Vice President for Business Affairs, cost for the new biology
annex is estimated at $536,000
and about $2.5 million was
needed for work on the Stu·
dent Services Building.
Some of the services being
offered in the Student Services
Building will include financial
aid, admissions, registrar and
student placement offices,
along with the tutorial services
program and classrooms used
by this service.
The track and field complex,
licated next to the gym, has
also taken on a new look. Construction in that area includes
a new fence and an improved
track surface.
According to deVries, the
new track is a combination of
asphalt with ground rubber
cushioning, covered with an

epoxy plastic seal. making it
easier to run on and increasing
durability. He added that
aluminum bleachers would be
added so that spectators can
watch matches taking place in side the track, which is to be the
designated soccer field.
Flores said the track construction costs, which are still
mounting, should be right
under $300,000.
A new Communication Arts
and Science Building should be
completed by August of this
year, according to deVries. This
$6.3 million project will contain
93,000 square feet of computer
language and hearing labs with
state of the art equipment and
an auditorium with more than
400 seats.

During Spring Break, underground wiring was installed so
that now all of Pan Am's wiring
is safe from hurricanes and in·
clement weather except for a
small section near the tennis
courts.
A few other projects include
I one quarter of a million square
FOR SALE: PANASONIC Stereo-I feet of new roofing to campus
Radio plus speakers $45. Used I buildings and two inches of
screwmount lenses: HANIMEX I polyurethane foam was added
ZOOM (35-105mm) $100 and I to increase insulation.
~ENA-ZEISS (2.4/35) $75. Call l . - - - - - - - - - - 381-5037 or 381-3589. ask forl
Bridget.
I
IS IT TRUE YOU CAN BUY I
JEEPS FOR $44 THROUGH
THE U.S. GOVERNMENT?
GET THE FACTS TODAY!
Tennis Racquets
CALL (312) 742-1142 EXT.
Racquet Ball
8300A ·
Typing serivce. T1erm papers. re
SHOES
SPORTWEAR
,umi,s Reasonable rates. 687Foot Joy
Nike
Nike
1675.
O P
Adidas
Court Casua ls
EU ROPE! Roundtrip air from
Etonic
T.F.M.Tail
'ii55<J (Dallas) or $569 (Houston)
T. B.5.
Palms Beach
'ii:no . 2 months EU RAILPASS,
Snauwaert
Speedo
Hostel! pass. Rainbow tours (800)
Kae pa
Hang Ten
:192-:>902 (Texas)
"New
Balance
Dodger
WANTED Creative. e1wrgetic in Jividual to work consistt>ntly 2-4
10% Discount
hours pt>r w1et>k. placing ,rnd filling
With Student 1.D.
postt>rs on campus. Earn $500 or
On Non-sale Items
more t>ach school yem. 1-80024:{-6706
Clown & C!ou.ntty

r-- CL-AS sIFIE"i>-- ADs______i
I Here is the solution on how to get
t organized: Buy a twin bookshelf set
I for $35. The twins are four feet
fhigh. two feet wide. and one foot
fdeep. CUS1DM WOODWORKKS.
IINC.m of McAllen Texas will carry
lthis special year round for PAU
Istudents with a valid I.D. All others
Ipay $60. Call 631 - WOOD for furlt her information . Coming soon lt he complete study system for
1$99 95

BOARDING HOUS E. One
block from University - cost
includes room and board. use
of telephone. no deposit. fur nished. HBO. Only serious studious students need inquire.
Ca ll 381-6455.
Fashion Show every Sunday 4:00
p. m. 1602 John Avenue Apt."· 1
Edinburg. Girls can earn free cloths
for your summer wardrobe. For
more information. call 383-8772.

-------------------------

Jf..oppln:J C!,nu,

5001 North 10th Street
McAllen

682-0654

612 N. MAIN • McALLEN, TEXAS
cacross the street from the llbraryl
TELEPHONE: 686-2156
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'
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EDUCATIONAL CENTER
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And, the Board of Regents
will discuss further remodeling
and renovation projects at their
next meeting, April 3 , to in·
elude the Learning Resource
Center, the Nursing Education
Building, The Liberal Arts
Building and the School of
Business Administration.
Dr. Flores said plans are also
being made for another gym to
house new gymnastics and
weight lifting equipment and a
50-meter olympic size pool.
Funding for all these building
projects comes from left over
ad velorum tax money, prior to
1982.
"One must look at construction as a necessary ingredient
in our mission, which is education," Flores said. "We must offer the best education that we
can possibly make available."

AKPsi to assist with filling
out 1040 tax forms Having problems filling out
your income tax form? Alpha
Kappa Psi. a professional
business fraternity. is going to
provide its services by helping
any individual fill out their
1040 Income Tax form.
A table will be set up on
March 30 at the LRC Lobby

from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for the
students and on March 31 at
the Valley Mart on University
Drive from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m .
for students and the public.
Anyone interested should
bring their W-2 forms to these
locations: 1040 forms will be
available.

Don't be a fool on Sunday
Many trite phrases regarding
April Fool's will come up this
Sunday.
In English speaking countries. men. women. and
children play absurd but
harmless jokes on April Fool's
Day.
Observance originated in
France after the adoption of a
reformed calendar by Charles
IX in 1546.
France was the first nation to

adopt this calendar. Up to that
time. the New Year Celebration
began March 21 and ended
April 1.
When New Year·s Day was
changed to Jan. 1 some people still celebrated it April 1.
These people came to be
known as April Fools.
The custom of fooling friends
and relevation that day became
popular in France. and spread
to other countries.

ROTC to host 600 HS students Saturday
The PAU ROTC program
will host more than 600 Valley
high school students at its annual ROTC Day activities
Saturday.

in such physical training events
as a tug-of-war. grenade throw.
back crawl, litter race, fireman's
carry, rope bridge crossing and
leadership competition.

The students, members of
junior ROTC programs, will
compete for a spirit award and

The activities will begin at
8:30 a.m. in the Fieldhouse
and continue throughout the

day in the campus quadrangle
in the center of campus.
The annual event is intended to introduce junior ROTC
cadets to the college ROTC
program and to Pan American
University, according to Capt.
Fernando Livas of the Pan
American ROTC program.

KAlifA's WESTERN WEAR
MEN's ANd LAdiEs AppAREL

NOW OPEN!
ON N. 10Tlt ANd TAMARACk
CoME IN ANd Sltop foa
TltE BEST SdEcTioN ANd PRicEs iN TowN
BRiNG IN Ad foR 2~ % DiscouNT

I
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Jody Ramsey Tournament

Michigan edges Broncs
By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor
The Broncs hopes of a third
tournament win were stopped
short Saturday. as the Broncs
lost to Michigan 4-2. and
Bradley 1-0. The Broncs had
won the previous night over
tourney champion Maine 4-3.
but the Broncs needed to
sweep the double-header for
win tied with Maine .
The Broncs came back in the
fourth when Duane Wales and
Gilbert Beason singled. Joe
Heeney then flied deep into
right center and Bill Wilson
singled a line drive. but the
Broncs were unable to score.
Against Michigan in the
previous game. Rick Bair singled to score Mike Waters. then
singled in another Wolverine
for a 2-0 score. But at the top
of the fourth a base hit by
Wales scored Luie Chavez, and
Ruben Ayala scored on a Mike
Brown's double to tie the game
up 2-2.
But Michigan came back
with Matt Suida scoring on a
two base hit. and then CJ.
Beshke scored on a sacrifice
bunt and Michigan led again
4-2. The Broncs took it until
the bottom of the 7th with 2
outs. Brown and Gordon
Monroe were on base. Beason
was up but was tagged for the
final out and score of 4-2.
Against Maine last Friday.
Duane Wales hit a 2 run horner
which help lift the Broncs to a

4 -3 victory over the Maine
Black Bears. In the bottom of
the second. Maine scored first
whPn Bill Swift drove in Mike
Bordicks. Rick Lashua and Jeff
Paul for a 3-0 score. But in the
bottom of the third. the Broncs
tied it up 3-3. with Wales
homer. which scored Brown
and Chavez. An in the 5th Vic
Marin singled to score in Wales
for the final winning score. Bill
Wilson was the winning pitcher.
limiting Maine to six singles.
Pan American gave up five
errors to Bradley of Illinois last
Thursday to lose 7-2. Craig
Holthus and Tim Foley hit two
big homers against freshman
pitcher from Edinburg. Santana
Garza. The Broncs led first with
Beason and Wales doubling.
and Bill Wilson exploding for a
two base horner. But Bradley
then managed to hit 4 singles
along with their two homers.
for a 7-2 shut out.

Sport lines

By Vivien Benbow
Sports Editor

!

Vic Marin hits against Michigan last week in the Jody
Ramsey Tourney, but the Broncs lost 4-2. Marin, however
leads the Broncs hitting .340, RBl's 27 and 6 home runs.

ria played outstanding games.
as a preliminary test to upcoming tougher competition."

Your Teeth
Are Meant To Last
A Lifetime
With today's modern equipment and dental advances. there is no
reason why your teeth shouldn 't last a lifetime. However , it 1s a must to
take care of your teeth on a regular basis . And it's so simple Just
follow these three guidelines: 1) Eat a balanced d:et. 2) Brush and floss
your teeth daily 3) Have regular six month dental checkups with a
dentist.

Beto Chavarria
The doubles results were.
Salazar-Chavarria over HacesHicks 6 -2. 3-6. 6-3: Sirnonelli Studwick over Smith -Nunez
.6-3. 4-6. 7 -6 and Martinez-de
Silva defeating WheelerMartinez 7 -6. 6-2. 6 -1.
The Netters are currently
9 -10 for the season and Coach
Martinez feels the players are
still developing and gathering
strength.
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Join Us o.nd Be a " Smile Keeper"
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$10 Complete Exam With X-Rays
with coupon Expires April 20, 1984
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valid when presented on exact date toward complete exam and x-ray. Coupons
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Brownsville
1154 FM 802
548-1070

(Next to Ardans)
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Mike Brisky shot a 78-74-74
(227). at the All-American
tourney last weekend at the
Bear Creek golf course. ·
The scores from the
members competing are Mike
Brisky 78-74-75 (227): Marten
Olosson 73-81-76 (230): Lars
Tarn en 80- 7 4 -79 (2:B): Kevin
Peeker
79-7777 (233) and Bertile Marje
83 -80-86 (249).
The Bronc Netters head
to Houston for two matches:
one on Saturday against
Houston Baptist and on Sun day against Texas Southern.
The Broncs are hungry for
HBU. because of a previous
loss of 5-4 earlier this season in
Edinburg. good luck Broncs 1
Remember if you or your
organization has an important
event corning up. drop it by
Emilia Hall Room 100. the
Mondoy before publication - ·
- see ya next week!

0

0

Best Bar drinks in town!
, Best pool tables in the
Valley!

-_____

C,,

141S Austin St.
Downtown, McAllen
686-9408
Mon. - Sot.

(_;

11 a.m. - 2a.1n.

G
Edinburg Center
1200-A S. 10th
383-2031

corning tall season. The team
works out 3-5 every weekday
and wilt be prarticing for about
six weeks according to assistant
coach Eloy Moran.
The Bronc golfer recently
competed in the All-American
golf tourney in Houston. Brigham Young University swept
the overall honors with a score
of 852. Oklahoma was 2nd
with 863 and Oklahoma State
3rd 870. Phillip Parkin of A[M.
took the individual honors with
a 68-66-69 (203) score.
"We were playing against
some of the best programs in
the US.." said Coach Tony
Guerrero. "We had 3 freshman
and 2 sophomores competing
who don) have enough e~
perience. Hopefully next year
when the men are upperclassmen. they will be wellseasoned players."

Great Pool :)
Great Drinks (
0
Great Music . . .
<:)
and NOT bad Sandwiches O

0

80
McAllen Center
300-A W. Exp. 83
682-1355

The Bronc baseball team
is on hold until April 6 because
of the cancellation of the
previously scheduled double header with Schriener Jr. College this weekend. The Broncs
are 23-15 for the season with
a batting average of .266 and
ERA of 3.53.
The Bronc baseball team
is on hold until April 6 because
of the cancellation of the
previously scheduled double header with Schreiner Jr. College this weekend. The Broncs
are 23-15 for the season with
a batting average of .266 and
ERA of 3.53.
You can still turn in your
intramural tennis forms today
until 2 p.rn. at Coach Sam
Williams office. Room 118 at
the P.E. complex. There is no
fee and there will be divisions
for both men and womens in
singles. doubles and mix
doubles.
Registration for the first
Pan American University
Open Karate is still open. the
fee $20 and the event will take
place in the PAU Fieldhouse
April 7. Registration will be held
from 10 a.m. to 11:30 a.m. and
the karate competition will kick
off at noon. There will be a division for all ages in the kata and
sparring divisions and anyone
interested in the championship
should contact Coach John
McDowell at 381-2225 or
Omar Salinas at 383-0760.
Softball equipment is still
available Mon.-Wed .. 3 -6 p.rn.
at the softball field for interested
teams. The softball tournament
will be April 14 so get in your
practice now,
Starting April 2, track
equipment will also be
availabe Mon -Wed. :{-6 p.m. at
the new track. The intramural
track meet is April 28 . Each in dividual must enter five events
each and participate on the
coed relay team. Practice kicks
off next week. with three sets
of work out sessions. April 2-4.
9 -11 and 23-25 at the track
field at :3 p.m. Additional attrac tions in intramural sports. look
for intramural bowling.
The Bronc soccer team is
currently training for their up -

I
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If you need to consult with a dontist, make an appointment through
General Dentistry Centers. Our concerned dentists wi il thoroughly
examine your teeth and provide a maintenance program especially for
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PAU prof

Cheerleader forms due in April

Running is his business
By Hernan Flguero ,a
For many people the active
sport life ends at age 30.
However, for others like Robert
Contreras, 37, it just starts.
Besides being a member of Pan
American's faculty and working
as head of the tutoring department in History, Government
and Spanish , Contreras is a
very active person within the
field of sport, particularly track
where he has performed well in
national as well as international
track meets. "The Laredo Sun
Relays" was Contre ras first
meet .
"It was in 1976 and I competed in eight events, earning '
eight awards ," Contreras said .
Since then , Contreras has competed in many other track
meets all over the nation in cludino Mexico City.

"I ran with the USA 400m
relay team at Mexico City in
1982. We broke the meet
record," he said . "There were
two runners from California,

one from Georgia and I. I
opened the relay, I felt very
strong; probably one of my best
races.
"As tar as this year I hope to
compete in twelve track meets;
out of those twelve, two are out
of state."
When asked what his goal
was for future track meets he
said, "When you come to this
age, if you maintain the level
you were last year, you are doing right, and if you improve,
much better, so I hope I'll im prove from my previous performances."
Contreras puts in about 18
hours of track practice weekly,
because, as he said , "I like it, I
like to improve; self satisfaction
and in the long run , have a
good haelth ."

Robert Contreras

In 1979 at the National
Master's Track and Field Championships in Pennsylvania ,
Contreras earned the gold medal in the triple jump with a jump of 41 feet.
"In the same meet, I won second place in the 100m dash ,
my time was 11.4, that's my
PR," he said.
A year later Contreras traveled to Lincoln, Nebraska to
compete in the Master's National Indoor Championship,
where he took second in the 60
yard dash a nd third in the long
jump.

As far as international com petition . Contreras recalled one
of his most rewarding experie nce.

For contraceptive care, pregnancy testing,
counseling, and educational programs.
MISSION 585-4575
McALLEN 686-6671
EDINBURG 383-5082
PHARR 787-9431
WESLACO 968-5039

We are proud to say that
we are masters in the art
of hair
10% off for PAU students w/1D
PHONE
3 83-9 133
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cheerleader t~e Cl" · ' - 1nd
chants actual Y presente to
the Judges the day of tryouts.
Although Krueger said attendance is not required. those
with previous engagements are
asked to phone Krueger or
Melissa Lopez, PAU head
cheerleader, to receive the re quirements for tryouts.
The re~ults from the tryo uts
will be a nnounced April 14.

Swilley: Broncs must take all games
Scott Swilley, Bronc junior
pitcher from Midlothian , Texas,
feels if the broncs give 100 percent in all of their upcoming
conference games, the Broncs
can go all the way to playoffs
again this year.
"We have a good attitude,
and we just got to go out there
and do our jobs, because if
everyone gives 100 percent of
their ability, we should be the
team to contend with in the
play-off birth ."
Swilley comes from a baseball family. His father played in
college and several of his
relatives are scouts. Swilley was
an All-Around athlete in high

school, he decided to go to
Panola Junior College to "get
some playing experience ,"
Swilley said .
Swilley was given some
names of top colleges to look
at and Pan Am was one of
them .
"Pan Am was one of the first
places I looked at in the Fall of
"82 and I liked it," he said. "and
last year on the team , I watch ed and learned from great sen ior pitchers, Jim Hickey and
David (Kaz) Kazprinski. We
also hit over 70 home runs last
year, and this year we have the
power to do it again ."
Swilley feels when the

Engraving
. Soldered Gold Frame
Custom Lenses for
Porch Camera's
808 S. Broadway
McAllen 682-9435

Extra Thin Lenses
One Day Service
Rav Ban Eyewcar
Playboy Eyewcar
260 S. Texas
Weslaco 968-8863

---------------- -

O pt i cal Fashion

IIT£ROUI
Big Mexican Plate:
Beef Guisado,
Sp,rnish Rice.
Ranchero Beans. Salad .
2 Tortillas & a Jalapeno

tions open for the men . Barbara Krueger, sponsor for the
tryouts, stressed that they are
seeking yell leaders especially
for the tumble acts and double
stunts. She encourages any
males interested in the
position .
There will be an organization
and instructional meeting April
7 from 9 a .m . to noon in the
dance studio. Krueger said this
meeting will teach those in terested in becominq a

WE CAN! CAN THEY?

"It was a new experience, I
have never run indoors before,"
Contreras commented.
He also competed in the
penthatlon , an event in which
he threw the discus and the
javelin; ran the 200m dash and .
the 1500m run as well as the
long jump. In this event, held
at Atlanta Georgia in 1981,
Co ntreras took third .

Students interested in trying
out for PAU cheerleaders and
yell leaders must submit their
applications by April 11. ~pplications may be picked up
and returned to the office of
the Dean of Students, Judy
Vinson , at UC 104.
Applicants must be a full time student and must be in
good standing with the dean of
students.
There are six positions open
for the women and two posi-

Broncs go out to play, they go
o ut to win.
"Winning our games is o n all
our minds, and even though
we started off in the middle of
the season , with a split record,
we got it together and won two
tournaments and almost won a
third last week ."
Swilley, who is majoring in
physical education and minoring in math , feels if the Broncs
keep up a positive attitude, the
winning tradition will remain
alive for Pan American .
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Math department hosts competition
The mathematics department will host a day of competition for Valley junior high
students that will test their
brains not their brawn.
The math department has

teamed up with the Rio
Grande Valley council of
Teachers of Mathematics to
host its annual mathematics
contest April 11 for students in
grades six through eight.

Students will compete in
three events at each grade
level, according to Dr. Ed
Wallace, assistant professor of
mathematics and a contest
organizer.

Trophies and ribbons will be
awarded to the top finishers in
each event.
Students should register by
March 26, Wallace said.

YMCA leader to conduct seminar on motivation
An associate director of the
YMCA will meet with PAU
students April 12.
Gordon Mack , in charge of
human resource planning for

the national YMCA organization, will conduct a seminar on
"Motivation and Self Esteem"
for students in the American
Humanics program.

American Humanics prepares students for management positions in youth service
organizations such as the
YMCA, Boy and Girl Scouts,

YWCA and others.
For more information, interested persons should call
Ponce Duran, director of the
program,
at 381-2145.

Alumni Association to award scholarships
Honors students in Valley
high schools who will graduate
in May have until May 1 to
apply for honors scholarships
from the Alumni Association.
Last year, the Alumni
Association awarded 28
scholarships of $500 each to
Valley high school honors
students planning to enter Pan
American. All had straight-A
grade-point averages, according to association director
Tom Segel.
Seqel said the association

_
would aw.ard seven scholarships to entering students next
Fall.
To be eligible, students must
be graduates of Valley high
schools, be members of the
National Honor Society, and
plan to enroll at PAU as an
entering freshman in September or this summer.
Application forms are
available from all Valley high
school counselors, Segel said,
and from the Office of Finan-

EBONY HILL CLINIC
FOR WOMEN
BIRTHING CENTER

cial Aid and the Alumni
Association Office.

Applications must be received by May 1, he said.

Med Tech applications
due Saturday
The Medical Technology
Program is seeking applicants
by Saturday for the 1984-85
school year.
The program begins July 16.
Students who have completed
a minimum of 90 semester
hours of college work with emphasis in biology and chemistry
and those with baccalaureate
degrees may apply.

speak on "Child Abuse and
Texas Law." There will be a
break from 10:15 a.m. to 10:30
a.m.
At 10:30 a.m.. Dr. Paul
Prescott, Director of the Child
Abuse Clinic. at Southwestern
Medial Medical School will talk
about "The High Risk Fmaily."
At 11:30 a.m., Howard Lederer, member of the House
Select Committee on Child
Abuse/Neglect and Child Pornography, wiil speak on
"Review and Analysis of the
1983 Committee Report to the
Texas legislature."
From noon to 1 p.m., Lt.
Col. Ronald Aldridge, PhD..
and Major Barbara Parry from

the William Beaumont Hospital
at Fort Bliss in El Paso. will
speak on "Working with the
Victim and Abuser in Child
Sexual Abuse Cases."
While students will be admitted free of charge, others must
pay a registration fee of $5 for
the half-day conference, which
can be paid in advance or at
the door. Advance registrations
may also be phoned in to
381-3566.
It is suggested that teachers,
health care providers and social
workers attend the conference.
Also police officers, probation
officers, prosecutors. attorneys
and community groups are encouraged to attend.

UCPC blood drive today
Today is the last day for the
blood drive sponsored by the
University Program Council.
Students, faculty and staff
can donate blood on the second floor of the Univeristy
Center. Specially ordered tshirts, and juice will be given to

donors.
· A name plate bearing the
name of the organization with
the most donors will appear on
a floating plaque. It will also appearonapermanentdisplayat
a location to be announced
later.

El Sol paper reorganizes

The program is fully accredited by the national accrediting agencies and its
graduates are eligible to take
the National Board of Registry
examination. Pan American
graduates have a 93 percent
rate on their first attempt.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling John P.
Abraham, director of the program, at 381-2291.

421 Freddy Gonzalez

The El Sol Newspaper and
Student Organization is
reorganizing and asks that interested students and faculty
contact El Sol personnel.
While all majors are invited
to participate, the organization
expressed an interest especially in government majors, communications majors, art majors,
management majors and marketing majors.
For information, students

can contact Frank Calvillo
968-2332, Dora Ramon
262-2929, Jorge Lopez
686-9637 or Donna Herrin
631-6486.
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Practice limited to Obstetrics & Gynecology
Affordable Normal Deliveries (Natural Childbirth)
True Family Involvement
Minor Gynecological
Surgery (D & C's, Perinea! Surgery, etc.)
CALL 383-4831 or 383-4031
MON. - FRI. 9-5
EMERGENCY PHONE: 682-2435
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Jewelry
and Watch

Gift
Wrapping
• Engraving

Repain
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PierceJ 'K!eJfauranl
321 W . University

383-9075
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UNDEI< NEW OWNERSHIP
LUNCH SPECIAL
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Chalupa Plate
3 chalupas $2.75
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busiNESS MEETiNGS.
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